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MOTTOS 
 
 
“No one tries new things because they’re confident about it. After trying, they get 
confident because they did it. There’s no one that doesn’t fear something.” 
(Anonymous) 
 
 
“Tis a lesson you should heed: 
Try, try, try again. 
If at first you don’t succeed, 
Try, try, try again.” 
(William Edward Hickson) 
 
 
“He who hesitates is lost.” 
(A Dictionary of American Proverb) 
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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This research is a pragmatic study on speech acts and conversational 
implicatures performed by the main character in Date Night. This research is 
aimed at identifying and describing the kinds of speech acts focusing on the 
employment of illocutionary acts and the kinds of conversational implicatures, i.e. 
generalized and particularized conversational implicatures.  
This research employed a qualitative method with the researcher as the key 
instrument and the data sheets used as the secondary instruments. The object of 
this research was the main character’s utterances in Date Night. The data were in 
the form of lingual units, i.e. words, phrases, clauses, or sentences. The data 
analysis of this research were based on the findings of the illocutionary acts 
classification and the conversational implicatures that arise in the main character’s 
utterances. To achieve the trustworthiness of the data, the researcher used by 
theory and researcher triangulations. 
The findings of this research reveal two important points. First, there are 
four kinds of illocutionary acts performed in Date Night; they are representatives, 
directives, commissives, and expressives. Subtypes of representatives are stating, 
informing, agreeing, arguing, explaining, describing, convincing, predicting, 
reporting, and stating opinion. Subtypes of directives are commanding, requesting, 
suggesting, inviting, questioning, and warning. Subtypes of commissives are 
promising, offering, and threatening. Subtypes of expressives are greeting, 
thanking, apologizing, complimenting, stating pleasure, stating pain, stating 
doubt, stating confusion, stating surprise, stating fear, stating surrender, stating 
panic, stating anger, and stating dislike. Each subtype of illocutionary acts is used 
to deliver the speaker’s specific intention. Second, there are two types of 
conversational implicatures in the main character’s speech, i.e. generalized 
conversational implicature in which the main character’s intention is explicitly 
uttered, and particularized conversational implicature in which the main 
character’s intention is implicitly uttered. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of the Study 
Human beings and language cannot be separated from each other in the 
society. Created as social being, human needs a language to communicate and 
build a relationship with each other in social interaction. In this interaction, 
language becomes the primary means of communication. By using language, 
people reveal their personal identity, character, and background. They can share 
their ideas, express their happines and sadness, joke with others, give information, 
command someone to do something, influence someone, and so forth using 
language. 
According to Taylor (1990: 5), a language is a system of signs (e.g. speech 
sounds, hand gestures, letters) used to communicate messages. Via a language, 
spoken or written, people deliver their thought. Finegan et al. (1997: 7) state that 
language as a vehicle of thought is a system of expression that mediates the 
transfer of thought from one person to another. Language becomes an important 
thing in people’s daily communication as a medium of transferring and expressing 
what human thought in achieving their goals.  
Mostly in delivering their purposes, people use spoken language. By using 
spoken language, people can communicate efficiently. They can directly deliver 
their intention to others. Although people use spoken language to communicate 
efficiently, their utterances usually have wider meaning than their literal meaning. 
This is mostly influenced by the context when the speech occured and the goal or 
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the intention of the speaker. A speaker may say It’s nice to have a cup of tea. as a 
direction to someone to make a cup of tea or an invitation depending on the 
context. 
To achieve their goals, speakers are not only saying something but also there 
is an action embedded in their utterances. An utterance which performs an action 
is called a speech act. A speech act is an action through which people do 
something by using their language. Every utterance spoken by people in real life 
consists of speech act which has functions such as to command, to warn, or to 
express the speakers’ purposes. 
The phenomena of speech act do not only occur in real life situation but also 
occur in movies since they are a reflection of human’s real life. The character’s 
dialogues reflect human communication which consists of speech act. The 
characters apply speech acts in their utterances to deliver their intended purposes 
such as when the characters ask someone to do something or when the characters 
express their feeling. They perform an action by using their language. 
Date Night movie directed by Shawn Levy is one of romantic-comedy 
movies. This movie is starred by Steve Carel as Phil Foster and Tina Fey as Claire 
Foster. Phil and Claire Foster are a married couple from New Jersey whose 
domestic life has become routine. Phil is a tax advisor, while Claire is a realtor. 
Their days consist of taking care of their children, going to work, coming home 
and going to bed. Then, they find time to have a date night where they go out and 
spend some time together. 
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Date Night movie is chosen as the object of the research because the 
researcher is interested with the story in which the main characters as ordinary 
persons get a terrible problem because of misunderstanding with the gangster. To 
solve their problem, the main characters apply various types of speech acts. In 
relation to the production of speech act, there is a meaning hidden in the speaker’s 
utterances. To get a successful speech act, the hearer has to be able to get this 
hidden meaning to draw certain conclusions of interpretation. 
Since the utterances produced by the characters in Date Night movie are used 
to perform various kinds of actions, the researcher is interested to analyze these 
phenomena of speech acts. Then, the intended meanings in the speech acts lead 
the researcher to analyze the conversational implicature of the main character’s 
dialogues.  
 
B. Research Focus 
Communication happened in society mostly uses language as its primary 
means. A language consists of grammatical and structural words that can be used 
to draw a meaning of what people uttered in communication. This literal meaning 
usually has different meaning from the speaker’s intention or non-literal meaning. 
To get a communicative conversation, people need to know these two meanings 
embedded in people’s utterances which depend on the context situation. In 
relation to the people’s intention, the researcher finds some problems to get this 
non-literal meaning. 
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The first problem is the context of the utterances. Context is the physical or 
social setting of an utterance that becomes the background knowledge to interpret 
what the speakers mean in their utterances. To get a clear interpretation of the 
speaker’s utterances, the hearer must be aware of the context of the dialogues so 
that it will decrease the possibility of misinterpretation. This context helps the 
hearer to interpret the implied meaning of the speaker’s utterances. 
The second problem is the use of language to perform an action or speech 
acts. An utterance made by a speaker is used to deliver particular purposes. A 
speaker usually applies various types of speech acts to deliver their purposes. 
When a speaker produces utterances, there are three related speech acts which are 
distinguished into locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts. The 
illocutionary acts are mostly used to perform an action through language to make 
an effect to the hearer. Furthermore, there are five types of general functions 
performed by speech acts which are distinguished into declaratives, 
representatives, expressives, directives, and commissives. In delivering their 
speech acts, there are two ways used by the speaker, i.e. direct and indirect speech 
act. Direct speech act performs direct action through language, while indirect 
speech act performs an action implicitly. Indirect speech acts lead the hearer to 
have a deep interpretation of the speaker’s intention. 
The third problem is about the way the speaker and the hearer cooperate or 
flout the maxims in their communication. An ideal communication will apply 
cooperative principles as the rule of how communication must be done. 
Cooperative principles will lead to a cooperative communication in which the 
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information delivered is relevant, informative, right, and perspicuous. On the 
other hand, in communication sometimes speakers break down the cooperative 
principles and they flout the cooperative maxims which sometimes cause unclear 
information. 
The fourth problem deals with conversational implicature. The implicature 
behind the speaker’s utterances brings the hearer to have a clear interpretation of 
the message or the meaning carried out by the speaker. The implied meaning of 
the utterance can be understood by applying the theory of conversational 
implicature in the language use. 
Based on the identification of the problem above, the researcher comes to the 
limitation of the research in order to gain the focus of the study. Due to the 
limitation of the researcher’s time and ability in handling related topics, the 
analysis is limited only on the categorization of speech acts mainly in the 
classification of illocutionary acts proposed by Searle expressed in the main 
character’s utterances, i.e. Phil Foster’s utterances. 
Since speech acts contain implied meaning, the researcher also describes the 
kinds of conversational implicature of the utterances containing speech acts. To 
analyze conversational implicature in the illocutionary utterances, the researcher 
used Grice’s theory which classified it into two types, i.e. generalized and 
particularized conversational implicature. 
Based on the identification and the limitation of the problem, the problems 
are formulated as follows. 
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1. What are the types of illocutionary acts employed by the main character in 
Date Night movie? 
2. What are the kinds of conversational implicature expressed by the main 
character in Date Night movie? 
 
C. Research Objectives 
In relation to the formulation of the problems, the objectives of the research 
are as follows: 
1. to describe the types of illocutionary acts employed by the main character in 
Date Night movie and 
2. to describe the kinds of conversational implicature expressed by the main 
character in Date Night movie. 
 
D. Research Significance 
The results of the research are expected to give contribution to the theoretical 
and practical uses of language. 
1. Theoretically, the research findings are expected to enrich the comprehension 
and understanding of pragmatics, especially about speech act and 
conversational implicature. It is also expected to give an additional reference 
to other researchers in pragmatics who are interested in analyzing speech acts 
and implicature. 
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2. Practically, the research findings will be useful for: 
a. The English Department 
This research is expected to give contribution to the study of linguistics, 
especially pragmatics. 
b. The English Department students 
This research can be used as a reference for English students who want to 
conduct research on literary works especially movies based on speech acts 
and conversational implicature aspects. 
c. The readers 
The research hopefully gives more understanding to the readers about 
speech acts and conversational implicature theory. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
  
       This chapter presents some theories and approaches used in the research. The 
first part in this chapter is theoretical description that covers some theories on 
pragmatics, speech acts, implicature, and a brief description of Shawn Levy‟s 
Date Night movie. The next part is the previous research findings, which explains 
the previous research conducted by other researchers in the same research 
category to show the differences between previous research and the researcher‟s 
study. The last part is conceptual framework which explains the concept in 
accordance with the problems of the research and analytical construct which 
shows the construction of analysis. 
 
A. Theoretical Description 
1. Pragmatics 
a. Definitions 
       Every utterance said by people does not consist only of a word with its literal 
meaning but also an intended meaning inside it. People‟s intended meaning is 
mostly tied with the context of time when the utterance is uttered by the speaker. 
This situation makes each person or the hearer possibly have a different 
interpretation. Therefore, it is important to study language use. Pragmatics is the 
concern of what people mean by the language they use or how they actualize its 
meaning potential as a communicative resource (Widdowson, 1996: 61). It studies 
the expression in an actual utterance in a specific context to achieve the intended 
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message in a communication since people may not know what might be meant by 
the expression. 
       According to Mey (1993: 4-5), pragmatics tells about the right to use 
language in various, unconventional ways, as long as people know what they are 
doing to deliver their purposes. Pragmatics is the science of language seen in 
relation to its users which is used by the Gibsonian term as the science of 
language as it is used by people for their own purposes and within their limitations 
and affordances. 
       On the other hand, Leech (1983: 1) states that people cannot really understand 
the nature of language itself unless they understand pragmatics. It is how a 
language is used in communication. In delivering their purposes, people usually 
utter them implicitly in which what they say does not semantically have the same 
meaning as what they mean. Speakers have purposes by uttering something 
related to the context or situation where the conversation took place. That is why 
pragmatics can be also usefully defined as the study of how utterances have 
meanings in situations (Leech, 1983: x). Furthermore, Leech (1983: 6) redefines 
pragmatics for the purposes of linguistics as the study of meaning in relation to 
speech situations. 
       Another definition of pragmatics is stated by George Yule. He (1996: 4) 
states that pragmatics is the study of relationship between linguistic forms and the 
users of those forms. Yule (1996: 3) also states four areas that pragmatics is 
concerned with. 
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1) Pragmatics is the study of speaker meaning. 
       This approach is concerned with the study of meaning as communicated by a 
speaker (or writer) and interpreted by a listener (or reader), which means the 
approach gives deeper analysis on what people have said to gain what exactly 
people mean by their utterances rather than the literal meaning of the utterances 
themselves. 
2) Pragmatics is the study of contextual meaning. 
       What people said usually tied with the context of conversation. This type of 
study necessarily involves the interpretation of what people mean in a particular 
context and how the context influences what is said. It requires a consideration of 
how speakers organize what they want to say in accordance with who, when, 
where, and under what circumstances they are talking.  
3) Pragmatics is the study of how more meaning are communicated than what is 
said. 
       It explores how listeners can make inferences about what is said in order to 
arrive at an interpretation of the speaker‟s intended meaning or it investigates the 
invisible meaning. In the conversation, what is unsaid is recognized as a part of 
communication which has a great deal in the interpretation of the speaker‟s 
intended meaning. It is why the approach also explores the invisible meaning or 
the unsaid part of a speaker‟s utterances. 
4) Pragmatics is the study of the expression of relative distance. 
       The approach answers the perspective of what determines the choice between 
the said and the unsaid in which the said and the unsaid are tied to the notion of 
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distance. On the assumption of how close or distant the listener is, speakers 
determine how much needs to be said. 
       On the other hand, Cutting (2008: 2) states that pragmatics and discourse 
analysis study the relation of language to contextual background features which 
study context, text and function. Pragmatics focuses on what is not explicitly 
stated and on how to interpret an utterance in situational contexts. They are 
concerned not so much with the sense of what is said as with its force, that is, with 
what is communicated by the manner and style of an utterance. 
       Studying language via pragmatics approach leads to know the nature of 
language. It leads to a deep analysis of what message that is brought in an 
utterance said by a speaker. It gives the advantages that one can talk about 
people‟s intended meanings, their assumptions, their purposes or goals, and the 
kinds of actions performed in utterances.  
 
b. The Scope of Pragmatics 
1) Context 
       The notion of context is one of the important parts in sorting out of 
ambiguities in spoken or written language. To get a clear understanding of what 
people have spoken or written, context is necessary to be considered. Finegan, et 
al. (1997: 345) point out that the essential element in the interpretation of an 
utterance is the context in which it is uttered. 
       According to Mey (1993: 83), context is the surroundings that enable the 
participants in the communication process to interact, and that make the linguistic 
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expressions of their interaction intelligible. Similar to Mey, Nunan (1993: 7) 
proposes that context is the situation giving rise to the discourse, and within which 
the discourse is embedded. 
       Cutting (2008: 5) proposes three kinds of context: the situational context, the 
background knowledge context, and the co-textual context. 
a) Situational context: outside the text 
       The situational context is what the speakers know about what they can see 
around them. The situational context is the immediate physical co-presence, the 
situation where the interaction is taking place at the moment of speaking. 
Furthermore, Hymes (in Brown and Yule, 1983: 37) uses the acronym 
SPEAKING to describe the context of situation in an interaction. 
(1) Situation (S) 
       Situation is composed of the setting and scene of speech situation. Setting is 
the physical circumstance in which a speech takes place. Scene is the 
phsychological setting which refers to the kind of speech event taking place 
according to cultural definition. 
(2) Participant (P) 
       Participant includes various combination of speaker-listener, addresser-
adressee, or sender-receiver. It deals with who is speaking and to whom he/she is 
speaking to. The social factors, such as age, gender, status, social distance, and 
role or profession of the participants have to be considered as well. 
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(3) End (E) 
       The ends of a speech event can be divided into outcomes and goals. Outcome 
is a conventionally recognized and expected purpose of an exchange from a 
cultural point of view. Meanwhile, goal is the personal purpose that participants 
seek to accomplish on a particular occasion. 
(4) Act Sequence (A) 
       Act sequence is the actual speech and context of what is said: the precise 
words, how they are used, and the relations of what is said to the topics at hand. 
(5) Key (K) 
       Key is the tone, manner or spirit in which a particular message is conveyed: 
tight-hearted, serious, precise, pedantic, mocking, sarcastic, and so on. 
(6) Instrumentalities (I) 
       Instrumentalities include both the channel and the form of speech. The 
channels include oral or written language and also telegraph, semaphore, smoke 
signals, or drumming. The forms of speech include the language and its 
subdivisions such as dialects, codes, varieties, and registers. 
(7) Norms (N) 
       Norms involve both interaction and interpretation. It refers to specific 
behaviour and properties that are attached to speaking and also how these may be 
viewed by someone who does not share them such as loudness, silence, and gaze 
return. 
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(8) Genres (G) 
       Genres refer to the categories like poems, myths, proverbs, lectures, and 
commercial messages. The notion of genre implies the possibility of identifying 
formal characteristics traditionally recognized. 
 
b) Background knowledge context: outside the text 
       Understanding a whole meaning of speaker‟s utterances also depends on the 
local context and knowledge of the participants. As the basis for inference, it may 
crucially depend on familiarity with the local socio-cultural conventions that is 
cultural general knowledge that most people carry with them in their minds about 
areas of life. For example, if a person is in a hospital with an illness, then he or 
she can be identified by nurses via the name of the illness. 
 
c) Co-textual context: inside the text 
       The co-textual context is the context of the text itself. According to Finch 
(2000: 212) co-text means „accompanying text‟. It can be in the form of sounds, 
words, phrases, and etc, that accompany each other in the particular sentence or 
utterance. An utterance can be understood from each word in the utterance. For 
example, in the sentence Peter went to the pictures. He went alone, he is used to 
refer to Peter based on the expression item in the preceding utterance. 
       Moreover, Yule (1996: 21) proposes an example such as Brazil wins World 
Cup in which Brazil is a referring expression and wins World Cup is co-text. He 
states that the rest of the newspaper was more co-text. Co-text is a linguistic part 
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of the environment in which a referring expression is used that limits the range of 
possible interpretation of such a word expression. 
 
2) Aspect of speech situations 
       As Leech states that pragmatics for the purposes of linguistics is the study of 
meaning in relation to speech situations, reference to one or more of the following 
aspects of the speech situation will be a criterion (Leech, 1983: 13-15). 
a) Addressers or addressees 
       Addresser and addressee refer to speaker (s) and hearer (h). To make a 
significant distinction between an addresser and addressee, the terms can be 
changed into a receiver and an addressee since the use of the abbreviations of s 
and h does not restrict pragmatics to the spoken language. A receiver is a person 
who receives and interprets the message while an addressee is a person who is an 
intended receiver of the message. The use of the symbol h, however, will always 
signify one or more addressees, or persons to whom the utterance is addressed by 
s. 
b) The context of an utterance 
       In pragmatic view, context is considered as any background knowledge 
assumed to be shared by s and h and which contributes to h‟s interpretation of 
what s means by a given utterance. 
c) The goal(s) of an utterance 
       A goal or function of an utterance is the intended meaning or speaker‟s 
intention in uttering a sentence.  
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d) The utterance as a form of act or activity: a speech act 
       Different from other branches of linguistics which deal with abstract static 
entities such as sentences (in syntax) and propositions (in semantics), pragmatics 
deals with verbal acts or performances which take place in particular situations 
and time. In this respect, pragmatics deals with language at a more concrete level 
than grammar. 
e) The utterance as a product of a verbal act 
       Utterance can be used in different sense in pragmatics. It can refer to the 
product of a verbal act rather than to the verbal act itself. An utterance may be a 
sentence-instance, or sentence-token, but it cannot be a sentence. An utterance is a 
piece of language which is either too short or too long to be classified as a single 
sentence whose meaning is studied in pragmatics. 
 
3) Deixis 
       Deixis or deictic expression means „pointing‟ through language (Yule, 1996: 
9). Deixis is a form of referring which is tied to the speaker‟s context. There are 
three kinds of deixis. The first deixis is person deixis which is used to indicate 
people. The second deixis is spatial deixis which is used to indicate location. The 
third deixis is to indicate time through temporal deixis. All deictic expressions 
depend on the context which the speaker and the hearer have shared. 
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4) Reference and Inference 
       Yule (1996: 17) states that inference is an act in which by using linguistic 
forms a speaker or writer makes a listener or reader able to identify something. 
Reference is tied to the speaker‟s goals (e.g. to identify something) and the 
speaker‟s beliefs (i.e. can the listener be expected to know that particular 
something?) in the use of language. To reach a successful reference, an inference 
is needed to infer correctly which entity the speaker intends to identify by using a 
particular referring expression. 
 
5) Presupposition 
       Presupposition refers to assumptions implicitly made by speakers and 
listeners which are necessary for the correct interpretation of utterances. It is 
something as speaker‟s assumption to be the case prior to making an utterance. 
Finch (2000: 173) states that presupposition deals with the necessary 
preconditions for statements to be true. For example, the sentence My cat was run 
over yesterday is assumed for the truth condition of I have a cat. Yule (1996: 26) 
states that presupposition is treated as a relationship between two propositions, 
which gives precondition to be true statement although the statement is negated. 
 
6) Cooperative Principle 
       Cooperative principle proposed by the philosopher H. Paul Grice is used to 
explain how conversation involves a certain level of “cooperation” among 
communicants. Meyer (2009: 55) proposes by quoting Grice‟s statement: 
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Our talk exchanges do not normally consist of a succession of disconnected 
remarks, and would not be rational if they did. They are characteristically, to 
some degree at least, cooperative efforts; and each participant recognizes in 
them, to some extent, a common purpose or set of purposes, or at least a 
mutually accepted direction. (Grice 1989: 26) 
 
       Grice in Yule (1997: 37) states that in communication, cooperative principles 
make a conversational contribution of communicants such as is required, at the 
stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purposes or direction of the talk 
exchange in which communicants are enganged. There are four kinds of 
cooperative maxims: 
a) Maxim of quantity 
The communicants must make their contribution as informative as is 
required. They must give the information in the appropriate quantity. 
b) Maxim of quality 
It is when what the communicants say will be truthful in a communication. 
This maxim leads the communicants to make their contribution one that is true. 
c) Maxim of relation 
Maxim of relation means that the communicant‟s contribution should be 
relevant with what is required. 
d) Maxim of manner 
Maxim of manner means that the communicant‟s contribution should be 
perspicuous in giving information. He should avoids obscurity of expression, 
ambiguity, unnecessary prolixity (should be brief), and should be orderly. 
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7) Politeness 
Politeness is the means employed in an interaction to show the awareness of 
another person‟s face. In their social interactions, people use their public self-
image or face wants to behave so that their expectations will be respected. To save 
another face, people use two kinds of face wants. The first is negative face in 
which a person wants to be independent, to have freedom of action, and not to be 
imposed on by others. Positive face, as the second face want, is the need to be 
accepted by others, to be treated as a member of the same group, and to know that 
his or her wants are shared by others. In other words, negative face is the need to 
be independent and positive face is the need to be connected in communication. 
 
Context, deixis, reference and inference, presupposition, cooperative 
principle, and politeness are the main objects of study in pragmatics. There are 
still two other study objects, speech acts and conversational implicatures, that will 
be explained in more detail in the next sub chapter since they are used by the 
researcher as the main theory in her analysis.   
 
2. Speech Act 
a. Definitions 
People usually think of speech as a way of stating propositions and conveying 
information (Chaika, 1982: 71). Furthermore, Austin (in Chaika, 1982: 71) 
proposes the functions of speech as a way of doing things with words. According 
to sociolinguists and anthropologists, speech is a way of how people use language 
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to manage social interactions. The words that people used in managing social 
interaction are an action such as for threatening, complimenting, commanding, or 
questioning. 
According to Searle in Mey (1993: 111), the unit of linguistic communication 
is not the symbol, word or sentence, but rather the production of the symbol or 
word or sentence in the performance of the speech act. Speech acts are the basic 
or minimal units of linguistic communication. The production of speech acts 
assumes that the intentions of human agents (producer and consumer of an 
utterance) are indispensable and relevant to the correct understanding and 
description of their utterances. 
Grundy (2008: 71) states that speech acts are language as action. Speech acts, 
which explore the performative nature of utterances, are the ways in which what 
people say to each other has force as well as content. There is an intention as 
content of what people say that is delivered via language with its force to get the 
message inside the utterances. However, language is the principal means that 
people have to greet, compliment and insult one another, to plead or flirt, to seek 
and supply information, and to accomplish hundreds of other tasks in a typical 
day. 
Similar to Grundy and other experts on pragmatics, Finegan et.al (1997: 345) 
state that speech acts are actions carried out through language. Yule (1996: 47) 
also states that speech act is an action performed via utterances which has more 
specific labels, such as apology, complaint, compliment, invitation, promise or 
request. These terms apply to the speaker‟s communicative intention in producing 
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an utterance. In communication, the speaker expects that his/her utterances can be 
understood by the hearer. Thus, the interaction can run smoothly because the 
message is delivered to the hearer. 
In short, speech acts are actions using language as a way to deliver the 
communicative intention. Every production of utterances covers intended message 
that is delivered through the force of the utterance. It is how language plays as 
actions or as speech acts. 
 
b. Speech Acts Categorization 
1) Austin‟s Categorization 
Leech (1983: 199), based on Austin‟s categorization, states three distinct 
levels of action beyond the act of utterance, i.e., locutionary, illocutionary, and 
perlocutionary act. 
a) Locutionary Act 
Locutionary act is to perform an act of saying something. It can be formulated 
as follows: 
LOCUTION   s says to h that X. 
s is an abbreviation of speaker, h is an abbreviation of hearer, and X are certain 
words spoken with a certain sense and reference. 
Yule (1996: 48) states that locutionary act is the basic act of utterances or a 
meaningful linguistic expression. It is represented by a sentence with a 
grammatical structure and a linguistic meaning. According to Cutting (2008: 14), 
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locutionary act is the act of saying something that is the form of the words uttered, 
or „what is said‟. 
  
b) Illocutionary Act 
Illocutionary act is performing an act in saying something. Leech formulates 
it as follows: 
ILLOCUTION  In saying X, s asserts that P 
s is an abbreviation of speaker, X are certain words spoken with a certain sense 
and reference, and P is the basic unit of meaning of an utterance. 
Yule (1996: 48) states that the illocutionary act is performed via the 
communicative force of an utterance. Mostly people do not just produce well-
formed utterances with no purpose. They form an utterance with some kind of 
function in mind. Cutting (2008: 14) states that it is what the speakers are doing 
with their words. 
The illocutionary acts, “what is done in uttering the words”, are the function 
of an utterance to deliver a specific purpose that speakers have in mind. Finegan 
et.al (2000: 346) state that speakers have some intention in making an utterance, 
something they intend to accomplish. He calls this intention as illocution. 
 
c) Perlocutionary Act 
Perlocutionary act is performing an act by saying something. Perlocutionary 
act is the effect of the act on the hearer. Leech formulates the perlocution of the 
utterance as follows: 
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PERLOCUTION By saying X, s convinces h that P 
s is an abbreviation of speaker, h is an abbreviation of hearer, X are certain words 
spoken with a certain sense and reference, P is the basic unit of meaning of an 
utterance. 
Yule (1996: 48) states that the third dimension of performing act via 
utterances is that people do not simply create an utterance with a function without 
intending it to have an effect. This act is perlocutionary effect, „what is done by 
uttering the words‟ (Cutting, 2008: 14). It is the effect of a speaker‟s utterances on 
the hearer or the hearer‟s reaction to the speaker‟s utterances. 
 
Austin (in Horn and Ward, 2006: 55) illustrates the distinction among 
locution, illocution, and perlocution with an example of saying “Shoot her!,” 
which he trisects as follows: 
Act (A) or Locution: He said to me “Shoot her!” in which the meaning of the 
word shoot is “shoot” and the reference of the word her is “her”. 
Act (B) or Illocution: He urged (or advised, ordered, etc) me to shoot her. 
Act (C) or Perlocution: He persuaded me to shoot her. 
Every utterance created by people in their communication consists of three 
related acts that are locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts. Each act 
has different functions embedded in the utterances. Since illocutionary acts 
conveyed the force in delivering the intended meaning of people‟s utterances, 
then, the researcher takes the illocutionary acts as one of her research objectives. 
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The kinds of illocutionary act proposed by Searle will be explained in more detail 
in the next part of the chapter. 
 
2) Searle‟s Categorization 
According to Searle (in Leech, 1983: 105), the classification of illocutionary 
acts is based on varied criteria. Searle (in Finch, 2000: 182) divides speech act 
into five main types. 
a) Representatives 
Representatives are acts which commit the speaker to the truth of the 
expressed proposition (paradigm cases: asserting, concluding). Leech (1983: 105) 
proposes the examples of this acts are such as stating, suggesting, boasting, 
complaining, claiming, and reporting. 
The acts are used by the speaker to represent a state of affairs (Finegan et.al, 
1997: 344). In uttering a representative, a speaker conveys his/her belief that some 
proposition is true. The words used by the speaker state what the speaker believes 
to be the case, such as „describing‟, „claiming‟, „hypothesizing‟, insisting‟ and 
„predicting‟ (Cutting, 2008: 14). Cutting gives an example taken from Boston.com 
News as follows: ‘I think girls work harder than boys. Maybe not doing your 
work is sign of being cool’, said Jack Niveson. Jack Niveson applies 
representative since what his utterances show are his opinions or his belief. 
Furthermore, Yule (1996: 53) illustrates these acts by giving examples as 
follows: 
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(a) The earth is flat. 
(b) It was a warm sunny day. 
All of the examples above illustrate the speaker who represents the world as 
he/she believes it is. In example [a], the speaker states his/her belief that the earth 
is flat as the true one. In example [b], the speaker describes his/her opinion that 
the day is warm and sunny as his/her belief although maybe it is a hot sunny day. 
In using a representative, the speaker makes words fit the world. 
 
b) Directives 
Directive is used by the speaker to get the addressee to do something 
(paradigm cases: requesting, questioning). It intends to produce some effects 
through action on the hearer. By uttering a directive, the speaker attempts to get 
the listener to do something.  
By ordering, commanding, requesting, advising, and recommending, the 
speaker is trying to get the listener to carry out some action. This act represents 
what the speaker wants. An example is taken from Yule (1996: 54) as follows: 
Gimme a cup of coffee. Make it black. The example shows the direction to the 
hearer to do what the speaker said that is to make a cup of coffee and to make it 
black. This speech act embodies an effort to direct the hearer towards the 
speaker‟s goal. 
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c) Commissives 
Commissives are acts which commit the speaker to some future course of 
action (paradigm cases: promising, threatening, offering). By uttering 
commisives, the speaker is committing himself or herself to some future course of 
action. Some examples are promising, vowing, offering, threatening, and refusing. 
Commissives express what the speaker intends. The examples are [a] I’ll be 
back. and [b] We will not do that. Speaker in example [a] commits to the future 
action that he/she will come back again. Speaker in example [b] promises that 
he/she will not do the same thing again in the future. Both speakers are 
committing some future course of action which means they apply commissive. 
The speaker undertakes to make the world fit the words (via the speaker) by using 
commissive. 
 
d) Expressives 
Expressives are speech acts which express a psychological state (paradigm 
cases: thanking, apologising, welcoming, congratulating). They have the function 
of expressing, or making known, the speaker‟s psychological attitude towards a 
state of affairs which the illocution presupposes. These speech acts express the 
speaker‟s inner state which says nothing about the world. 
As the examples are thanking, congratulating, pardoning, blaming, praising, 
and condoling. Those psychological states can be statements of pleasure, pain, 
likes, dislikes, joy, or sorrow which are experienced by the speaker. The examples 
are [a] I’m really sorry! and [b] Congratulations!. Both of the speakers in the 
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example [a] and [b] show their psychological states. Speaker [a] expresses his/her 
psychological state of pardoning and speaker [b] expresses his/her psychological 
state of congratulating. The speaker makes words fit the world (of feeling) by 
uttering an expressive. 
 
e) Declaratives 
Declaratives are speech acts whose effects immediately change an 
institutional state of affair and which tend to rely on elaborate extra-linguistic 
institutions (paradigm cases: excommunicating, declaring war, christening, 
marrying, firing from employment). 
In order to perform a declaration appropiately, the speaker has to have a 
special institutional role in a specific context. This acts are normally performed by 
someone who is especially authorized to do so within some institutional 
framework such as judges sentencing offenders. When the speaker utters a 
declaration, his or her words bring about a new state of affair. The examples are 
[i] Priest: I now pronounce you husband and wife. and [ii] This court sentences 
you to ten years imprisonment. All of the examples change the world via 
utterance. In example [i], the priest changes the life of two persons of a single 
being to be husband and wife as a new family. In example [ii], the court which is 
led by a judge makes a free-man to be imprisoned-man. 
Searle‟s classification of illocutionary acts is used by the researcher to 
analyze the kinds of speech acts employed by the main characters in Date Night 
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movie. The classification is used to describe the force used by the characters in 
delivering their purposes through language. 
 
c) Felicity Condition 
What people say is influenced by the circumstance they belong to. For 
instance, only certain people can say “I pronounce you husband and wife”. This is 
the same as when a boss fires his/her employee. There are certain expected or 
appropiate circumstances for performing a speech act to be recognized as 
intended. The right context has to be matched with the right form of words. This 
condition is termed as felicity condition by Austin (in Finch, 2000: 181). 
According to Cutting (2008: 15), in order for speech acts to be appropriately 
and successfully performed, certain felicity conditions have to be met. 
Furthermore, Cutting copies Austin‟s statement that the felicity conditions are the 
context and roles of participants that must be recognized by all parties; the action 
must be carried out completely, and the persons must have the right intentions. 
For Searle, there is a general condition for all speech acts, that the hearer must 
hear and understand the language, and that the speaker must not be pretending or 
play-acting. 
Some performances of speech acts will be inappropriate if there is no specific 
speaker in performing a speech act with special context. For example, it will be 
inappropriate if ordinary people say I sentence you to six months in prison. This 
utterance will be appropriate and become an act if it is said by a judge in a 
courtroom. 
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Yule (1996: 50) proposes that in everyday contexts among ordinary people, 
there are pre-conditions on speech acts. First is general condition on the 
participants that they can understand the language being used and they are not 
play-acting or being nonsensical. Second is content condition, for example a 
promise, in which the content of the utterance must be about a future event that 
will be the future act of the speaker. 
The third condition proposed by Yule is preparatory condition. For example, 
when someone promises to do something, there are two preparatory conditions: 
first, the event will not happen by itself, and second, the event will have a 
beneficial effect. The next condition is sincerity condition that, for a promise, the 
speaker genuinely intends to carry out the future action. The last condition is 
essential condition which covers the fact that by the act of uttering a promise, the 
speaker intends to create an obligation to carry out the action as promised. The 
essential condition combines with a specification of what must be in the utterance 
content, the context, and the speaker‟s intentions, in order for a specific speech act 
to be appropiately performed. 
 
3. Implicature 
a. Definitions 
People have purposes by conducting communication with others using a 
language. They have intention in their utterances that are sometimes left implicitly 
said. Since what people mean in their utterances is left implicit, it requires the 
hearers to know deeply about the speaker‟s utterances to get their message. 
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Something left implicit or the unsaid information in a conversation is called 
implicature (Levinson, 1983: 111). 
What a speaker intends to communicate in a conversation is characteristically 
far richer than what she directly expresses. Grundy (2008: 92) states that 
implicature is a meaning that is conveyed but not explicitly stated. To know the 
intended meaning of the speaker‟s utterances, the hearer must do a deep 
interpretation since the speaker‟s utterances usually have more than a literal 
meaning. People usually implicitly say their intention.  
Horn and Ward (2006: 3) also state that implicature is a component of 
speaker‟s meaning that constitutes an aspect of what is meant in a speaker‟s 
utterance without being part of what is said. Similar to the previous definition, 
there is a meaning of the speaker‟s utterance that is not explicitly said by the 
speaker in doing the intention. 
Furthermore, Brown and Yule (1983: 31) state that implicature is what the 
speaker can imply, suggest, or mean as distinct from what the speaker literally 
said. Since it is not explicitly expressed by speakers in their utterances, the hearers 
then need to make implication or suggestion in order to gain what the speaker 
meant.  
In short, implicature is the speaker‟s intended meaning which is left implicit 
and distinct with what the speaker literally said. It is part of speaker‟s meaning 
that is not explicitly expressed in utterances. 
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b. Kinds of Implicature 
1) Conversational Implicature 
The meaning conveyed by speakers and recovered as a result of the hearers‟ 
inferences is known as conversational implicature (Cutting, 2008: 35). In 
delivering their message through language, people usually do not explicitly say 
what they mean. It is why the hearers need to make an inference of the speakers‟ 
utterances.  
Yule (1996: 40) illustrates conversational implicature in the example below: 
Charlene  : I hope you brought the bread and the cheese. 
Dexter  : Ah, I brought the bread. 
 
Dexter‟s utterance shows that there is an implied meaning that Charlene needs to 
get. The implicature of Dexter‟s utterance is that Dexter does not bring the cheese.  
Grice (in Levinson, 1983: 126) classifies conversational implicature into two 
kinds, namely generalized and particularized conversational implicature.  
a) Generalized Conversational Implicature 
Generalized conversational implicatures are those that arise without any 
particular context or special scenario being necessary. Generalized conversational 
implicature happens when no special knowledge is required in the context to 
calculate the additional conveyed meaning (Yule, 1996: 41). It arises without any 
particular context to make necessary inferences. 
It can be illustrated in the example I was sitting in a garden one day. A child 
looked over the fence. The implicature of the example above is that the garden and 
the child mentioned are not the speaker‟s. If it is his or hers, the speaker should 
state it more spesific by saying „my garden‟ and „my child‟. 
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b) Particularized Conversational Implicature 
Most conversations happen in very specific contexts in which inferences are 
needed. Such inferences are required to work out the conveyed meanings. An 
implicature that requires specific contexts to make an inference to reach the 
conveyed meaning is called particularized conversational implicature. 
This is shown in the conversation below: 
Rick : Hey, coming to the wild party tonight? 
Tom : My parents are visiting. 
 
Tom‟s response may carry a particularized implicature that Tom does not go to 
the party and he will spend that evening with his parents. 
 
2) Conventional Implicature 
Conventional implicature does not occur in conversations and does not 
depend on special contexts for its interpretation. Conventional implicatures are 
associated with specific words and result in additional conveyed meanings when 
those words are used (Yule, 1996: 45). 
Mey (1993: 104) states that such implicatures cannot be changed by invoking 
another context. They are standardized by convention, and hence called 
conventional. Mey proposes by quoting Levinson‟s statement: 
Conventional implicature are non-truth-conditional inferences that are   not 
derived from superordinate pragmatic principles like the maxims, but are 
simply attached by conversation to particular lexical items (Levinson, 1983: 
127). 
 
Thus, implicature of an utterance can be automatically interpreted by the words 
literally said. 
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For example is the use of the word “but” as a conjunction that produces an 
implicature of “contrast”. The interpretation of any utterance of the type p but q 
will be based on the conjuction p & q plus an implicature of „contrast‟ between 
the information in p and the information in q as in the example below. 
(a) Mary suggested black, but I chose white. 
(b) p & q (+> p is in contrast to q) 
The above example shows that the implicature of the utterance is that the speaker 
is more interested to chose white rather than black. The fact that „Mary suggested 
black‟ (= p) is contrasted, via the conventional implicature of „but‟, with the 
speaker choosing white (= q). 
When communicating, people need to cooperate with each other so that they 
can make communicative interaction. In accordance with speech acts, people need 
to know the speaker‟s intention that it is usually not explicitly uttered in the 
utterances to gain a successful speech act. It is why the researcher takes Grice‟s 
classification of conversational implicature to one of her objectives of the study. 
The kinds of conversational implicature are used to reveal the main characters‟ 
implied meaning. 
 
4. Movie and the Date Night Movie 
a. Movie 
Movie or film is one of art forms. Movie has visual elements which give 
motion pictures. Movies are made by adopting human cultures as a representation 
of a real life. Graham (2005: 117) states that a film has advantages as a method of 
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recording real people and historical events, and largely values as such. Today, 
many movies are made by human‟s imagination or fiction. Some of movie 
productions become popular worldwide entertainment. 
1) Elements of Movie 
Elements of movie are explained in the table below (Dirks, 2010). 
Table1. Elements of Movie 
Elements of Movie 
a. Character Character is an imaginary person in a movie or film. 
b. Scene 
Scene is a section of a movie or film made up of a number 
of shots, which is unified by time, setting, character, etc. 
c. Plot Plot is the unified structure of incidents in a movie or film. 
d. Point of View 
Point of view is the angle of vision from which a story is 
narrated. 
e. Conflict 
Conflict is a struggle between opposing force in a movie or 
film, usually resolved by the end of the story. 
 
2) Movie Genres 
Genres of movie are explained in the table below (Dirks, 2010). 
Table 2. Genres of Movie 
Movie Genres 
a. Action 
Action movie generally involves a moral interplay between 
“good” and “bad” played out through violence or physical 
force. 
b. Adventure 
Adventure movie is a movie which involves danger, risk, 
and/or chance, often with a high degree of fantasy. 
c. Comedy Comedy movie is intended to provoke laughter. 
d. Drama 
Drama movie is a movie which mainly focuses on character 
development, often in situations familiar to general audience. 
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e. Fantasy 
Fantasy movie is a speculative fiction outside reality (i.e. 
myth, legend). 
f. Horror Horror movie is intended to provoke fear in the audience. 
g. Mystery 
Mystery movie is the progression from the unknown to the 
known by discovering and solving a series of clues. 
h. Romance Romance movie is dwelling on the elements of romantic love. 
i. Thriller 
Thriller movie is intended to provoke excitement and/or 
nervous tension into audience. 
 
b. Synopsis of Date Night Movie 
Phil and Claire Foster (Steve Carell and Tina Fey) are a married couple from 
New Jersey with two children. Phil works as a tax advisor while Claire works as a 
real estate marketing. They have a weekly "date night" at a local steakhouse 
followed by a movie, but it is just as routine as everything else in their marriage.  
In an effort to give romantic date, Phil takes Claire to a trendy Manhattan 
restaurant. Unfortunately, the restaurant is full and they can't get a table. When 
Phil and Claire are waiting in the bar, there is a waitress  looking for the 
Tripplehorns, a no-show couple. Phil decides to take the Tripplehorns‟ 
reservation. Phil‟s decision to take Tripplehorns‟ reservation brings them to big 
trouble since Tripplehorns are thieves who stole a flash-drive which consists of 
dirty photos of District Attorney Crenshaw from Milleto, a gangster bos, and 
blackmailed the D.A Crenshaw. 
Halfway through their meal, they are approached by two men named Collins 
and Armstrong, who question them about a flash drive stolen by the Tripplehorns. 
Phil and Claire try to explain that they are not the Tripplehorns, but the two men 
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do not believe it and threaten them at gunpoint. To save their life, Phil decides to 
confess as the Tripplehorns and gives a fake information of the flash-drive‟s 
location. 
When Phil takes them to the location, he and Claire run away and go to police 
station. They talk to Detective Arroyo but discover that Collins and Armstrong are 
also detectives. Realizing that they cannot trust the police, they decide to find the 
real "Tripplehorns". With the help of Holbroke Grant, they can find the real 
Tripplehorns and get the flash drive. 
Phil checks the flash drive on the driver's Amazon Kindle and finds pictures 
of D.A Frank Crenshaw with prostitutes. Phil gets a plan to end the trouble. He 
and Claire go to the strip-club to find Crenshaw. Phil and Claire disguise as new 
workers in the club. Finally, they find Crenshaw and talk about the flash-drive. 
Crenshaw threatens them to give the flash drive. Knowing there is a problem in 
his club, Milleto comes to break it. In this situation, Phil challenges Milleto and 
Crenshaw that Milleto made a dirty pictures of Crenshaw which is saved in the 
flash-drive. Finally, the NYPD and Arroyo come to help Phil and Claire and also 
to send all the bad guys to jail. Phil and Claire are free from terrible trouble and 
get unforgettable experience as their date night.  
 
B. Previous Research Findings 
There are many researches in language use especially on speech act. One of 
them was conducted by Berlian Raharjo (2008). He analyzed speech acts in the 
English advertising slogans in Indonesia‟s TV stations. The research was to find 
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out the types of speech act in the English advertising slogans based on Searle‟s 
categorization and to describe the implicature of the slogans containing speech 
acts based on Grice‟s theory and also to describe how the language of 
advertisements serves the functions of advertising based on Bovee and Arens‟ 
theory. 
The results of the study were that there are only four types of speech acts 
employed in the English advertising slogans in TV stations in Indonesia based on 
Searle‟s categorization. Most of them use representatives since advertising needs 
to represent and offer products to consumers. There are eight subcategories of 
maxims used which means that most of the slogans are good since they give 
required information by fulfilling the subcategories of the maxims. There are nine 
functions performed by the advertisers in creating slogans. Marketing and 
economic functions are very dominant since one of the advertisers‟ purposes is to 
make profits or to increase sales. 
Another analysis of speech act was conducted by Unik Khurul Aeni (2008) in 
her thesis entitled A Pragmatic Analysis of the Main Characters’ Speech in 
Dayton’s Little Miss Sunshine. Her research had two objectives, i.e. to describe 
the types of speech acts in the movie based on Searle‟s categorization and to 
describe the kinds of conversational implicature based on Grice‟s theory. The 
result of the research was that directives are mostly used by the characters, but 
declaration is rarely used. This is because the setting of the movie is family 
domain in which declaration does not normally occur. 
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Similar to the previous research, the researcher analyzes speech acts. The 
researcher analyzes the use of speech acts and conversational implicatures 
employed by the main character in Date Night movie. The researcher finds out the 
illocutionary categorization based on Searle‟s categorization and analyzes the 
conversational implicature based on Grice‟s theory. The difference between this 
research and the previous research is in the object of the research. The different 
object in the research will give new findings that lead to different results. 
 
C. Conceptual Framework 
This research uses pragmatic approach since the researcher studies language 
use. The language used by people consists of utterances that have intention. Most 
of what people mean are more than what they say, or in other words, their 
intention is not explicitly uttered. It is why the researcher uses pragmatics as the 
approach. 
The researcher chooses Date Night movie as her research object. Movie 
consists of dialogues among the characters as a reflection of language use.  The 
researcher analyzes the main character‟s utterances in the way he uses language to 
deliver his intention. This intention is usually delivered via an act called speech 
act. This research is concerned with the kinds of speech act especially the 
illocutionary acts as the force to deliver the speaker‟s intention to the hearer using 
language. All the data were classified based on Searle‟s theory which is used to 
analyze the illocutionary force used by the main character in delivering his 
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intention. The classification of illocutionary acts are representatives, directives, 
commissives, expressives, and declaratives. 
Since what people mean is sometimes not explicitly uttered, the hearer needs 
to know the implied meaning in an utterance. The researcher analyzes the 
conversational implicatures used by Phil Foster to know his implied meaning in 
his utterances. The researcher also uses Grice‟s theory to interpret the generalized 
and particularized conversational implicatures found in Phil‟s utterances. 
In order to analyze the discussed issues, the steps of analysis are presented in 
the chart as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Analytical Construct
Date Night Movie 
The Main Character‟s Utterances 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODS 
 
The objectives of the research are to identify the kinds of illocutionary acts 
employed by the main character in Date Night movie and to describe the kinds of 
conversational implicatures conveyed by the main character in his illocutionary 
acts. In accordance with the objectives of the research, an appropiate methodology 
is used to achieve the goals of the reseach.  
 
A. Research Design 
Phillips and Burbules (in Creswell, 2009: 7) state that research is the process 
of making claims and then refining or abandoning some of them for other claims 
more strongly warranted. Research designs are plans and the procedures for 
research that span the decisions from broad assumptions to detailed methods of 
data collection and analysis (Creswell, 2009: 3). 
This research employed a descriptive qualitative method. According to 
Bogdan and Taylor (1975: 4), a qualitative method refers to research procedures, 
which produce descriptive data, people’s own written or spoken words and 
observable behavior. This research described the phenomena of speech acts found 
in the utterances uttered by the main character in Date Night movie. Descriptive 
qualitative approach was employed in describing the data in words or making 
interpretations on the findings. 
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B. Form of the Data and Source of the Data 
The data of descriptive qualitative research are in the form of words or 
pictures rather than in the form of numbers (Bogdan and Biklen, 1982: 28). Since 
the research applied qualitative approach, the data of this research were in the 
forms of lingual units, i.e. words, phrases, clauses, or sentences containing 
illocutionary acts and conversational implicature uttered by the main character in 
Date Night movie in his dialogues. The source of the data was the DVD movie of 
Date Night. 
 
C. Instruments of the Research 
According to Bogdan and Biklen (1982: 27), qualitative research has the 
natural setting as the direct source of data and the researcher is the key instrument. 
As the main instrument, the researcher plays the role as the designer, data 
collector, data analyst, data interpreter, and reporter of the research findings 
(Moleong, 2001: 121). 
As the secondary instrument, the researcher used tables or data sheets to note 
the data which were related to the objectives of the study. Data sheets were used 
to help the researcher in the process of identification and analysis of the data. The 
forms of data sheets are presented in Table 3 and 4. 
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Table 3. Illocutionary acts in the main character’s utterances in Date Night  
movie 
 
Code 
(SA/SC/NO) 
Utterances 
Illocutionary Acts 
Context of Situation 
Rep  Dir Com  Exp Dec 
SA/01/001 
Ollie : Dad? 
Mom? Can I have 
breakfast? 
Phill : Honey, 
don't move. 
 warning    
Claire, 30’s,asleep next 
to her husband Phil 
Foster,40’s. Their 7 
year-old son, Oliver, 
comes padding in. It’s 
5:00 A.M 
        
 
Note:  
SA   : Speech Act  Rep : Representative  
SC   : Scene   Dir : Directive  
No   : Number of data  Com : Commissive  
    Exp : Expressive    
    Dec : Declarative 
 
Table 4. Conversational Implicature in Date Night movie 
Code 
(CI/SC/NO) 
Utterances 
Kinds of CI 
Context of 
Situation 
Implied Meaning 
GCI PCI 
CI/01/001 
Ollie : Dad? Mom? Can I 
have breakfast? 
Phill : Honey, don't move. 
 √ 
Claire, 30’s,asleep 
next to her 
husband Phil 
Foster,40’s. Their 
7 year-old son, 
Oliver, comes 
padding in. It’s 
5:00 A.M 
Phil does not answer 
Ollie’s question of 
making breakfast but he 
warns Ollie to not 
move. 
Phil implied meaning is 
he does not want to 
make breakfast since he 
is still asleep. 
      
 
Note:      
CI : Conversational Implicature  
SC : Scene 
No : Number of data 
GCI : Generalized Conversational Implicature 
PCI : Particularized Conversational Implicature 
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D. Techniques of Data Collection 
The data in this research were collected from the utterances performed in the 
dialogues by the main character in Date Night movie. The researcher watched the 
movie comprehensively in order to gain a deep comprehension and also to find 
out the information related to the objectives of the study. As data recording, the 
researcher rewrote the English subtitle of the character’s dialogues that are 
presented in the movie since she was not able to find the script of the movie in the 
internet. The researcher read and reread the transcript of the characters dialogues 
and classified the relevant data based on particular classifications into data sheets. 
 
E. Techniques of Data Analysis 
According to Bogdan (in Sugiyono, 2008: 244), data analysis is the process of 
systematically searching and arranging the film dialogue script, notes, and other 
materials that researcher accumulates to increase the researcher’s understanding of 
them and to enable the researcher to present what he/she has discovered to others. 
The steps of data analysis in this research were as follows: 
1. the data from the script of Date Night movie were identified, 
2. the data were classified based on the formulation of the problems, 
3. the data were analyzed, grouped into their own types and transfered into data 
sheets, 
4. the researcher described and interpreted the data in order to answer the 
formulation of the problems, and 
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5. during the process of analysis, the researcher applied the trusworthiness of the 
data and analyzed the data to gain the results of the research. 
 
F. Data Trustworthiness 
Trustworthiness of a research can be gained by conducting credibility, 
dependability, transferability, and conformability (Moleong, 2001: 173). 
Credibility is concerned with the accuracy of the data. Dependability refers to the 
stability and track ability of the changes in data over time and condition. The 
conformability is the neutrality in which conclusion and explanation of the data 
depend on the subject and condition of inquiry rather than on the researcher. 
Transferability is concerned with generalizability in fittingness of findings to 
other social settings, populations, and contexts. 
In achieving credibility, the researcher performed deep and detailed 
observation of the data. The credibility of the data was also obtained through 
triangulation technique. There were four main types of triangulation, i.e. by 
sources, by methods, by researchers or observers, and by theories. In this research, 
the researcher used by sources and theories. The sources were in the forms of 
books, journals, papers and written sources in the internet related to the objectives 
of the study. Theories from experts in pragmatics were used to confirm the data. 
Dependability is the concept of reliability or the consistence of the data. To 
achieve the degree of dependability, the researcher examined the process of data 
collection and data analysis by reading and rereading the data carefully to gain 
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certainty and stability of the data. To gain transferability, the researcher provided 
clear information related to the study. 
Conformability aims at measuring how far the findings and the interpretation 
of the data are truly based on the data. To gain dependability and conformability, 
the researcher discussed the data with her peer reviewers in English Language and 
Literature study program, especially those whose major in linguistics.  
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
 
This chapter consists of two parts; they are findings and discussion. The findings 
present the results of the data analysis of illocutionary acts and conversational 
implicatures presented by the main character in Date Night movie. Discussion part 
presents detailed analysis and explanation of the findings. 
 
A. Findings 
1. Illocutionary Acts Employed by the Main Character in Date Night Movie 
 
Language as action or called as speech acts consist of three related acts: 
locutionary, illocutionary and perlocutionary acts. Searle (in Finch, 2000: 182) in his 
theory of speech act classifies illocutionary acts into five kinds. They are declarative, 
representative, expressive, commissive, and directive. Declarative is a speech act that 
changes the world via their utterances. Representative is a speech act which states 
what the speaker believes to be the case or not. Expressive is a speech act which 
states what the speaker feels or their psychological states. Directive is a speech act in 
which the speaker uses speech to get someone else to do something or what the 
speaker wants. Commissive is a speech act used to commit to some future actions. 
The findings of illocutionary acts employed by the main character in Date Night 
movie are represented in Table 5.  
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Table 5: Illocutionary Acts Employed by the Main Character in Date Night 
Movie 
 
 
Based on the findings, four out of five illocutionary acts are performed by the 
main character. They are representative, directive, commissive, and expressive. Kinds 
of representative act are stating, informing, agreeing, arguing, explaining, describing, 
convincing, predicting, reporting, and stating opinion. Kinds of directive act are 
commanding, requesting, suggesting, inviting, questioning, and warning. Kinds of 
commissive act are promising, offering, and threatening. Kinds of expressive act are 
No Classifications of 
Illocutionary Acts 
Kinds of Illocutionary force 
1.  Representatives 
a. Stating 
b. Informing 
c. Agreeing 
d. Arguing 
e. Explaining 
f. Describing 
g. Convincing 
h. Predicting 
i. Reporting 
j. Stating Opinion 
 
2.  Directives  
a. Commanding 
b. Requesting 
c. Suggesting 
 
d. Inviting 
e. Questioning 
f. Warning 
3.  Commissives 
a. Promising 
b. Offering  
c. Threatening  
 
4.  Expressives 
a. Greeting 
b. Thanking  
c. Apologizing     
d. Complimenting 
e. Stating Pleasure 
f. Stating Pain 
g. Stating Doubt 
h. Stating Confusion 
i. Stating Surprise 
j. Stating Fear 
k. Stating Surrender 
l. Stating Panic 
m. Stating Anger 
n. Stating Dislike 
 
5.  Declaratives - 
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greeting, thanking, apologizing, complimenting, stating pleasure, stating pain, stating 
doubt, stating confusion, stating surprise, stating fear, stating surrender, stating panic, 
stating anger, and stating dislike. 
Declarative is not performed by the main character since it needs special 
circumstance to do. Declarative is the kind of speech acts which change the world via 
their utterances which performed by someone in a special institutional role in a 
specific context such as judge and priest. An utterance cannot change the world when 
it is performed in an ordinary situation and by an ordinary person who has no 
authority to do so. Since Phil is an ordinary person, his utterances have no power to 
change others’ condition and that is why he cannot perform declarative speech act. 
 
2. Conversational Implicatures in the Main Character’s Speech in Date Night 
Movie 
 
To get a clear understanding of the speaker’s intention in their utterances, 
conversational implicature is needed. Grice (in Levinson, 1983: 126) proposed two 
kinds of conversational implicatures, i.e. generalized conversational implicature and 
particularized conversational implicature. The generalized conversational implicature 
arises without special knowledge of any particular context and particularized 
conversational implicature arises with requiring any inferences in a particular context 
to interpret the implied meaning of the utterances. 
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Based on the findings, the two kinds of conversational implicatures proposed by 
Grice appear in the main character’s utterances. They are generalized conversational 
implicature and particularized conversational implicatures. Generalized 
conversational implicature is present when the main character explicitly delivers his 
intention. On the other hand, particularized conversational implicature is present 
when the main character implicitly delivers his intention. 
 
B. Discussion 
The researcher analyzes the language phenomena of speech acts and implicature 
employed by the main character in Date Night movie. The findings of speech acts 
phenomena are explained in the first part of the discussion. The findings of 
conversational implicatures are explained in the second part.  
 
1. Illocutionary Acts Employed by the Main Character in Date Night Movie 
The data findings show that four kinds of illocutionary acts proposed by Searle 
are performed by the main character. They are representative, directive, expressive, 
and commissive. Declarative speech acts are not found in the utterances of the main 
character since it needs a special circumstance to do. 
Each of the findings of illocutionary acts is discussed in the following detailed 
analysis. 
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a. Representatives 
Representatives are speech acts in which the words state what the speaker 
believes to be the case, such as stating, asserting, describing, and claiming. The 
utterances made by the speaker report facts that are verifiable as true or false. 
The findings of illocutionary types performed by the main character are stating, 
informing, agreeing, arguing, explaining, describing, convincing, predicting, 
reporting, and stating an opinion. Each type of representative acts is explained in the 
following. 
1) Stating 
Stating is an act to express something in spoken or written words carefully, 
completely, and clearly. It is used to arrange, fix, or announce something in advance. 
People produce a statement which expresses something in words to state what they 
think about. Data SA/01/004, SA/06/016, SA/06/017 are the examples of stating. 
(4: 1) Oliver             : Dad? Mom? Can I have breakfast? 
Phil : Honey, don't move. 
Charlotte : Mommy! Daddy! I love you!  
Claire : How do you have so many knees? 
Charlotte : I'm comming!  
Phil              : Okay Charlotte, sweetie, I’ll make you breakfast in just a 
second. 
Phil : Aah.. Oh, my God! 
Claire : Here we go. 
Phil : It begins. 
         (SA/01/004) 
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(4: 2) Claire  : Oh. Okay. Third date. First one was okay. Second one was  
  bad.She’s giving him one more chance to prove that he’s not 
boring. 
Phil           : And he is not succeeding. "Hi, I’m eating roast beef. It’s 
delicious. "I have a potato on my fork. I like to eat potatoes, 
they’re delicious,  but I don’t actually ever put them in my 
mouth." 
        (SA/06/016) 
 
(4:3) Claire            : “Uhm..That’s amazimg, Jeremy, but I’m gonna go home now  
and fart in a shoe box." That’s not... That doesn’t make sense.  
Huh, boy. Look at these two lovebirds. 
Phil       : Now, first dating. 
         (SA/06/017) 
         
The dialogue in SA/01/004 happened in Phil’s bedroom at 5:00 a.m. Phil’s children 
come to wake him up. Phil’s daughter jumps to Claire and Phil who are still sleeping. 
Claire and Phil are surprised and they swing their legs out of opposite sides of the 
bed, both trying to wake up. Phil’s utterance is a statement which implicitly states 
about their daily routine, i.e. preparing the kids’ necessity and then go to work. He 
states “It begins” to announce that their daily routine as parents and workers begins. 
Phil’s statements in data SA/06/016 and SA/06/017 happened when he and Claire 
have a dinner and they observe other people around them. Phil states his belief that 
the person they talked about has failed to do better and the other person is in his first 
date.  
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2) Informing  
Informing somebody about something is to give or tell somebody facts or 
information about something. Below are the examples of informing performed by the 
main character. 
(4: 4) Phil  : Hi, how are you? 
Maitre D’ : Name, please. 
Phil  : We actually don’t have a reservation. 
         (SA/22/050) 
 
(4: 5) Phil  : No. No. No. No. All right! All right! All right! I’ve got it!  
I’ve got it! I’ve got it! 
Phil  : (CONT’D) He’s gonna kill us both! I’ve got the flash drive.  
Claire  : What? 
Armstrong : Thought so. Where is it? 
Phil  : It's in the park. 
         (SA/25/103) 
 
(4: 6) Armstrong : The Park? Could you be more specific? 
Phil  : The Central Park. 
          (SA/25/104) 
 
The dialogue in datum SA/22/050 happened when Phil and Claire go to the Claw to 
have a dinner. They do not make a reservation before because they do not want to go 
to that restaurant at first. So, when the receptionist asks their name, Phil informs the 
receptionist that they do not have a reservation. The dialogues in data SA/25/103 and 
SA/25/104 shows that Armstrong asks Phil to show where the flash drive is. Phil 
answers it by giving information about where he puts the flash drive in. Phil gives the 
information to Armstrong that the flash drive is in the Central Park. Since Phil’s 
utterances are statements which consist of information, they are classified into 
representative speech acts. 
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3) Agreeing 
Agreeing to something means to say “yes”; to say that one is willing to do 
something or for something to happen. Below are the examples of agreeing expressed 
by the main character, Phil. 
(4: 7) Claire  : What he means is it’s really very moving. 
Phil  : Yeah. 
         (SA/11/026) 
 
(4: 8) Brad  : Hey, Phil, can I get a hand in the garage? 
Phil  : Yes, please. Yes. Thank you. Okay, excuse me, ladies. 
         (SA/11/027) 
 
(4: 9) Armstrong : We just wanted to have a few words with you, if that’s okay. 
Phil  : And What is this about? 
Collin  : Get up. Now. 
Phil  : Honey, “Get up. Now.” Okay. All right. 
        (SA/24/080) 
 
The dialogues in data SA/11/026 and SA/11/027 take place in the book club event at 
Haley’s house. Claire, Phil, and five other women, including Haley, hold copies of 
“And in the Morning We Walk with the Birds of Change,” an Oprah’s Book Club. 
Phil is holding the book open and reading aloud to the group. He is very 
uncomfortable. Then Brad enters to ask Phil for help. Phil accepts Brad’s offering 
since he is very uncomfortable around the women.  
In datum SA/11/026, Phil utters “Yeah” to show his agreement to Claire’s 
opinion. “Yes” is used by Phil in datum SA/11/027 to inform Brad that he agrees with 
his offer. “Yes” is a word used for accepting an invitation or offer. Phil’s utterance 
shows that he accepts Brad’s invitation. Datum SA/24/080 also shows Phil’s 
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agreement when Armstrong and Collin want Phil and Claire to follow them. Phil 
utters “Okay. All right.” to show that they agree to follow them. Since Phil produces 
a statement of agreement, he performs a representative act. 
 
4) Arguing 
Arguing is a kind of representative used to express an opposite opinion. Arguing 
is also used to give reasons for or against something especially with the aim of 
persuading somebody to share one’s own opinion. Data SA/06/018, SA/12/031, and 
SA/12/032 are the examples of the employment of arguing by the main character. 
(4: 10) Claire     : “Uhm..That’s amazimg, Jeremy, but I’m gonna go home now and   
fart in a shoe box." That’s not... That doesn’t make sense. Huh, 
boy. Look at these two lovebirds. 
Phil : Now, first dating. 
Claire : No. He has a ring on. They both do. 
Phil : Mmm, no! Married? They’re not married. They’re sitting on the  
same side of the booth. That is not a married move. That is 
a...That’s an “I’m stupid” move. 
        (SA/06/018) 
 
(4: 11) Brad     : Haley and I are splitting. 
Phil : What? But you guys are happy. 
        (SA/12/031) 
 
(4: 12) Brad     : No, Phil, we’re not. 
Phil : No, no, no. No, you guys are really happy. 
        (SA/12/032) 
 
The dialogue between Claire and Phil in datum SA/06/018 happened when they have 
dinner at Teaneck Tavern. Claire is annoyed by the couple sitting next to them and 
showing up their intimacy. Phil guesses that this is the couple’s first date but Claire 
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denies it since the couple wear the same ring. Phil does not agree and argues with 
Claire. 
The expression of arguing is indicated by the word “no” in Phil’s utterance. The 
negative utterance, “They’re not married”, produced by Phil is also the indication of 
arguing something. Phil’s utterances indicate that he has an opposite opinion with 
Claire. The word “no” is used to express the opposite of what is said, while “not” 
used with auxiliary and modal is to form the negative. Phil performs representative 
act by arguing what he believes that the man and woman they are seeing are not 
married. 
Data SA/12/031 and SA/12/032 also show the representative act of arguing. The 
dialogues happened when Phil and Claire attend the book-club in Haley’s house. Phil 
argues with Brad when Brad tells that he and Halley are splitting. Data SA/12/031 
and SA/12/032 show that Phil’s denies Brad condition. Phil argues the opposite 
thought with Brad. Brad tells Phil that they are not happy couple but Phil argues that 
they are happy couple. Phil’s utterances are classified into representative since Phil 
uses what he believes to produce argumentation. 
 
5) Explaining  
Explaining is to tell someone about something in a way that is clear or easy to 
understand. Data SA/28/105, SA/43/157, and SA/57/193 are the examples of 
explaining act. 
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(4: 13) Claire     : Why did you bring us to the most deserted place in New York? 
Phil : I don’t know, Claire. The gun was sideways. 
        (SA/28/105) 
 
(4: 14) Claire     : And look where it got us. We should call 911. 
Phil : Honey, this is Joe Miletto we're talking about. 
Claire : So?  
Phil          : So? These cops that tried to kill us, they’re in his pocket. This 
guy owns cops. We can’t trust any cops. 
        (SA/43/157) 
(4: 15) Claire     : You can’t do that, Phil. This is Holbrooke’s car. 
Phil : We have to get out of here fast.You have a better idea? 
        (SA/57/193) 
 
Datum SA/28/105 happened when Phil and Claire arrive at Central Park with the bad 
guys. Phil thinks that there are many people in the Central Park. Unfortunatelly, there 
is nobody at Central Park. Claire blames Phil about taking them to Central Park. Phil 
explains to Claire that he does not have choice because the bad guy points his gun to 
Phil. 
In datum SA/43/157, Claire suggests Phil to call 911 but he opposes her idea. 
Claire does not understand why Phil made the decision so she asks Phil. Phil explains 
that the person they have faced is Joe Miletto and the cops that tried to kill them are 
under his power. That is why they cannot call 911. Phil explains the matter carefully 
and in detail so it is easy to be understood by Claire. In datum SA/57/193, Phil gives 
explanation to Claire’s question of what he did by taking Holbrooke’s car. Phil 
explains that they need to go fast so they can avoid the bad guys. 
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6) Describing 
Describing is a representative act which says what somebody or something is 
like. The main character, Phil, performs the act in his utterances below.  
(4: 16) Amstrong : I will blow a hole in your face. 
Claire  : This is a different version. 
Amstrong  : One... 
Phil  : Okay, big mistake ... This is all just a big.. 
Amstrong  : Two... 
Phil  : Hey! God, no! He turned it sideways. Kill Shot! 
        (SA/25/099) 
 
(4: 17) Claire  : Okay. I like that. I am completely with you. I just have to ask  
you one question, and do not judge me. What is a flash drive? 
Phil  : Seriously? 
Claire  : Phil, I can’t ... 
Phil  : Okay, it’s a little storage disk that you stick in the side of  
a laptop. 
        (SA/43/161) 
 
(4: 18) Claire  : What are you talking about? 
Phil  : What am I talking about? When you took one look at him,  
you lit up like a sparkly sparkle. 
        (SA/59/197) 
Phil’s utterances are categorized as representative act since he describes what he 
believes. Datum SA/25/099 shows that Phil describes how the bad guy turns his gun 
to Phil. He describes it as a kill shot. In datum SA/43/161, Phil explains to Claire by 
describing the form of flash drive and in datum SA/59/197, Phil describes his wife lit 
up like a sparkly sparkle. The word “like” which is used as preposition means similar 
to somebody/something and it indicates that Phil describes his wife as sparkly 
sparkle.  
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7) Convincing 
Convincing somebody of something means to cause somebody to believe that 
something is the case.  
(4: 19) Claire  : We don’t wanna miss the movie.  
Phil  : How about no movie? How about I am taking you to dinner  
in the city? 
Claire  : We don’t have to do that.  
Phil  : Yes, we do! Come on. I'll down in ten minutes. I'm going to  
take you to that new seafood place that you read about. 
        (SA/17/045) 
 
(4: 20) Claire     : Claw? It’s impossible to get in.  And the city’s so far. 
Phil  : No, it’s not that far. Don’t you tell all your prospective clients  
the city’s only 20 minutes away? 
Claire  : Yeah, I’m lying to them. It’s an hour.  
Phil  : No, no,no. If we leave in ten minutes, we’ll be there before  
seven. Get a table no problem. Yes? Say yes. 
        (SA/17/047) 
 
(4: 21) Hostess : Tripplehorn, party of two. 
Phil  :  Us. Us! We are Tripplehorns. 
Hostess  : Great. This way. 
Claire  : What are you doing, Phil?  
Phil  : Trust me. It’s fine. 
        (SA/22/063) 
 
Data SA/17/045 and SA/17/047 are uttered by Phil when he wants to invite Claire to 
the city on their date night. Claire does not want to go to the city. She just wants to go 
on date night like their routine that is seeing a movie or go to restaurant near their 
home. Phil does not want to do that and he just wants to go to the city. Phil’s 
utterance “Yes, we do!” which is in the form of imperative sentence indicates a belief 
about something. He believes that they need to have dinner in the city to convince 
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Claire that they need something special than usual. Furthermore, he convinces Claire 
by arguing Claire’s opinion and telling that they will get a table. 
Whereas in datum SA/22/063, Phil convinces Claire that what he did is fine. Phil 
pretends to be Tripplehorns who miss their reservation. Claire does not like Phil’s 
idea but Phil convinces her by stating that everything will be fine. Phil’s utterances 
are classified into representative since he produces utterances that makes somebody 
believe that something is true. 
 
8) Predicting 
Representative of predicting is to say what the speaker believes about something 
that will happen. The dialogue below shows the main character’s utterance in 
performing predicting. 
(4: 22) Phil     : Well, it looks like we will be able to get you a refund of about  
$ 600. 
Woman : Shut up. 
Man : Shut up. 
        (SA/03/006) 
 
(4: 23) Phil     : You know what? I have a feeling we’re gonna get a table.  
I think tonight we’re going to get lucky. 
Claire :  Wow. Must be nice. 
        (SA/22/056) 
 
In datum SA/03/006, as a tax advisor, Phil predicts that he can give his clients a 
refund of about $ 600. The word “well” used as interjection is used to express 
uncertainty, while the word “will” as modal is used for talking about or predicting the 
future. The words “well” and “will” employed in Phil’s utterance show the act of 
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predicting as a kind of representative. In the datum SA/22/056, Phil states his 
prediction that they will have a good night.  
 
9) Reporting 
Reporting is one kind of representatives since it gives a spoken or written 
account of something heard, seen, done, studied, etc. Phil’s utterances in the datum 
SA/12/028 and SA/59/200 show a kind of reporting act. Below are the dialogues 
which indicate the reporting act.  
(4: 24) Brad     : (silent) 
Phil : You should really read this. It's about a girl getting her period  
in the desert. 
        (SA/12/028) 
 
(4: 25) Claire    : You think I don’t hear myself? You think I like sounding like  
a total bitch? 
Phil : Brad and Haley are splitting up. 
Claire : I know.       
(SA/59/200) 
 
Phil’s statement in datum SA/12/028 is a report of what he knows to Brad. Phil 
reports the book he has read in the book club held in Brad’s house. In the datum 
SA/59/200, Phil reports news about what he has heard from Brad. He tells Claire that 
Haley and Brad are splitting up. Phil conducts representative since he reports the 
news that he has heard from Brad to his wife. 
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10) Stating Opinion 
Opinion is a belief or judgment about somebody/something, not necessarily 
based on fact or knowledge. It is also the beliefs or views of a group; what people 
think in general. Representative act of stating an opinion is shown in the data below. 
(4: 26) Wendy     : This part really spoke to me. I mean, to walk 20 miles for water,  
and then to suddenly discover  that you’re menstruating? 
Haley : Oh, my God. I could not stop crying.  
Wendy : Me, too. I literally could not stop crying.  
Claire : Me, too, but figuratively. 
Wendy : No. No, literally. I literally could not stop crying. 
Phil : Quite sad. 
        (SA/11/025) 
 
(4: 27) Brad     : I thought everything was fine. Really. The next thing I know,  
Haley starts getting more and more distant, And eventually she  
tells me, and I’m quoting here, “I’m...I’m strangling in the noose  
of sameness”. So, at first, I was pissed. I really was. But then I  
realized, I know what she’s talking about, okay. We’re just  
comented in these roles together, and there’s no breaking out of it.  
It's like that Asian dude in Sixteen Candles, Long Dik Dog. Long  
Duk Dong. That dude. That’s... Him. He can not play ...No matter  
how hard he tries, he can not play a doctor. 
Phil : Oh, yeah. No. It’d be like "Why is Long Duk Dong dressed up like  
a doctor?" 
Brad : Right? And that's us! We’re stuck. We’re just stuck in these roles,  
these routine, and it’s... I mean, we’re not even a couple anymore. 
We're just, like... we’re just excellent roommates. The most  
excellent rommates. 
Phil : I am..I don’t think you’re Long Duk Dong. What do you think?  
I know that Haley must be hurting right now.And I’m betting you  
she’s gonna change her mind. 
        (SA/12/036) 
 
(4: 28) Holbrooke : It’s a cell phone registered to Thomas Felton. Triplehorn is  
maybe an alias. 
Phil  : Or maybe he’s a big Jeanne Tripplehorn fan. 
       (SA/55/188) 
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 Phil states his opinion by producing an utterance “Quite sad” in datum SA/11/025 to 
express his views or his thought about the story. The word “quite” used with 
adjectives or adverbs means to emphasize something. Phil emphasizes that the story 
is sad. Phil’s utterance represents the representative act since he produces a statement 
of judgement which emphasizes his opinion about something he thought. 
Phil also states his opinion in datum SA/12/036 that Brad is not Long Duk Dong. 
The indication of statement opinion is represented in the word “think”. The word 
“think” means that somebody has a particular idea or opinion about 
something/somebody. The other statement of opinion is shown in the datum 
SA/55/188. Phil states his opinion when Holbrooke tells that the cell phone is not 
registered as Tripplehorn but as Thomas Felton. Phil states his opinion that the 
Tripplehorn is not an alias but the big fan of Jeanne Tripplehorn. 
 
b. Directives 
Directives are acts in which the words are aimed at making the hearer do 
something. They express what the speaker wants. Kinds of directives performed by 
the main character are commanding, requesting, suggesting, inviting, questioning, 
and warning. Below is the detailed analysis of kinds of directives. The detailed 
analysis of directive’s types is presented below. 
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1) Commanding 
Commanding is a kind of directives which tells somebody to do something. The 
speaker commands someone to do what he/she wants. The dialogues below show the 
employment of command by the main character. 
(4: 29) Amstrong : Where is it? 
Claire  : Okay, here’s the problem. Phil has kind of a serious medical  
issue... 
Phil  : Claire, just give him the flash drive. 
        (SA/30/113) 
 
(4: 30) Claire  : What? We have to... 
Phil  : Claire, Just show them where the flash drive is. It’s not  
gonna work. Claire... 
        (SA/30/114) 
 
(4: 31) Claire  : We need to get to a hospital ... 
Phil  : Give them the flash drive, Claire. 
        (SA/30/115) 
 
The dialogue happened when Armstrong wants Phil and Claire to give the flash drive 
to him. Claire does not do what Armstrong has asked them. Phil commands Claire to 
give it to him. Phil’s utterance is imperative. The word “just” used with the 
imperative is used to cut short a possible argument or delay or to appeal for attention 
or understanding. The word “give” used in the imperative is to offer something to 
somebody. Phil’s statement belongs to directives because it has effect in making the 
hearer do what the speaker said. 
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2) Requesting 
Requesting something from somebody means to ask for something politely. 
Datum SA/06/021 below is an example of requesting. 
(4: 32) Waiter  : Any coffee or dessert for you guys tonight? 
Phil  : Hey. What? 
Waiter   : Coffee or dessert? 
Phil  : What do you say, honey? 
Claire  : I'm actually so tired. That if I rested my head on this table  
right  now... 
Phil  : Yeah...Sleep for a year. 
Claire  : No. 
Phil  : I think just the check, Mike. Thanks.  
Waiter   : Thank you. 
        (SA/06/021) 
 
(4: 33) Phil  : Hey, we were ... Hello? Up here.We were in here earlier,  
having dinner with our friend Sam-I-Am. 
Hostess  : You mean Will.i.am? 
Claire  : No, listen, anyway we were here, and Will.i.am thinks he left  
his phone at the table so we need to check at the table. 
Phil  : I’d like to check the table for the phone, if you don’t  
mind. 
        (SA/44/166) 
 
(4: 34) Claire  : Why so bright on here? It must be dark and seedy. It’s 40 old  
stripper which also a mama. I did it pull in back and then turn  
around it. I think I lost one my nipple. 
Phil  : No, you look great! 
Claire  : For reals? 
Phil  : Yeah. For reals! 
Claire  : Just it that long enough to cover my caesarean. Come on. 
Phil  : Okay, lets go. I want you to buy that. 
        (SA/93/295) 
 
Datum SA/06/021 happened when the waiter offers coffee or dessert to Phil and 
Claire. Claire refuses. Since they do not want to order any menu, Phil just requests 
the bill to the waiter. The statement used by Phil to request the bill belongs to 
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directives because it makes the waiter do what Phil said. Datum SA/44/166 also 
represents a request. Phil asks the hostess for letting him check Will.I.Am’s table 
since Phil needs Claire to find the Tripplehorn’s phone number. In datum SA/93/295, 
Phil’s request is represented in his utterance that he wants Claire to buy the costume. 
 
3) Suggesting 
Suggesting something to somebody means to put something forward as an idea 
or a candidate to be considered to propose something. The speaker wants to put an 
idea into somebody’s mind. Data SA/03/007 and SA/12/028 show the kind of 
suggesting performed by Phil as below. 
(4: 35) Phil     : Well, it looks like we will be able to get you a refund of about  
      $ 600. 
Woman : Shut up. 
Man : Shut up. 
Woman : Shut up! 
Man : See that? You’re making my lady excited, you! I like you! We’re  
going kite boarding in Spain. How sexy is that? 
Phil : Guys, you know what would be even sexier than that? 
It’s starting a Roth IRA. 
        (SA/03/007) 
 
(4: 36) Brad     : (silent) 
Phil : You should really read this. It's about a girl getting her period in  
the desert. 
        (SA/12/028) 
 
In datum SA/03/007, Phil’s clients are really happy to know the news that they will 
be able to get a refund about $ 600. They tell Phil about their plan with the money. 
Phil gives another choice to them as his suggestion that is to start Roth IRA. He 
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wants his clients to put his idea to their mind as another choice to spend their money. 
In datum SA/12/028, the act of suggesting represented by the word “should”. The 
word “should” is used to make offers or suggestions. Phil uses the word “should” in 
his utterance to make suggestion given to Brad so that Brad will read the story he has 
read in the book club. 
 
4) Inviting 
Inviting is a kind of directives since it is to ask to do something or go 
somewhere. The effect of inviting something from somebody is that the hearer do 
what the speaker intends. The examples below show the kind of inviting performed 
by the main character. 
(4: 37) Hostess : Enjoy your meal.  
Phil  : Thank you. Look at this table. 
Claire  : Honey, I... 
Phil  : No, no! Hon, no! Look. The Tripplehorns are a no-show.  
Who are we hurting? I say we sit back, relax and enjoy a  
spread of their finest fruits of the sea. Or I will just suck on a  
napkin. Holy mama, look at these prices. 
Claire  : If we’re gonna pay this much for crab, it’s better to sing and  
dance and introduce us to The Little Mermaid. 
Phil  : Hey. Here’s to a great night. 
Claire  : Oh, no, wait, isn’t it bad luck to toast with an empty glass? 
       (SA/23/066) 
(4: 38) Amstrong : Hey! 
Phil  : Let’s go! Let’s go! Come on. Come on! 
Phil  : Honey, here. Get in. 
Claire  : Okay. 
       (SA/31/122) 
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Inviting act is shown in the word “here”. Both of the data consist of the word “here” 
which present an act of inviting. In datum SA/23/066, Phil said “Here’s…” to attract 
Claire’s attention to do a toast. Since the effect of Phil’s utterance makes Claire do a 
toast, it is classified as a directive. In datum SA/31/122, Phil uses the word “here” to 
ask Claire to get in the boat. He invites Claire to go by getting in the boat. 
 
5) Questioning 
Questioning is to ask somebody a question or questions. Question is a sentence, 
etc that asks for information. The data SA/02/005, SA/05/010, and SA/06/013 will be 
the examples. 
(4: 39) Phil     : Did you one-two-three her? 
Claire : It works every time. 
        (SA/02/005) 
 
(4: 40) Katy     : Fosters! What’s up? 
Phil : Hey, Katy. Everything okay next door? 
        (SA/05/010) 
 
(4: 41) Claire     : Uh, on Sunday Ollie’s friend Hayden has a birthday party. 
Phil : Am I getting the present? 
        (SA/06/013) 
 
The dialogue in datum SA/02/005 takes place in Foster’s kitchen when Claire 
prepares the dinner and her daughter climbs on the chair. Claire counts one-two-three 
to get her daughter off the chair. Phil enters the kitchen and sees that her daughter 
goes down from the chair with anger. Phil asks Claire whether she has counted one-
two-three to her daughter. In datum SA/05/010 happened when Katy comes to the 
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Fosters and Phil asks Katy about the situation in the out side and datum SA/06/013 
happened when Phil and Claire have dinner at Teanack Tavern and Claire tells Phil 
that Ollie’s friend has birthday then Phil asks whether he is going to get a present. 
Questioning is presented in the type of utterance or sentence. Phil’s utterance 
is an interrogative sentence ended by a question mark (?) and all of the examples are 
ended up by the question mark. Furthermore, the auxiliary “did” in the beginning of 
sentence is used to perform questions. Phil’s utterance belongs to directives since 
questioning will lead the hearer to answer the speaker’s question. 
 
6) Warning 
Warning is to advise somebody to do or not do something and to inform him in 
advance of something, especially possible danger or something unpleasant that is 
likely to happen, so that they can try to avoid it. Below is an example of warning. 
(4: 42) Oliver     : Dad? Mom? Can I have breakfast? 
Phill : Honey, don't move. 
        (SA/01/001) 
 
(4: 43) Phil     : Listen, I think I can pick the lock. If I just had a bobby pin or a... 
Be able to get this lock open if I... 
Phil : Oh, my God! Who are you? 
Claire : Here. Come on. Come on. 
Phil : No, no, no! Hon! Hon! We gotta get out. We gotta get out. 
Claire : No, no! I’ll only take a minute. 
         (SA/47/174)  
The dialogue of datum SA/01/001 happened in the morning when Phil and Claire still 
sleep and their son comes to wake up him. Phil warns his son to do not move and to 
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not be noisy by uttering “don’t move”. Datum SA/47/174 happened when Claire and 
Phil try to find out Holbrooke’s address. Claire breaks the door to enter the office 
which makes the alarm sound loudly. The word “no” in Phil’s utterance indicates that 
he warns Claire not to enter the office. Phil is against Claire’s idea to enter the office 
after breaking the office’s door since it is a crime. By warning something to Claire, 
Phil directs Claire not to do the thing. 
 
c. Commissive 
Commissives includes acts in which the words commit the speaker to some 
future action. Kinds of commissives performed by the main character are promising, 
offering, and threatening.  
1) Promising 
Promising is a commissive act since the speaker commits himself to some future 
action. Promising something is to make a promise that one will definitely do or not do 
something. The examples of promising are shown in the data below. 
(4: 44) Charlotte : I'm coming!  
Phil  : Okay, Charlotte, sweetie, I’ll make you breakfast in just 
 a second. 
        (SA/01/002) 
 
Phil utters “I will” to make a promise to his daughter. The word “will” as a modal is 
used to show that someone is willing or ready to do something. Since Phil produces 
an utterance which commits him to the future action, he performs commissive act. 
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(4: 45) Brad     : I haven’t told the kids. Can’t tell the kids. Just, please, keep it  
under your hat until next week when we go public whit it. Don’t  
tell Claire..  
Phil : Yeah, yeah, yeah. So, what happened? 
        (SA/12/034) 
 
The dialogue happened when Brad asks Phil to help him in the garage. Brad tells 
Phil that he and his wife are splitting. He has not told the kids and asks Phil not to tell 
Claire. By uttering “Yeah, yeah, yeah.”, Phil promises to Brad that he will not tell 
Claire. The word “yeah” indicates that Phil agrees Brad’s request which makes Phil 
commit to the future action.  
(4: 46) Crenshaw : Okay. Lets make this simple, okay. You give me the flash  
drive, or Collins is gonna broke both your wife’s arms. 
Phil  : I put the flash drive in some place. No one can find it. But if  
my friend, Mr. Holbrook Grant doesn’t hear our for every  
hour until we are save, he will realese that content of flash  
drive. 
Joe  : Do you see the flash drive? 
Phil  :Oh, don’t worry. We will not say a word about the pictures. 
        (SA/96/310) 
As in datum SA/01/002, the indication of promising in the datum SA/96/310 is 
shown by the word “will”. In the dialogue above, Phil tells that he has seen the 
content of flash drive but he will keep it as a secret. Phil promises to Joe that he will 
not tell about the content of the flash drive. Phil’s utterances are classified into 
commissives since they commit with the future action. 
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2) Offering 
Offering is to show or express willingness or the intention to do, give, etc 
something. Offering something to somebody is also to put forward something to be 
considered, so it can then be either accepted or refused. One of offering expressions is 
shown in datum SA/17/044 below. 
(4: 47) Claire  : We don’t wanna miss the movie.  
Phil  : How about no movie? How about I am taking you to  
dinner in the city? 
Claire  : We don’t have to do that.  
Phil  : Yes, we do. Come on. I'll down in ten minutes. I'm going to  
take you to that new seafood place that you read about. 
        (SA/17/044) 
 
In the above dialogue, Phil wants to have dinner than watching movie. He offers 
Claire to have dinner in the city as their date.  
Another expression of offering is represented in datum SA/22/057 below when 
Phil offers Claire a drink.  
(4: 48) Phil     : You want a drink?  
Claire : Yes, please. Something with an edible garnish. I'm so hungry. 
        (SA/22/057) 
 
The dialogue happened when Phil and Claire have to wait for an available table for 
dinner. They wait in the Claw bar. Phil tries to get some food and order some drink 
while they are waiting. Phil offers a drink to Claire by uttering “You want a drink?”. 
The illocutionary force of “want” is to create an offer act through language. 
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Datum SA/42/148 also shows the act of offering when Phil asks Katy to stay 
longer to take care their kids. Phil offers double payment to Katy so she will accept 
Phil requests. The act is shown in the dialogue below. 
(4: 49) Claire     : Could you talk to her?  
Phil : Okay. Katy? Hi, It's Phil.  
Katy : Hi. 
Phil         : Katy, I don’t have time to talk right now. I’ll pay you double to 
stay. 
Katy : That’s really nice of you, but I don’t think that’s gonna close it. 
Phil : Are you kidding me? 
        (SA/42/148) 
 
Phil’s utterance “I’ll pay you double to stay” is used to offer double payment to Katy. 
Phil wants Katy to take care his kids so he offers double payment. Phil commits to 
the future action by offering double payment as a promise if Katy agrees to stay. 
 
3) Threatening 
An expression of one’s intention to punish or harm somebody, especially if 
he/she does not do as one wishes is called a threat. Threatening somebody is to say 
that they will be in trouble or get harm if they do not do what other wants. An 
example of threatening is presented in datum SA/64/242. 
(4: 50) Taste     : Forget the latex. Only the essentials. 
Whippit : (Listening Taste) 
Phil : Stop what you’re doing. Stop packing. Nobody is going anywhere. 
Claire : Phil! Do something with the gun. 
Phil : I have a gun! And that means... 
        (SA/64/242) 
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The utterance “I have a gun!” is used to threaten Taste and Whippit so they do not go 
anywhere. Phil trys to frighten Taste and Whippit use his gun. Phil commits to the 
future action by uttering a threat as a promise if something bad can be happened. 
Another threatening expression is shown in Phil’s utterance below. Phil threatens 
Crenshaw by frightening him that Phil will release the content of flash drive. Datum 
SA/96/309 below is the another expression of threatening. 
(4: 51) Crenshaw : Okay. Let’s make this simple, okay. You give me the flash  
drive, or Collins is gonna broke both your wife’s arms. 
Phil  : I put the flash drive in some place. No one can find it. But if  
my friend, Mr. Holbrook Grant doesn’t hear our for every  
hour until we are save, he will release that content of flash  
drive. 
        (SA/96/309) 
 
Phil’s utterance represents the state of threat. He says two different utterances with 
different intentions. The word “but” is used to connect two statements when the 
second one adds something different or seems surprising after the first one. The word 
“if” as conjunction is used to add some information that may be even more, less, 
better, worse, etc than have just said. The utterance “he will release that content of 
flash drive” is used by Phil to threaten the bad guys. Since the content of flash drive 
is something secret, Phil threatens them by saying that he will release it. Since 
threatening is something that commits to some future action, it is classified as a 
commissive act. 
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d. Expressive 
Expressives are acts in which the words state what the speaker feels. They 
express a psychological state. Kinds of expressive performed by the main character 
are greeting, thanking, apologizing, complimenting, stating pleasure, stating pain, 
stating doubt, stating confusion, stating surprise, stating fear, stating surrender, 
stating panic, stating anger, and stating dislike. 
1) Greeting 
Greeting is an act to give a sign or words of welcome or pleasure when meeting 
somebody or receiving a guest. The words which indicate the act of greeting are 
“Hello”, “Hey”, and “Hi”. Data SA/05/008, SA/05/010, and SA/22/049 below are the 
examples of expressive acts of greeting. 
(4: 52) Phil     : Hello my peeps... 
        (SA/05/008) 
 
(4: 53) Katy     : Fosters! What’s up? 
Phil : Hey, Katy. Everything okay next door? 
        (SA/05/010) 
 
(4: 54) Phil     : Hi, how are you? 
        (SA/22/049) 
“Hello” is an interjection used as a greeting when somebody sees or meets others. 
Phil already comes back from the office and he finds his children playing. He greets 
them to get their attention that he is home. “Hey” and “Hi” are interjections used as 
the informal forms of “hello”. Phil uses “hey” and “hi” since he wants to be friendly 
with the hearer. 
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2) Thanking 
Thanking is used to tell someone that the speaker is pleased and grateful for 
something they have done, or to be polite about it. The words that indicate the act of 
thanking are “thanks” and “thank you” as shown in data SA/06/021 and SA/23/064. 
(4: 55) Waiter  : Coffee or dessert? 
Phil  : What do you say, honey? 
Claire  : I'm actually so tired that if a rested my head on this table right  
now. 
Phil  : I think just the check, Mike. Thanks. 
        (SA/06/021) 
 
(4: 56) Hostess : Enjoy your meal. 
Phil  : Thank you. Look at this table. 
        (SA/23/064) 
The examples above show Phil’s utterances of thanking act. He uses the expressions 
“thanks” and “thank you” to show his grateful feeling of the service in the restaurant. 
The interjection of “thanks” and “thank you” are used to tell someone that the speaker 
is grateful for something done for him/her. 
 
3) Apologizing 
Apologizing is to say sorry, especially for having done something wrong. The 
expression that indicates the kind of apologizing act is “I am sorry” as represented in 
Phil’s utterances below. 
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(4: 57) Claire  : Why don’t you ever close any drawers? 
Phil  : I’m sorry. 
        (SA/64/221) 
(4: 58) Cabbie  : Come on! One way! One freaking way! 
Phil  : I’m sorry. 
        (SA/71/253) 
“I’m sorry” is an expression that is used to tell someone that the speaker wishes 
he/she had not done something that has affected others badly, hurt them, etc. Since 
Claire feels hurt and disappointed because of what Phil always does such as he never 
closed the drawer he had opened, Phil utters “I’m sorry” to apologize. 
 
4) Complimenting 
Compliment is an action that shows someone’s admiration to others. 
Complimenting is to say something nice to someone in order to praise them. The act 
can be seen in data SA/17/042 and SA/17/043 below. 
(4: 59) Claire : Honey, do you wanna change? 
Phil : No, I think I’m good. I...Wow! I...Wow ...What...You look nice. 
        (SA/17/042) 
 
(4: 60) Claire : I just threw this on. I'm stupid. I’m gonna ... 
Phil : No, it isn’t. You look great. Fantastic. I’m going to change, and I’m  
going to take a shower. 
        (SA/17/043) 
    
On the date night, Claire has dressed up and been ready to go. Phil almost forgets that 
the night is the date night. He is startled by Claire who has dressed up nicely. Phil 
compliments about his wife’s appearance, that she looks nice and great. By saying 
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“You look nice”, “You look great”, and “Fantastic”, Phil shows his feeling of 
admiration to Claire. The way Phil shows his admiration feeling is a complimenting 
act. 
 
5) Stating Pleasure 
Pleasure is a state or feeling of being happy or satisfied. Datum SA/17/048 is an 
example of expressing pleasure. 
(4: 61) Claire : Yeah, I’m lying to them. It’s an hour.  
Phil : No, no,no. If we leave in ten minutes, we’ll be there before seven.  
Get a table no problem. Yes? Say yes. 
Claire : Yes.  
Phil : Yes! Great. 
        (SA/17/048) 
Phil’s utterance shows his feeling of being happy since Claire agrees with his idea. 
The word “great” is used to show enthusiasm which indicates the feeling of 
satisfaction. As in datum SA/17/048, datum SA/55/189 shows the expression of 
pleasure which is indicated by the word “great”. In the dialogue below, Phil expresses 
his satisfied by uttering “Great.”. 
(4: 62) Holbrooke : It’s a cell phone registered to Thomas Felton. Triplehorn is  
maybe an alias. 
Phil  : Or maybe he’s a big Jeanne Tripplehorn fan. 
Holbrooke : There we go. Mr. Felton’s phone is currently residing at 135  
Avenue D. 
Phil  : Great. Who likes shirts? 
        (SA/55/189) 
Another expression of pleasure is shown in datum SA/98/321 below. Phil is 
happy because Detective Arroyo has come to save them. The word “glad” is the 
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indication of stating pleasure. The word “Glad” is used to indicate the feeling of 
pleased, delighted, relieved, and grateful. Phil’s utterance in the dialogue below 
represents an expression of pleasure. 
(4: 63) Arroyo  : Fosters. 
Phil  : Glad to see you again, Detective. 
        (SA/98/321) 
 
6) Stating Pain 
Pain is a feeling that someone has when a part of his/her body is hurt. Phil’s 
utterance which shows state of pain is uttered when he met the Tripplehorns and gets 
punched by Thomas Felton who is also called as Taste. Phil’s utterance describes his 
feeling of hurt caused by Thomas Felton’s punch. The expression is shown in the 
dialogue below. 
(4: 64) Phil : Oh, hi. This is not what it looks like… 
Taste : Yeah? Look at this, bitch! Boom! 
Phil : Aargh! My neck! He punched my neck! 
        (SA/64/225) 
The utterance of “Ah! My neck” shows Phil feeling of hurt caused by Thomas 
Felton’s punch. The word “Aargh!” as an interjection is used to show someone is 
disappointed, hurt, or annoyed. It is used to show that Phil’s neck is hurt. Phil’s 
utterance shows his feeling of pain in his neck. 
As shown in datum SA/64/225, datum SA/86/274 also states pain. Phil states that 
his body is not well. He feels frozen to death. Since Phil states his body feeling that 
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he is really cold, his utterance is classified into expressive. The expression of pain is 
shown in the dialogue below. 
(4: 65) Claire     : Oh, God. Come! Come on! Oh, my God. Good, honey. Good. 
Come on. You’re okay. Are you okay? 
Phil : I’m cold. Wow. Wow. I’m really, really cold. Oh, no. 
The flash drive is gone. Tripplehorns are gone. We’ve got nothing. 
        (SA/86/274) 
 
7) Stating Doubt 
Doubt is an uncertain feeling about something that is used to question the truth of 
something. Someone doubts about something when he/she is not sure about it, 
whether it is true or false matter. As represented in the dialogue below, Phil shows his 
doubt about Claire’s opinion about the couple they have talked about. Claire believes 
that they are a married-couple but Phil doubts it since the couple sit on the same side 
of booth which indicates that they are not married. 
(4: 66) Claire : “Uhm.. That’s amazimg, Jeremy, but I’m gonna go home now and  
fart in a shoe box.” That’s not... That doesn’t make sense. Huh, boy.  
Look at these two lovebirds. 
Phil : Now, first dating. 
Claire : No. He has a ring on. They both do. 
Phil : Mmm, no! Married? They’re not married. They’re sitting on the  
same side of the booth. That is not a married move. That is a...That’s  
an “I’m    stupid” move. 
(SA/06/018) 
Phil utters “Married?” to show his doubt since he is not certain whether they are 
married or not. “Married?” is a form of question shown by the use of question mark 
(?) at the end of an utterance. If there is some question about something, there is 
doubt about it, or people feel uncertain about it. People questions something to ask 
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for information or to express doubt about whether something is true, good, necessary, 
etc. 
Phil’s expression of doubt also represents in the dialogue below. The dialogue 
happened when Phil and Claire have dinner at Claw. Claire sees an artist named 
Will.I.Am. Phil asks Claire to go near Will.I.Am and pose as if she has dinner with 
him. When Claire poses near Will.I.Am, Phil takes a picture of her. 
(4: 67) Claire : This is dumb. 
Phil : And you’re gonna make a fool of yourself. 
Claire : Did you get it? What? You ... 
Phil : Good. You are a freak. I can’t believe you’d actually do it. 
         (SA/24/076) 
Phil’s utterance in the dialogue above represents that Phil doubts that Claire will do 
such shameful action. The indication of doubt expression is shown by the word 
“can’t”. The use of negative modal “can’t” is to say that it is impossible for 
somebody to do something. Phil thinks that it is impossible if Claire will go near 
Will.I.Am and pose as if she has dinner with him. Phil’s utterance shows that he 
doubts about what Claire has done. 
 
8) Stating Confusion 
When someone is confused about something, he/she is unable to understand or 
think clearly what others are saying or what is happening. The dialogues below show 
Phil’s confusion of what Armstrong is saying. 
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(4: 68) Amstrong : Next time you make a dinner reservation, don’t use the same  
alias. As your ransom notes, you dick. 
Phil  : Ransom note? 
(SA/25/089) 
(4: 69) Amstrong : Let’s just get this done. 
Phil  : Get what done? What do you want? 
(SA/25/090) 
In the dialogues, Armstrong thinks that Phil and Claire are the Tripplehorns who stole 
the flash drive from his boss. There is misunderstanding between them because Phil 
has taken the Tripplehons’ reservation at the Claw. When Armstrong tries to confirm 
that Phil is Tripplehorn, Phil does not understand what Armstrong said. Phil’s 
expression of confusion is shown by questioning Armstrong about what he has said 
before. It is shown when Armstrong advises Phil not to use the same name as the 
ransom note when he makes reservation. Phil is confused about what Armstrong 
means, so he utters a question “Ransom note?”. Phil’s utterance shows that he does 
not know about ransom note and does not understand what Armstrong means by that.  
 
9) Stating Surprise 
Surprise is a feeling that someone has when something unexpected or unusual 
happens. It is a feeling when someone’s heart is startled by someone or something out 
of his/her mind. People will get surprise usually when they are faced with something 
that they do not imagine before. As shown in datum SA/12/031, Phil expresses his 
surprise in his utterance. Phil is surprised by Brad decision that he chose to split with 
Haley since Phil thinks they are happy couple. 
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(4: 70) Brad     : Can’t wait. I don’t  know how you agree to still do those book  
clubs, buddy. 
Phil : Well, that’s married, right? Sometimes you do stuff you don’t  
wanna do. 
Brad : Not me. Not anymore. 
Phil : What...What do you mean? 
Brad : Haley and I are splitting. 
Phil : What? But you guys are happy. 
        (SA/12/031) 
Phil’s utterance “What?” shows that he is really surprised when Brad tells he is 
splitting with Haley.  
Datum SA/17/042 below also shows Phil’s expression of surprise when he sees 
his wife has dressed up and looks so pretty. The dialogue happened when Phil and 
Claire will go on date in the city. Claire wants to dress up so the night will be a great 
date. 
(4: 71) Claire : Honey, do you wanna change? 
Phil : No, I think I’m good. I...Wow! I...Wow ...What... You look nice. 
(SA/17/042) 
People who are surprised by something usually become speechless. It is shown in 
Phil’s utterance “I… Wow! I… Wow… What…”. He is speechless because of 
Claire’s appearance. The interjection “wow” is used to show that something is very 
impressive or surprising. 
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10) Stating Fear 
Fear is an unpleasant feeling caused by the possibility of danger, pain, a threat, 
etc. Phil’s expression of fear is represented in the dialogues below when he and 
Claire are threatened by Armstrong who will shoot them if they still pretend to know 
nothing. 
(4: 72) Armstrong : I will blow a hole in your face. 
Claire  : This is a different version. 
Armstrong : One... 
Phil  : Okay, big mistake ... This is all just a big.. 
Armstrong : Two... 
Phil  : Hey! God, no! He turned it sideways. Kill Shot! 
        (SA/25/099) 
 
(4: 73) Claire  : Kitchen! Kitchen People!  
Phil  : That’s a kill shot! God! 
        (SA/25/100) 
In the dialogues above, Phil tries to explain that there is a misunderstanding between 
them. Phil begins to feel fear when Armstrong turns his weapon to him. Phil’s 
utterance “God, no!” and “That’s a kill shot! God!” shows that Phil is afraid if 
Armstrong is going to kill them. 
 
11) Stating Surrender 
Surrender to somebody is to give up possession of something/somebody when 
forced by others or by necessity or to hand something/somebody over. When Phil and 
Claire are waiting in the bar, Phil tries to order a drink but the waitress is busy with 
other customers. The expression is shown in the datum SA/22/058 below. 
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(4: 74) Phil     : You want a drink?  
Claire : Yes,please. Something with an edible garnish. I'm so hungry. 
Phil          : Hello?Hi! Two Chardonnays, please. Could I have some… Sort 
bit distracted. 
Waitress : (Ignoring Phil order and busy serving other customers) 
Claire : Maybe we should go someplace else. 
        (SA/22/058) 
Phil tries to order Chardonnay but there is no respon from the waitress. Phil tries 
again and there is no respon too. Finally Phil gives in to order Chardonnay. His 
statement of surrender is represented in his utterances “Could I have some... Sort bit 
distracted.”. The utterance shows that Phil does not finish his first utterance and he 
produces the second utterance which states that the waitress is too busy so he decides 
to surrender in ordering Chardonnay.  
Another expression of surrender appears when there is a threat or no other way to 
get safe and then people usually surrender to the enemy as what happened to Phil and 
Claire when forced by Armstrong to give the flash drive. The expression is shown in 
the dialogue below. 
(4: 75) Armstrong : I will blow a hole in your face. 
Claire  : This is a different version. 
Armstrong : One... 
Phil  : Okay, big mistake ... This is all just a big.. 
Armstrong : Two... 
Phil  : Hey! God, no! He turned it sideways. Kill Shot! 
Claire  : Kitchen! Kitchen People!  
Phil  : That’s a kill shot! God! 
Armstrong : ... three! 
Phil  : No. No. No. No. All right! All right! All right! I’ve got it!  
I’ve got it! I’ve got it! 
        (SA/25/101) 
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Armstrong thinks that Phil and Claire are the Tripplehorns and wants them to give the 
flash drive. Since Phil and Claire are not the Tripplehorns, they do not give the flash 
drive to Armstrong. It makes Armstrong angry and then he threatens them. Phil tries 
to explain but it does not convince Armstrong. Phil does not want bad thing happens 
to them so he surrenders to Armstrong by saying a lie. It is shown in his utterances 
“All right! All right! All right! I’ve got it! I’ve got it! I’ve got it!”.  
 
12) Stating Panic 
Panic is a sudden strong feeling of fear or nervousness that makes someone 
unable to think clearly or behave sensibly. The expression of panic is shown by Phil 
when he tries to hide from the bad guys who surprised them since they are cops. The 
dialogue below is the example. 
(4: 76) Claire     : Okay. Okay. Your eyes look crazy. 
Phil : I know, because I’m losing it. What are we gonna do? What 
are we gonna do? What are we gonna do? 
(SA/39/143) 
The dialogue shows that Phil is panic. It is shown when Claire asks about Phil’s 
condition, he states that he loses his mind. He cannot think clearly of what they 
should do. His question, “What are we gonna do?” which is asked for three times, 
shows that he really loses his mind and cannot think carefully. 
Datum SA/39/146 also represents Phil’s expression of panic. It happens when 
Phil and Claire realize that the bad guys know where they live. Phil and Claire 
remember with the kids and make them panic. 
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(4: 77) Claire     : What are you talking about, Phil? I'm going home! 
I'm going home! 
Phil : Claire, they have our IDs. They know where we live. 
They know where we live. 
Claire : Oh, my God. The kids.  
Phil : Oh, my God. 
        (SA/39/146) 
Phil’s utterance shows how his feeling of panic if the bad guys are going to harm 
their kids. 
As in the above data, the expression of panic is also shown in datum SA/84/271. 
Phil’s brakes are gone and he becomes panic about what will happen. Phil’s 
expression is shown in the dialogue below. 
(4: 78) Phil     : No brakes. 
Cabbie : No brakes? 
Phil : Damn it. Brakes are gone. 
        (SA/84/271) 
 
Phil gets panic when the brake is gone. Phil’s utterance “Damn it. Brakes are gone.” 
shows how he is very panic. He does not know how to stop his car since the brakes 
are gone. This situation makes Phil very panic. 
 
13) Stating Anger 
Anger is a strong feeling of wanting to hurt or criticize someone because they 
have done something bad to others or been unkind to them. Getting angry to others 
mean someone is angry of what they have done. Below is the expression of anger 
which is shown in the dialogue between Taste and Phil. 
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(4: 79) Taste     : That’s a nice piece. What are we gonna have a duel at ten paces? 
Phil : Hey, zip your face.  
Taste : That’s your best line? That’s your best tough-guy line? 
Phil : You heard me. Zip your face. 
Taste : Why don’t you zip your vagina, Raymond Burr? 
Phil : I have no idea how to respond to that. F you! 
        (SA/64/232) 
 
(4: 80) Taste     : Are you telling me that these goons are tracking you right now? 
Phil : Have you not heard a word I said, whore? Look, that is why we 
are here. You need to help us out of this. 
(SA/64/240) 
In datum SA/64/232, Phil’s utterance shows that he is really mad at Taste because he 
teases Phil and it makes Phil gets angry. In datum SA/64/240, Phil’s utterance shows 
that he is mad with Taste since Taste does not hear what Phil has said before. Phil’s 
anger is shown when he is calling Taste with a tough word that is “whore”. “Whore” is 
an offensive word for a woman who has many sexual partners or as tough as the 
“bitch” term. This expression is usually used to insult someone when they get mad of 
something. 
 
14) Stating Dislike 
Dislike is a feeling of not liking someone or something. The expression shown 
by Phil in datum SA/47/175 represents Phil’s feeling of dislike. 
(4: 81) Phil : Listen, I think I can pick the lock. If I just had a bobby pin or a...  
Be able to get this lock open if I...Oh, my God! Who are you? 
Claire : Here. Come on. Come on. 
Phil : No, no, no! Hon! Hon! We gotta get out. We gotta get out. 
Claire : No, no! I’ll only takes a minute. 
Phil : Oh God! 
        (SA/47/175) 
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The dialogue happen when Phil and Claire try to find Holbrooke address at real-estate 
office. Since the office is locked, Claire breaks the office which makes the alarm to 
ring. Phil does not like of what Claire has done which he expresses it by uttering “Oh 
God!”.  
The dialogue between Holbrooke and Phil also shows that Phil dislikes 
Holbrooke since he and Claire are very close friends without Phil’s knowledge. 
Below is the dialogue between them. 
(4: 82) Holbrooke :  Well, it’s the least I can do. I mean, you were so patient with  
me. All those long drives up and down the turnpike.  
Anyway, you were awesome. Claire, don’t leave me  
hanging. That’s what I’m talking about. I mean, I really did  
appreciate all the time you gave me. 
Phil  : Yeah, sounds like you guys had a lot of time together,  
   alone, together, without me even knowing about it. 
(SA/51/182) 
Phil expresses his feeling by uttering that they seem to have a lot of time to meet each 
other without Phil knowing about it. Phil sees that Claire is very glad to meet 
Holbrooke again and so is Holbrooke. Claire and Holbrooke show up their closeness 
which makes Phil does not like him. 
(4: 83) Thug     : No. The both you. He likes you too. 
Claire : Well, well, well, somebody got the good view. 
Phil : No, no, no, I can’t do this. 
Claire : Yes you can. You are beautiful and amazing man. And you are the  
father of my children. You gonna getting in. 
Phil : I don’t.. Oh, my God. 
        (SA/94/298) 
Datum SA/94/298 happened when Phil and Claire go to Peppermint Hippo to 
find Crenshaw. They pretend as a night worker. When Claire tries to get in by herself, 
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the door guard stops her and tells that Phil is also asked to enter the place. Phil does 
not want to go inside because he does not like the place. Since he is forced by the 
situation, he goes with a feeling of dislike as represent in his utterance “I don’t... Oh, 
my God!”. 
 
2. Conversational Implicatures in the Main Character’s Speech in Date Night 
Movie 
 
The data findings show that the main character performs two kinds of 
conversational implicature proposed by Grice. They are generalized conversational 
implicature and particularized conversational implicature. Each kind of 
conversational implicature is discussed in the following explanation. 
a. Generalized Conversational Implicature  
Utterances do not only consist of a group of words but also some intended 
meaning. Some of the utterances carry implicit information inside them. When no 
special knowledge is required in the context to calculate the additional conveyed or 
unsaid meaning, it is called a generalized conversational implicature. This kind of 
implicature is predictable from the utterance produced by the speaker. The dialogue 
below is an example of generalized conversational implicature. 
(4: 84)  Claire : So, those two cops don’t work for Miletto. They work for  
Crenshaw. And that’s why Taste was acting so weird when  
you mentioned Miletto’s name. Right. Oh, my God, Phil, I  
totally got this. It has something to do with Crenshaw? 
Phil : It has ... Yes, honey, it has everything to do with Crenshaw. 
That’s the key. We have to find a way to get to Crenshaw. 
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Claire : Well, the Tripplehorns gotta him at The Peppermint Hippo. 
Phil : And we’re the Tripplehorns. 
       (CI/89/029) 
Phil explains that the key of their problem is Crenshaw. He thinks that they need to 
find Crenshaw and solve the problem. The one who should be the victim is the 
Tripplehorns and they get Crenshaw at The Peppermint Hippo. By uttering “And 
we’re the Tripplehorns”, Phil tries to inform Claire that they must pretend as the 
Tripplehorns so that they can go to The Peppermint Hippo to find Crenshaw. Any 
particular context is not needed in interpreting the conveyed meaning in Phil’s 
utterance since the information is shown explicitly. 
The generalized conversational implicature also appeared in the Phil’s utterance 
when he talks with Joe. Below is the dialogue between Joe and Phil.  
(4: 85)  Joe : Do you see the flash drive? 
Phil : Oh, don’t worry. We will not say a word about the  
 pictures. 
        (CI/96/035) 
Joe is the owner of the flash drive so he knows the content of the flash drive. When 
he asks Phil “Do you see the flash drive?”, Phil answers by uttering “Oh, don’t worry. 
We will not say a word about the pictures.”. Phil’s utterances imply that he has 
shown the content of the flash drive. The implied meaning in Phil’s utterance can be 
drawn explicitly since he cooperates with Joe’s intention on asking Phil about the 
flash drive. 
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In datum CI/42/011, Claire asks Phil about what they shall do to avoid the bad 
guys. Phil explicitly says what they must do to avoid the bad guys in his utterance as 
represented in the dialogue below. 
(4: 86)  Claire : Now what?  
Phil : They're safe. They’re safe. We need to find someplace with  
a lot of people.A lot of people. 
(CI/42/011) 
The implied meaning of Phil’s utterance is that they need to find a place with a lot of 
people so they can asks for help. 
 
b. Particularized Conversational Implicature 
When inferences are needed to work out the conveyed meaning of an utterance, 
there is particularized conversational implicature. Datum CI/39/010 is an example of 
particularized conversational implicature performed by the main character. 
(4: 87)  Claire   : We gotta get out of here. We gotta go home. 
Phil     : We can’t  go home. 
Claire : What are you talking about, Phil? I'm going home! I'm going  
home! 
Phil : Claire, they have our IDs. They know where we live. They  
know where we live. 
          (CI/39/010) 
The dialogue shows that Phil’s utterance conveys unsaid or implicit information. In 
order to get this conveyed meaning, Claire needs to draw on some assumed 
knowledge of Phil’s utterance. Phil’s utterance conveys that the bad guys know 
where they live since they have Phil and Claire’s IDs. It is why they cannot go home 
because Phil assumes they will get caught if they go home. Phil produces an utterance 
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that contains unsaid information which needs such inference to get its conveyed 
meaning. 
Similar to the datum above, Phil implicitly says his intention through his 
utterance. It can be seen in the dialogue below. 
(4: 88)  Claire : And look where it got us. We should call 911. 
Phil : Honey, this is Joe Miletto we're talking about. 
(CI/43/012) 
 The dialogue happened when Phil and Claire are in the police office to report what 
have happened to them. Phil reports that they have been chased by bad guys who 
mention Joe Miletto’s name. Detective Arroyo who handles Phil’s case says that they 
must stay away from Joe Miletto because he is a bad person. Coinciding with the time 
Phil reports the case, Phil and Claire find out that the bad guys who try to catch them 
are also cops. Phil and Claire run from the police office. Claire suggests Phil to call 
911 but Phil denies it. Phil implicitly explains to Claire that they cannot call 911 since 
the bad guys are also cops. Phil’s implied meaning is that the bad cops who try to 
catch them are Joe Miletto’s employees and it means that Joe Miletto owns the police 
so they cannot trust any cops. 
In datum CI/62/019 below, Phil implicitly tells Claire that they will steal the 
flash drive from the Tripplehorns by entering their house. 
(4: 89)  Claire : What are you doing? 
Phil : If we can’t find the Tripplehorns, maybe we can find their  
flash drive. Come here. 
      (CI/62/019) 
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The dialogue happened when Phil and Claire find out that the Tripplehorns are not at 
home. Phil tries to find another way to enter their house and Claire does not realize 
what is Phil doing. Claire asks Phil what he is doing and Phil explicitly answers 
Claire question by uttering “If we can’t find the Tripplehorns, maybe we can find 
their flash drive.”. Phil’s utterance does not explicitly show his intention of “we will 
steal the flash drive”. Claire needs a reference to draw the implicit meaning in Phil’s 
utterance. 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
The last chapter leads the research to the conclusions and suggestions. The 
conclusions present the summary of the research findings related to the formulation 
and objectives of the research. The suggestions give particular matters suggested to 
the English Department students and other researchers. 
 
A. Conclusions 
Based on the findings and analysis in chapter IV, the conclusions can be drawn 
as follows: 
1. There are 4 kinds of illocutionary acts identified from the main character’s 
speeches during his dialogues in Date Night movie. They are representative, 
directive, commissive, and expressive. The main character expresses each 
illocutionary act in various kinds of force. Representative is expressed in the form 
of stating, informing, agreeing, arguing, explaining, describing, convincing, 
predicting, reporting, and stating opinion. Directive is expressed in the form of 
commanding, requesting, suggesting, inviting, questioning, and warning. 
Commissive is expressed in the form of promising, offering, and threatening. The 
last illocutionary act performed by the main character is expressive. Based on the 
findings, expressive is the illocutionary act performed by the main character which 
has the most various form. They are greeting, thanking, apologizing, 
complimenting, stating pleasure, stating pain, stating doubt, stating confusion, 
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stating surprise, stating fear, stating surrender, stating panic, stating anger, and 
stating dislike. Each force of illocutionary acts is used based on the context of the 
situation. One type of illocutionary acts that is not performed by the main 
character is declarative. Declarative needs special condition to successfully happen 
since it is a special speech act which is performed by someone in a special 
institutional role in a specific context. 
2. There are two kinds of conversational implicatures that appear in the main 
character’s speeches. They are generalized and particularized conversational 
implicatures. The main character commits with generalized conversational 
implicature when he deliver his messages explicitly in his utterances. On the other 
hand, the main character commits particularized conversational implicature when 
he implicitly deliver his messages.  
 
B. Suggestions 
The researcher deals with the analysis of speech acts and conversational 
implicatures in the movie’s dialogues. Movie is used as the object of the research by 
the researcher because speech acts ideally appear in a speech or conversation. Based 
on the analysis and the findings, the researcher suggests some matters to the students 
of the English Department who major in linguistics and to other researchers in the 
same field. The suggestions are presented in the following. 
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1. To students of Linguistics Major 
The researcher realizes that there are many reasearchers conducting pragmatic 
analysis, especially on speech acts. However, there are still many issues that worth to 
be analyzed. To students who major in linguistics, the researcher suggests that they 
conduct a more detailed research in pragmatics. 
2. To other researchers on Pragmatics 
There are many interesting topics of analysis in pragmatics to be conducted by 
the other researchers. The researchers can conduct the research which more 
interesting, deep, and fresh analysis to avoid the monotonous research.  
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APPENDIX A  
CLASSIFICATION OF THE MAIN CHARACTER’S SPEECH ACTS 
 
NOTE: 
SA : Speech Acts   Rep : Representatives   Exp : Expressives 
SC : Scene    Dir : Directives    Dec : Declaration 
No : Number of Data   Com : Commisives     
 
 
Code 
(SA/SC/No) 
Utterance 
Illocutionay Acts 
Context of Situation 
Rep Dir Com Exp Dec 
SA/01/001 
Oliver: Dad? Mom? Can I have breakfast? 
Phill: Honey, don't move. 
 Warning    
INT. FOSTER BEDROOM – NEW JERSEY – 
EARLY MORNING 
CLAIRE FOSTER, 30’s, asleep next to her husband 
PHIL FOSTER, 40’s. Their 7 year-old son, 
OLIVER, comes padding in. 
Then their cute but somewhat feral 5 year-old 
daughter, CHARLOTTE, comes bounding in, and 
launches herself onto the bed. Phil still feels asleep. 
Charlotte rips off the breathe-right strip on Phil’s 
nose. He bolts upright. Phil wakes up, then. 
Claire and Phil swing their legs out of opposite sides 
of the bed, both trying to wake up. Phil rubs his eyes 
and looks at the clock. It’s 5 : 00 a.m. 
SA/01/002 
Charlotte: I'm comming!  
Phil: Okay, Charlotte, sweetie, I’ll make you breakfast in 
just a second. 
  Promising   
SA/01/003 
Charlotte: (rips off the breathe-right strip on Phil’s nose) 
Phil: Aah..Oh, my God! 
   Stating Surprise  
SA/01/004 
Claire: Here we go. 
Phil: It begins. 
Stating     
SA/02/005 
Phil: Did you one-two-three her? 
Claire: It works every time. 
 Questioning    
Claire, still in her pajamas, sleepily makes breakfast. 
Oliver sits at the table, coloring. Charlotte stands on 
her chair, holding a SpongeBob Squarepants doll in 
her mouth and shaking it around like a dog. Claire 
count one to three to Charlotte. Phil enters the 
kitchen. 
SA/03/006 
Phil: Well, it looks like we will be able to get you a refund 
of about $ 600. 
Clients: (silent, hearing Phil) 
Predicting     
A franchised tax planning office. Phil sits at a desk. 
Across from him is a young couple. 
Phil gives the young couple a suggestion to have 
fun. 
 
 
SA/03/007 
Man: See that? You’re making my lady excited,you! I like 
you! We’re going kiteboarding in Spain. How sexy is that? 
Phil: Guys, you know what would be even sexier than 
 Suggesting    
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Code 
(SA/SC/No) 
Utterance 
Illocutionay Acts 
Context of Situation 
Rep Dir Com Exp Dec 
that? It’s starting a Roth IRA. 
SA/05/008 Phil: Hello my peeps... 
 
 
  Greeting  
INT. FOSTER FAMILY ROOM – NIGHT 
A tired Claire, back in casual dress, sits on the couch 
working on her laptop. Oliver and Charlotte are 
there, playing. Phil enters, weary. 
Oliver wants to play Lego with Phil but he 
postpones that. And take a rest; lay his body in the 
sofa. 
Phil is startled by someone knocking on their sliding 
glass door. Katy (20, a little hipster-y), their 
neighbor, opens the glass and enters. 
Katy reminds the Fosters about weekly agenda of 
Date Night. Phil and Claire shoot each other a look. 
They’ve both totally forgotten. Claire stands up, a 
little thrown off. 
SA/05/009 
Ollie: Dad, come play Legos with me. 
Phil: Yes, yes, I will. But I'm going to lapse into a mini 
coma for just a second and then we’re gonna have the 
best Lego battle ever. 
  Promising   
SA/05/010 
Katy: Fosters! What’s up? 
Phil: Hey, Katy. (a) 
Everything okay next door? (b) 
 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
 (a)Greeting  
SA/05/011 
Katy: Yeah. Wait, you guys still need me to babysit, right? 
Isn’t it date tonight? 
Claire: Yes, date night. Of course. 
Phil: Hey..yay... That's right, date night. (a) 
Thank you for coming, Katy, so we can go on date 
tonight.(b) 
   
(a) Stating Surprise 
(b)Thanking 
 
SA/06/012 
Waiter: How’re the potato skin and salmon treating you, 
Fosters? 
Claire: Just great, Mike 
Phil: Thanks so much. 
   Thanking  
INT. TEANECK TAVERN – NIGHT 
Phil and Claire have dinner. The waiter serves the 
menu to them. 
Claire informs Phil that Ollie’s friend has a birthday. 
Claire tells the criteria of the present that Phil must 
buy. 
Phil looks around the restaurant, sees a couple 
having an awkward dinner. And they play a game 
which they dubbing people around them. This is a 
game they play a lot. 
Claire tells the victim of the game’s story. And Phil 
dubbing as the man and Claire as the woman. 
Claire motions to a young couple sitting on the same 
side of the booth, starting at each other googly-eyed. 
Phil starts to make a story. 
 
 
 
SA/06/013 
Claire: Uh, on Sunday Ollie’s friend Hayden has a birthday 
party. 
Phil: Am I getting the present? 
 Questioning    
SA/06/014 
Claire: Yeah. But nothing from China, nothing with 
batteries...You know what? I’ll just get it. It’ll be easier. 
Phil: Okay. 
Agreeing     
SA/06/015 
Claire: This is more moist this week. 
Phil: Mine’s actually more dry.(a) 
Hey, what’s the story? (b) 
(a)Arguing 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
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SA/06/016 
Claire: Oh. Okay. Third date. First one was okay. Second one 
was bad. She’s giving him one more chance to prove that 
he’s not boring. 
Phil: And he is not succeeding. "Hi, I’m eating roast beef. 
It’s delicious. "I have a potato on my fork. I like to eat 
potatoes, they’re delicious, but I don’t actually ever put them 
in my mouth." 
 
 
Stating     
Phil looks around the restaurant, sees a couple 
having an awkward dinner. And they play a game 
which they dubbing people around them. This is a 
game they play a lot. 
Claire tells the victim of the game’s story. And Phil 
dubbing as the man and Claire as the woman. 
Claire motions to a young couple sitting on the same 
side of the booth, starting at each other googly-eyed. 
Phil starts to make a story. 
 
Claire denies Phil’s story because the couple has a 
ring on both of them. 
Phil doesn’t realize that there is a waiter. He still 
looks at the couple. 
The waiter offers the dessert to them. Phil asks to 
Claire about the dessert. 
Phil follows Clear decision and just asks the bill to 
the waiter. 
SA/06/017 
Claire: ―Uhm..That’s amazimg, Jeremy, but I’m gonna go 
home now and fart in a shoe box." That’s not... That doesn’t 
make sense. Huh, boy. Look at these two lovebirds. 
Phil: Now, first dating. 
Stating     
SA/06/018 
Claire: No. He has a ring on. They both do. 
Phil: Mmm, no!(a) 
Married? (b) 
They’re not married. (c) 
They’re sitting on the same side of the booth. That is not a 
married move. That is a..That’s an “I’m stupid” move. 
(d) 
(a)Arguing 
(c)Arguing 
 
(d)Stating 
  
 
 
(b)Stating doubt 
 
SA/06/019 
Waiter: Any coffee or dessert for you guys tonight? 
Phil: Hey, what? 
 Questioning    
SA/06/020 
Waiter: Coffee or dessert? 
Phil: What do you say, honey? 
 Questioning    
SA/06/021 
Claire: I'm actually so tired that if a rested my head on this 
table right now.. 
Phil: I think just the check, Mike. (a)  
Thanks. (b)  
Waiter: Thank you 
 (a)Requesting  
 
 
(b)Thanking 
 
SA/09/022 
Claire: Hey.  
Phil: Hey. (a) 
Just gonna catch the sports. (b) 
 
 
(b)Informing 
  (a)Greeting  
INT. FOSTER FAMILY ROOM 
Phil and Claire return to the home. Claire puts the 
fresh coffee in the filter and sets the timer to 5:00 
AM. Phil is watching the 10 o’clock News. 
Claire goes to bed. Phil still watches the News. 
SA/09/023 
Claire: Really? The broom promises? I’m gonna head up.  
Phil: Okay. (a) I’ll be up in a sec. (b) 
 
(a)Agreeing 
 
 
(b)Promising 
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SA/11/024 
Wendy: Thanks for reading aloud, Phil. 
Phil: It’s okay. 
Stating     
INT. SUBURBAN HOUSE – TEANECK 
Claire, Phil, and five other WOMEN, including 
HALEY, hold copies of ―AND IN THE MORNING 
WE WALK WITH THE BIRDS OF CHANGE,‖ an 
Oprah’s Book Club-looking paperback. 
Phil is holding the book open in his lap and reading 
aloud to the group. He is very, very uncomfortable. 
Then Brad enters to save Phil and they head out. 
SA/11/025 
Wendy: No. No, literally. I literally could not stop crying. 
Phil: Quite sad. 
State of opinion     
SA/11/026 
Claire: What he means is it’s really very moving. 
Phil: Yeah. 
Agreeing     
SA/11/027 
Brad: Hey, Phil, can I get a hand in the garage? 
Phil: Yes, please. Yes. (a) 
Thank you. (b) 
Okay, excuse me, ladies.(c) 
(a)Agreeing 
 
(c) Excusing 
(Asking for 
permission) 
 
 
(b) Thanking 
 
 
SA/12/028 
 
Brad: (silent) 
Phil: You should really read this. (a) 
It's about a girl getting her period in the desert. (b) 
 (b)Reporting 
(a)Suggesting 
 
   
 
INT. GARAGE – MOMENTS LATER 
A converted red room – ping-pong table, old 
couches, etc. Brad hands Phil a beer and they drink. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SA/12/029 
Brad: Can’t wait. I don’t  know how you agree to still do 
those book clubs, buddy. 
Phil: Well, that’s married, right? (a) 
Sometimes you do stuff you don’t wanna do.(b) 
(a)Convincing 
(b)Stating 
    
SA/12/030 
Brad: Not me. Not anymore. 
Phil: What...What do you mean? 
 Questioning    
SA/12/031 
Brad: Haley and I are splitting. 
Phil: What? (a) 
But you guys are happy. (b) 
 
 
(b)Arguing 
  (a)Stating Surprise  
SA/12/032 
Brad: No, Phil, we’re not. 
Phil: No, no, no. No, you guys are really happy. 
Arguing     
SA/12/033 
Brad: No, Phil, we’re really not. 
Phil: Brad, okay, well, why are we here, then, in your 
house having book club? 
 Questioning    
SA/12/034 
Brad: I haven’t told the kids. Can’t tell the kids. Just, please, 
keep it under your hat until next week when we go public 
whit it. Don’t tell Claire..  
Phil: Yeah, yeah, yeah. (a) 
So, What happened?(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
 
(a)Promising 
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SA/12/035 
Brad: I thought everything was fine. Really. The next thing I 
know, Haley starts getting more and more distant, And 
eventually she tells me, and I’m quoting here, ―I’m...I’m 
strangling in the noose of sameness‖. So, at first, I was 
pissed. I really was. But then I realized, I know what she’s 
talking about, okay. We’re just comented in these roles 
together, and there’s no breaking out of it. It's like that Asian 
dude in Sixteen Candles, Long Dik Dog. Long Duk Dong. 
That dude. That’s... Him. He can not play ...No matter how 
hard he tries, he can not play a doctor. 
Phil: Oh, yeah. (a) 
No. It’d be like "Why is Long Duk Dong dressed up like a 
doctor?"(b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)Agreeing 
(b)State of 
Opinion 
    
INT. GARAGE – MOMENTS LATER 
A converted red room – ping-pong table, old 
couches, etc. Brad hands Phil a beer and they drink. 
SA/12/036 
Brad: Right? And that's us! We’re stuck. We’re just stuck in 
these roles, these routine, and it’s... I mean, we’re not even a 
couple anymore. We're just, like... we’re just excellent 
roommates. The most excellent rommates. 
Phil: I am..I don’t think you’re Long Duk Dong.(a)  
What do you think?(b) 
  I know that Haley must be hurting right now.And I’m 
betting you she’s gonna change her mind.(c) 
 
 
 
 
(a)State of 
Opinion 
 
(c)Stating 
 
 
 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/16/037 
Phil: Hey, honey. 
Claire: Hey. 
   Greeting  
INT. FOSTER HOUSE – ENTRYWAY – DUSK 
Phil walks in, throws down his coat. Claire stands on 
the stairs. He doesn’t notice anything different. 
SA/17/038 
 
Phil: Hi, Katy.  
Katy: Hi. 
   Greeting  
 
 
 
INT. FOSTER FAMILY ROOM – CONTINOUS 
The kids play with Katy at the coffee table. 
 
 
 
SA/17/039 
 
Phil: Guys.  
Ollie: Hi. 
   Greeting  
SA/17/040 
 
Phil: What’d you learn in school today?  
Kids: Nothing. 
 Questioning    
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SA/17/041 
Kids: Nothing. 
Phil: O...Fantastic! Won’t have to pay for college. (a)    
Whose move? (b) 
 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
 (a)Stating Surprise  
Phil comes to his children and will join the game. 
He does not notice Claire who has dressed up in the 
beginning. 
Phil stops when he finally notices Claire all dressed 
up. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SA/17/042 
Claire: Honey, do you wanna change? 
Phil: No, I think I’m good.(a) 
I...Wow! I...Wow ...What...(b) 
You look nice. (c) 
(a)Informing   
 
(b)Stating Surprise 
(c)Complimenting 
 
SA/17/043 
Claire: I just threw this on. I'm stupid. I’m gonna ... 
Phil: No, it isn’t.(a) 
You look great. Fantastic.(b) 
I’m going to change, and I’m going to take a shower.(c) 
 
(a)Arguing 
 
(c)Informing 
 
 
 
 
 
(b)Complimenting  
SA/17/044 
Claire: We don’t wanna miss the movie.  
Phil: How about no movie? How about I am taking you to 
dinner in the city? 
  Offering   
SA/17/045 
Claire: We don’t have to do that.  
Phil: Yes, we do.(a) 
Come on.(b) 
I'll down in ten minutes.(c) 
I'm going to take you to that new seafood place that you 
read about. (d) 
 
(a)Convincing 
(b)Convincing 
 
(d)Informing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c)Promising 
 
  
SA/17/046 
Claire: Claw? It’s impossible to get in.  And the city’s so far. 
Phil: No, it’s not that far.(a) 
Don’t you tell all your prospective clients the city’s only 
20 minutes away?(b) 
(a)Arguing 
 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/17/047 
Claire: Yeah, I’m lying to them. It’s an hour.  
Phil: No, no,no. If we leave in ten minutes, we’ll be there 
before seven. Get a table no problem. (a) 
Yes?(b) 
Say yes.(c) 
(a)Convincing 
 
 
 
(b)Requesting 
(c)Commanding 
   
SA/17/048 
Claire: Yes.  
Phil: Yes! Great. 
   Stating Pleasure  
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SA/22/049 Phil: Hi, how are you?    Greeting  INT. CLAW (RESTAURANT) – NIGHT 
The place is a super trendy seafood restaurant. Phil 
and Claire rush in and head to the MAITRE D’. 
Bitchy, forbidding. 
The place is a super trendy seafood restaurant. Phil 
and Claire rush in and head to the MAITRE D’. 
Bitchy, forbidding. 
Phil tries to get the receptionist’s attention but he 
doesn’t even look up. 
He just asked name of reservation and now he looks 
up when Phil says that he doesn’t have reservation 
actually. 
Phil asks if there any table open. The receptionist 
looks at his watch. 7: 38 then answer that there is no 
table open. He offers Phil to wait. Phil and Claire 
decide to wait in the bar. 
Phil tries to signal the bartender, but more and 
better-looking people move in front of him. Phil tries 
to crane around a large male model, only to be 
further ignored. 
SA/22/050 
Maitre D’: Name, please. 
Phil: We actually don’t have a reservation. 
Informing     
SA/22/051 
Maitre D’: Yeah, we’re scooper-duper busy. 
Phil: I figured as much.(a) 
We were hoping to get here earlier actually get a table.(b) 
(a)Agreeing 
(b)Informing 
    
SA/22/052 
Maitre D’: You didin’t quite make it, did you? 
Phil: No. 
Agreeing     
SA/22/053 
Maitre D’:  Yeah, the thing is. People make reservations, like, 
a month in advance. And so now it's Friday at 7:30, on the 
bustling island of Manhattan, so ...  No.  
Phil: Well, the thing is, my wife and I are on a date and 
we were hoping that tonight would be sort of special. 
Informing     
SA/22/054 
Maitre D’: How sweet. 
Phil: Thanks.(a) 
And we just thought that eating at Claw might be an 
integral part of that experience.(b) 
So, just asking you if maybe you have any tables 
available?(c) 
 
 
(b)Stating 
 
 
(c)Questioning 
 
 
(a)Thanking 
 
SA/22/055 
Maitre D’: Oaky, well, I’m gonna have to ask you to wait at 
the bar and if anything opens up, we’ll come get you, okay? 
Claire : Thank you.  
Maitre D’: Mank you! 
Phil: Okay.(a) 
We’ll be standing over there. (b) 
 
 
 
 
(a)Agreeing 
(b)Informing 
    
SA/22/056 
Phil: You know what? I have a feeling we’re gonna get a 
table.(a) 
I think tonight we’re going to get lucky. (b) 
Claire:  Wow. Must be nice. 
(a)Predicting 
(b)Predicting 
    
SA/22/057 
Phil: You want a drink?  
Claire:Yes,please. Something with an edible garnish. I'm so 
hungry. 
  Offering   
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SA/22/058 
Phil: Hello?Hi!(a) 
        Two Chardonnays, please. (b) 
        Could I have some… Sort bit distracted. (c) 
Claire: Maybe we should go someplace else. 
 
 
 
 
(b)Ordering 
 
(a)Greeting 
 
(c)Stating 
Surrender 
 
A hostess walks through the bar to find the 
Tripplehorns who has a reservation in that 
restaurant. 
A hostess walks by again. 
Phil uses this opportunity to get a table. He whirls 
around, raises his arm, and said that they are the 
Tripplehorns. 
The Hostess looks at him. And lead them to the 
Tripplehorns’ table. 
Phil and Claire follow the hostess. 
SA/22/059 
Claire: Maybe we should go someplace else. 
Phil: No, no. (a) 
Just give it some time. (b) 
(a)Arguing 
 
 
(b)Commanding 
   
SA/22/060 
Phil: I just... I want tonight to be different, you know. 
Claire: I know. And so do I. But it’s just not in the cards, 
right? 
Informing     
SA/22/061 
Claire: What do you say? Teaneck Tavern? A cozy booth for 
two?  It's fine. Realy. 
Phil: No. No, it’s not. 
Arguing     
SA/22/062 
Hostess: Tripplehorn, party of two. 
Phil:  Us. Us! We are Tripplehorns. 
Informing     
SA/22/063 
Hostess : Great. This way. 
Claire : What are you doing, Phil?  
Phil : Trust me.(a) It’s fine. (b) 
 
 
 
(b)Convincing 
 
 
(a)Commanding 
   
SA/23/064 
Hostess : Enjoy your meal. 
Phil : Thank you.(a) 
Look at this table. (b) 
 
 
 
(b)Commanding 
 
 
(a)Thanking 
 
INT. CLAW – NIGHT 
The hostess leads Phil and Claire to a great table. 
Phil and Claire sit at Tripplehorns’ table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SA/23/065 
Claire: Honey, I ... 
Phil: No,no! Hon, no.(a) 
Look.The  Tripplehorns are a no-show.(b)   
Who are we hurting?(c) 
I say we sit back, relax and enjoy a spread of their finest 
fruits of the sea.(d) 
Holy mama, look at these  prices.(e) 
 
(a)Convincing 
(b)Stating 
(c)Convincing 
 
 
 
 
(d)Commanding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(e)Stating Surprise 
 
SA/23/066 Phil: Hey. Here’s to a great night.  Inviting    
SA/23/067 
Claire: Oh, no, wait, isn’t it bad luck to toast with an empty 
glass? 
Phil: I don’t think that’s a thing. 
Arguing     
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SA/24/068 
Claire: Mmmmm..I would trade Charlotte  for a lifetime 
supply of risotto. I just thought it’d be cool. 
  Phil:Not Ollie,but Charlotte,yes. 
Agreeing     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INT. CLAW – LATER 
Many drinks later, Phil and Claire are a bit tipsy. 
Claire motions to cool-looking couple. And ask Phil 
to tell the story. 
Fortunately, thus couple is Will.i.am from Fergie 
and Phil does not realize it. 
Claire really psyched and Phil offers a service to 
take a photograph for Claire. He asks Claire to give 
her phone. 
She hands it to him. He subtly aims the phone and 
takes a picture. They giggle. 
In the middle of dinner, two men come to Phil and 
Claire. 
They turn, surprised to see two men in suits standing 
at the table. One is medium height with a wiry build, 
the other one is a big beefy guy. They are strangely 
polite.  Phil and Claire swap a glance. He grins. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SA/24/069 
Claire: Okay, yeah. Back here. What’s the story? 
Phil: He is a record producer.And She is an act that he 
wants to sign. 
Describing     
SA/24/070 
Claire: Oh, no, that’s Will.i.am. 
Phil: Better yet. That’s Will.i.am and she is a backup 
singer. 
Describing     
SA/24/071 
Claire: No. No, but that’s actually Will.i.am. That’s 
Will.i.am. From Fergie. 
Phil: Oh, my God. If I knew anything about Will.i.am, I'd 
be really psyched right now.(a) 
Oh! You know what? Okay. Give me your phone. (b) 
(a)Stating 
 
 
 
(b)Commanding 
   
SA/24/072 
Claire: What? Why?  
Phil: I’m taking a picture. 
Informing     
SA/24/073 
Claire: What?  
Phil: Give me your phone.  You’re walking over there. 
 Commanding    
SA/24/074 
Claire: No. 
Phil: Yeah, Go ahead. Go over. 
 Commanding    
SA/24/075 
Claire: This is dumb. 
Phil: And you’re gonna make a fool of yourself. 
Describing     
SA/24/076 
Claire: Did you get it? What? You ... 
Phil: Good. You are a freak.(a) 
I can’t believe you’d actually do it.(b) 
(a)Describing   
 
 (b)Stating Doubt 
 
SA/24/077 
Amstrong: Excuse me, Mr and Mrs Tripplehorn? 
Phil: Hello.(a) 
Yes, we are the Tripplehorn. Horns. (b) 
 
 
(b)Informing 
  (a)Greeting  
SA/24/078 
Phil: Who, might I ask, are you, to be asking us who we 
are? 
 Questioning    
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SA/24/079 
Amstrong: We just wanted to have a few words with you, if 
that’s okay. 
Phil: And What is this about? 
 Questioning   
 
 
 
 
The men want to talk with Phil and Claire out of the 
restaurant. 
Phil and Claire follow the men since they think the 
men are the workers of the restaurant that will kick 
them out because they lie. 
SA/24/080 
Collin: Get up. Now. 
Phil: Honey, ―Get up. Now.‖ (a).  
Okay. All right. (b) 
 
(b)Agreeing 
(a)Summoning    
SA/24/081 
Collin: Okay. Yeah, I think you need to move. now. Just ... 
Phil: Okay, we’ll follow you. 
  Promising   
SA/24/082 
Claire: Yeah, I know. 
Phil: I'll get your glasses. 
Informing     
SA/25/083 Phil: Watch your step.  Commanding    EXT. CLAW – DARK ALLEY – NIGHT 
They exit into a dark dingy alley. Claire brings her 
risotto. 
Beefy Guy reaches out and snatches Claire’s purse. 
Wiry Man reaches into Phil’s jacket pocket, 
grabbing his wallet and cell phone. Claire and Phil 
are now completely shocked. 
The men think that Phil and Claire are really the 
Tripplehorns nd they want to get the flash drive 
which stole from their boss. 
 
 
SA/25/084 
Collin:If I were you,I wouldn’t say another word,you 
thieving bitch. 
Claire: Excuse me, I don’t like that. 
Phil: Whoa, whoa, whoa.(a) 
Let's just dial it down a little bit, guys.(b) 
 
 
 
 
(b)Inviting 
 
 
(a)Stating Surprise 
 
SA/25/085 Phil: Hey! What are you doing?    Stating Surprise  
SA/25/086 
Phil: Get away! Get off!(a) 
What are you doing?(b) 
Hey! Get.. Hey, my wallet!(c) 
 
(a)Commanding 
(b)Questioning 
 
 
 
(c)Stating Surprise 
 
SA/25/087 Phil: Give me my phone!Get away from me!  Commanding    
SA/25/088 Phil: I want to talk to your boss right now!  Requesting    
SA/25/089 
Amstrong: Next time you make a dinner reservation, don’t 
use the same alias. As your ransom notes, you dick. 
Phil: Ransom note? 
   Stating Confusion  
SA/25/090 
Amstrong: Let’s just get this done. 
Phil: Get what done?(a) 
What do you want? (b) 
 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
 
(a)Stating 
Confusion 
 
SA/25/091 
Amstrong: You know what we want. 
Claire: We don’t actually. We really don’t... 
Phil: No, we don’t. 
Informing    
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SA/25/092 
Collins: You know what we want. We want the flash drive! 
Phil: All right, all right, all right! Okay, I’m sorry. 
   Apologizing  
Phil and Claire really do not understand of what they 
talking about and make the men angry. 
They knock her plate of risotto to the ground. 
A beat. Hanging there. Phil and Claire exchange a 
look. 
With shocking speed, one of the men whips out a 
large, gleaming glock automatic and points it at 
Claire. 
Claire and Phil are petrified. 
He turns the gun sideways and threatens the Fosters 
so Phil lies that he has what they want to save their 
life. 
SA/25/093 
Amstrong : Did you really think you could steal from Joe 
Miletto and get away with it? 
Claire: Okay, someone somewhere is making a huge mistake. 
This is a mistake. 
Phil: This is just  a big, big, goofy misunderstanding. 
Explaining       
SA/25/094 
Phil: We are Phil and Claire Foster. 
         We don’t know anything about a ransom note.  
         We don’t have a flash drive, I assure you. 
Convincing     
SA/25/095 
Amstrong: You were sitting at the table. The girl at the front 
said, You are the Tripplehorns. 
Phil: No, no, no, no. 
Arguing     
SA/25/096 
Claire: Okay, Let me... okay. Let me explain. My husband, 
very sweetly, but delusionally thought that we could make it 
here early enough to get a table. And We didn’t. We were 
late, because he won’t listen to the lady in the car, So they 
were very rude to us. 
Phil: They were so rude! That one guy. 
Stating     
SA/25/097 
Amstrong: So you just took somebody else’s reservation? 
Claire: For the record, I was against it. But my husband gets 
these plans in his head, and it becomes, like, a thing.  
Phil: I'm an idiot sometimes. 
Stating     
SA/25/098 
Amstrong: I will blow a hole in your face. 
Claire: This is a different version. 
Amstrong: One... 
Phil: Okay, big mistake ... This is all just a big.. 
Convincing     
SA/25/099 
Amstrong: Two... 
Phil: Hey! God, no! (a) 
He turned it sideways. Kill Shot! (b) 
 
 
(b)Describing 
  (a)Stating Fear  
SA/25/100 
Claire: Kitchen! Kitchen People!  
Phil: That’s a kill shot!(a) 
God!(b) 
(a)Describing   (b)Stating Fear 
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SA/25/101 
Amstrong: ... three! 
Phil: No. No. No. No. All right! All right! All right! I’ve 
got it! I’ve got it! I’ve got it! 
   Stating Surrender  
Claire and Phil are petrified. 
He turns the gun sideways and threatens the Fosters 
so Phil lies that he has what they want to save their 
life. 
SA/25/102 
Phil: He’s gonna kill us both!(a) 
I’ve got the flash drive. (b)  
Claire: What? 
(a)Explaining 
(b)Stating 
    
SA/25/103 
Amstrong: Thought so. Where is it? 
Phil: It's in the park. 
Informing     
SA/25/104 
Amstrong: The park? Could you be more specific? 
Phil: The Central Park. 
Informing     
SA/28/105 
Claire:  Why did you bring us to the most deserted place in 
New York? 
Phil: I don’t know, Claire. The gun was sideways. 
Explaining     
INT. SEDAN – NIGHT 
The car stops. Wiry Man and Beefy Guy get out. 
Phil and Claire have a second together. Fierce 
whispers. 
SA/28/106 
Claire: We gotta get someplace populated. 
Phil: Well, maybe there’ll be people there. Some closeted 
gay men, or ...No, no. No. Night boating. 
Informing     
SA/28/107 
Claire: Night boating? 
Phil: Night boating. It’s very popular here. I read an 
article about it. (a) 
We’ll be fine. (b) 
(a)Informing  
 
 
 
(b)Promising 
  
SA/28/108 
Phil: We need to go to the boathouse. 
Amstrong: Get out. 
Informing     
SA/29/109 
Claire: There’s nobody here. 
Phil: Okay. You know the night boating thing might have 
been in Seattle. I think I may have led us off track a little 
bit here. 
Informing     
EXT. CENTRAL PARK BOATHOUSE – NIGHT 
We’re deeper in the Park now. The group is 
approaching the boathouse – which is closed. The 
area around them is completely, utterly deserted. 
SA/29/110 
Claire:We have to get near peole immediately. You tell them 
that you have a condition and we need medicine, and you’ve 
left  medicine in the car and it’s medicine that can only be 
administered  by a doctor. 
Phil: Good, good, good.(a) 
Why? (b) 
 
 
 
(a)Agreeing 
 
 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
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SA/29/111 
Claire: It’s for your penis. It’s  intravenous penis medicine, 
and you’re very shy, so we have to get  to the nearest 
hospital. 
Phil: What's wrong with my penis? 
 Questioning    
EXT. CENTRAL PARK BOATHOUSE – NIGHT 
We’re deeper in the Park now. The group is 
approaching the boathouse – which is closed. The 
area around them is completely, utterly deserted. 
SA/29/112 
Amstrong: Let’s go. 
Phil: Okay. 
 
Agreeing     
SA/30/113 
Amstrong: Where is it? 
Claire: Okay, here’s the problem. Phil has kind of a serious 
medical issue ... 
Phil: Claire, just give him the flash drive. 
 Commanding    
INT. CENTRAL PARK BOATHOUSE – NIGHT 
Park, shadowy. Rowboats and oars hang on the 
walls. Claire looks at the thugs. Phil glances around. 
All eyes on Claire. She tries escape by telling that 
Phil needs a medicine. Phil asks Claire to stop and 
shows the flash drive. Phil gestures slightly to the 
corner. 
Wiry Man follows her. Beefy Guy drifts over to her, 
though still watching Phil… 
Phil’s eyes shift, searching the shadows desperately, 
and he finally slows when he sees: 
The big, wooden oars put in the drum. 
Phil slowly, subtly reaches out towards an oar. 
Wiry Man rips the floorboard away. Claire slowly 
reaches into the floor, Beefy Guy leans forward, 
and— 
WHAM! The oar smacks into the side of Beefy 
Guy’s head. He drops hard to the floor. 
Wiry Man spins, sees Phil wielding the oar, raises 
his gun— 
Phil awkwardly swings the oar at him, but the Wiry 
man ducks back and Phil misses. Instead, he hits an 
upright post, dislodging a bunch of storage overhead 
which rains down on Wiry Man. 
Phil and Claire race out the door as Wiry Man goes 
for his gun in the shadows— 
SA/30/114 
Claire: What? We have to... 
Phil: Claire, Just show them where the flash drive is.(a) 
It’s not gonna work. Claire... (b) 
 
 
(b)Stating 
(a)Commanding    
SA/30/115 
Claire: We need to get to a hospital ... 
Phil: Give them the flash drive, Claire. 
 Commanding    
SA/30/116 
Claire: But your penis! It is a two-step procedure, that needs 
to be done by a nurse, a registered nurse, because there’s a 
two-step process... 
Phil:  My penis is fine. 
Convincing     
SA/30/117 
Amstrong: Hey! 
Claire: ... With a numbing cream and there can be a lot of 
blood.  
Phil: Show him where it is! 
 Commanding    
SA/30/118 
Claire: a lot of penis blood!  
Collins: Hey!  
Phil: Come on... 
 Commanding    
SA/30/119 
Collins :  Be a good girl and listen to your husband. 
Phil: Yeah, be good girl. Listen to me. 
 Commanding    
SA/30/120 
Amstrong: Where in the corner? Show us. 
Phil: Show him! 
 Commanding    
SA/30/121 
Amstrong: Hey! 
Phil: Let’s go! Let’s go! Come on. Come on! 
 Commanding   
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SA/31/122 
Phil: Honey, here. Get in. 
Claire: Okay. 
 Inviting     
EXT. CENTRAL PARK BOATHOUSE – NIGHT 
They run out of the boathouse. They hear the bad 
guys surfacing, shouting behind them. Phil grabs 
Claire’s hand and drags her towards the boats, lined 
up on the dock. They scrambled into a motorboat. 
The bad guys rush out from the boathouse and start 
firing. Bullets slice into the water. 
SA/31/123 
Claire: Come on, come on, come on, come on! Crank it! 
Phil: It’s cranked! 
Informing     
SA/31/124 Phil: Stay down, stay down.  Commanding    
SA/33/125 
Phil: Come on! We got this. Come on. 
Claire: Okay. 
 Commanding    
 
As they hit the far shore, Phil and Claire lunge out of 
the boat. Flip it over their heads and run into the 
woods using it as cover. We bounce around, under 
the boat with them. 
SA/33/126 
Phil: Here we go. Here we go. Pick it up. Run!(a) 
We are going to die! (b) 
Claire: I don’t want the kids to live with your mother. She’s 
awful! 
 (a)Commanding  (b)Stating Fear  
SA/34/127 
Phil: Wait, Can you see?  
Claire: No! 
 Questioning    
EXT. CENTRAL PARK – WOODS – NIGHT 
Phil and Claire race through the deep woods. They 
struggle over rocks and hills, they fight through 
bushes and branches. Finally, they hit a big tree. 
SA/34/128 Phil: Oh, God. Oh, God.    Stating Pain  
SA/37/129 
Arroyo: I’m sorry. You’re gonna have to  forgive me. I’ve 
already been on nine hours. So, one more time, you were out 
at dinner where? 
Phil: At Claw. Claw. 
Informing     
 
INT. NYPD DETECTIVE’S OFFICE – NIGHT 
Claire and Phil sit with DETECTIVE ARROYO, a 
female cop in her thirties. 
Claire looks off, goes stiff. 
  
  
 
SA/37/130 
Arroyo:  That place in TriBeCa wit the $50 soup? How’d that 
work out for you? 
Phil: Not great. We couldn’t get a table, so we ended up 
taking somebody else’s reservation. 
Informing     
SA/37/131 
Arroyo: You just took a table? Just like that?  
Phil: We know. Shocking. 
Stating opinion     
SA/37/132 
Claire: I was againt it.  
Phil: Yeah. So, we’re in the middle of dinner, and these 
guys come up. Turns up these guys work for Joe Miletto. 
Informing    
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SA/37/133 
Arroyo: Joe Miletto?  
Phil: That's what they said. But we didn’t know that at 
the time. We thought they were just guys from the 
restaurant. Then ... Yeah, it was scary. That  they  start 
waving the guns around, and they’re talking about a flash 
drive.(a) 
Honey, why are you grabbing my knee?(b) 
(a)Explaining (b)Questioning    
HER POV – TWO COPS 
Jackets off, holsters and badges on their belts. Two 
familiar faces, talking to another cop. WIRY MAN 
and BEEFY GUY. A.K.A Detectives 
ARMSTRONG and COLLINS. 
Claire gasps. Phil and Arroyo stare at her. What? 
Claire composes herself, looks down at the table. 
Claire gives him a look, ―You idiot.‖ 
Phil looks at her. She flicks her eyes behind 
Arroyo.Phil, confused, glances…and sees what she 
sees, Wiry Man and Beefy Guy… 
And Phil gasps, even bigger than any of Claire’s 
gasps. 
Through the glass, from a distance, ARMSTRONG 
and COLLINS spot the Fosters. Their faces grow 
dark. Phil sees that he and Claire are made. He starts 
to panic. 
 
SA/37/134 
Claire: Because I just remembered that we are supposed to 
meet our friends who are a guy couple. The ones  we met 
while night boating? 
Phil: Oh, my God! The bald and the crazy gay couple 
date.Shit  my pants,  we forgot our gay couple dinner. Oh 
god! 
   Stating Surprise  
SA/37/135 
Arroyo: Can I say something here? Hello! Up here. 
Phil: Yeah. 
Agreeing     
SA/37/136 
Arroyo: Joe Miletto is not a nice man. Okay, take it from me. 
He is genuinely a really mean, scary guy. Okay? So if you’re 
somehow blinking on his radar, we need to talk about how 
we can help you.  
Phil: No, no, no. You don’t understand. We took 
somebody's reservation. It was a terrible, terrible thing to 
do. So we need to leave and ponder what we’ve done.(a) 
Honey, let's go. (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)Arguing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b)Commanding 
   
SA/37/137 
Arroyo: Okay. Look, I’ll be right back. You two stay put, 
okay? Get your story together. 
Phil: Go, go, go, go! 
 Commanding    
SA/38/138 
Claire: Oh, my God!  Now, the bad guys are dressed up like 
cops. 
Phil:That’s because the bad guys are cops.(a) 
Move, move, move! (b) 
(a)Stating (b)Commanding   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
INT. NEW YORK POLICE STATION – NIGHT 
Phil and Claire hustle quickly through the back of 
the police station on their way out the door. 
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SA/39/139 
Claire: Why are there cops involved? What's going on, Phil? 
What are we going to do? 
Phil: Honey, honey, it's okay.(a) 
Just breathe. (b) 
(a)Stating (b)Commanding    
 
EXT. NEW YORK POLICE STATION – NIGHT 
They burst out of the station and into the teeming 
streets of mid-town north. It’s a busy Friday night in 
Manhattan. Lots of chaos. They power walk down 
the street. 
SA/39/140 
Calire: They are gonna kill us and put our bodies in trash 
bags.  
Phil: No. It's gonna be all right.(a) 
Just breathe.(b) 
(a)Arguing (b)Commanding    
SA/39/141 
Claire: They’re gonna find us where Guliani put the homeless 
people. 
Phil: Just breathe. (a) 
Are you breathing?(b) 
 
(a)Commanding 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/39/142 
Claire: Only in. 
Phil: Honey, focus. Focus. Focus.(a) 
Are you focusing? (b) 
 
(a)Commanding 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/39/143 
Claire: Okay. Okay. Your eyes look crazy.  
Phil: I know, because I’m losing it.(a) 
What are we gonna do? What are we gonna do? What are 
we gonna do? (b) 
(a)Informing   (b)Stating Panic  
SA/39/144 
Claire: We gotta get out of here. We gotta go home. 
Phil: We can’t  go home. 
Informing     
SA/39/145 
Claire: What are you talking about, Phil? I'm going home! 
I'm going home! 
Phil: Claire, they have our IDs. They know where we live. 
They know where we live. 
Explaining     
SA/39/146 
Claire: Oh, my God. The kids.  
Phil: Oh, my God. 
   Stating Panic  
SA/42/147 
Claire: Could you talk to her?  
Phil: Okay. (a)  
         Katy? Hi, It's Phil. (b) 
(a)Agreeing 
(b)Informing 
    
INTERCUTTING HOUSE & THE PAYPHONE 
House: 
Katy looks over at the kids, who are scooping 
fistfuls of jellybeans into their mouths as they watch 
SpongeBob Squarepants. Her phone ring. 
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SA/42/148 
Katy: Hi. 
Phil: Katy, I don’t have time to talk right now.(a) 
        I’ll pay you double to stay.(b) 
(a)Informing  
 
 
(b)Offering 
  
The Payphone: 
Claire calls the house to speak with Katy. 
Phil takes the phone. Claire turns away, frustrated. 
Claire stares into the busy New York night. Hey 
eyes widen as she notices Armstrong and Collins 
pushing their way through the crowd, searching 
everywhere. They haven’t seen Claire and Phil yet, 
but they’re getting closer. 
Claire grabs Phil’s arm. They duck down, hiding 
under the phone booth. Both of them can hear Katy 
through the phone. 
They hang up. Stand there a moment. 
They duck-walk away. Fast. 
SA/42/149 
Katy: That’s really nice of you, but I don’t think that’s gonna 
close it. 
Phil: Are you kidding me? 
   Stating dislike  
SA/42/150 
Claire: I see them. Pay it! Pay it!  
Phil: Okay, fine. Fine. Katy, that’s fine.(a) 
Just get the kids out of the house right now.(b) 
(a)Agreeing (b)Commanding    
SA/42/151 
Katy: Okay, now  I’m sensing some kind of element of 
danger here.  
Phil: No. No. 
Arguing     
SA/42/152 
Katy: Cause that’s gonna run you an extra five per. 
Phil: Fine! Fine!(a) 
Just get the kids out right now!(b) 
(a)Agreeing (b)Commanding    
SA/42/153 
Phil: Everything is okay!(a) 
        Tell them we love them.(b) 
Katy: Bye. Sucker. Kids! 
(a)Stating (b)Commanding    
SA/42/154 
Claire: Now what?  
Phil:They're safe.(a) 
We need to find someplace with a lot of people. A lot of 
people.(b) 
(a)Informing 
(b)Informing 
    
SA/43/155 
Claire: This whole night was a mistake. We never should’ve 
come in to this city. This was a crazy idea. 
Phil: It wasn’t a crazy idea. It was just dinner in 
Manhattan. One night, one date where we’re just not 
talking about the kids the entire time or what we have to 
do next week. 
Arguing     
EXT. TIMES SQUARE – NIGHT 
Friday night in the square. Phil and Claire hide at 
street with a lot of people. 
SA/43/156 
Claire: And look where it got us. We should call 911. 
Phil: Honey, this is Joe Miletto we're talking about. 
Stating     
SA/43/157 
Claire: So?  
Phil: So? These cops that tried to kill us, they’re in his 
pocket. This guy owns cops. We can’t trust any cops. 
Explaining    
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SA/43/158 
Claire: What are we gonna do? We can’t go home, we can’t  
go to the police. 
Phil: Okay, okay, okay. Miletto, he wants the 
Tripplehorns, why? Because they have the flash drive. (a)  
All right, what if they gave him the flash drive back? (b) 
 
 
 
(a)Explaining 
 
 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
   
EXT. TIMES SQUARE – NIGHT 
Friday night in the square. Phil and Claire hide at 
street with a lot of people. 
SA/43/159 
Claire: Why would they do that? 
Phil: Because we’re gonna find them, and we’re gonna 
make them to do it. (a) 
Once Miletto has the flash drive, this thing ends.(b) 
 
(a)Explaining 
(b)Stating 
    
SA/43/160 
Claire: Okay. I like that. I am completely with you. I just 
have to ask you one question, and do not judge me. What is a 
flash drive? 
Phil: Seriously? 
   Stating Surprise  
SA/43/161 
Claire: Phil, I can’t ... 
Phil: Okay, it’s a little storage disk that you stick in the 
side of a laptop. 
Describing     
SA/43/162 
Claire: Oh, it’s a computer sticky thing? That’s.. In my office 
we call it a computer sticky thing. 
Phil: Okay. Okay. We need to get the computer sticky 
thing to save our lives. 
Informing     
SA/43/163 
Claire: How? We don’t know  anything about the 
Tripplehorns. 
Phil: That’s not entirely true.(a) 
        We know where they were going to have dinner 
tonight.(b) 
(a)Arguing 
(b)Stating 
    
SA/43/164 
Claire: Okay.  
Phil: Come on. Come on. 
 Commanding    
SA/44/165 
Phil: Hey, we were ... Hello? Up here.We were in here 
earlier, having dinner with our friend Sam-I-Am. 
Hostess: You mean Will.i.am? 
Informing 
 
    
INT. CLAW RESTAURANT – NIGHT 
Claire and Phil enter, wearing ―disguises‖.  
 
SA/44/166 
Claire: No, listen, anyway we were here, and Will.i.am thinks 
he left his phone at the table so we need to check at the table. 
Phil: I’d like to check the table for the phone,  if you don’t 
mind. 
 Requesting    
Phil has Claire’s glasses on and he wears his blazer 
backwards. Claire has her hair in front of her face, 
like a crazy (or hip) person. The hostess is at the 
stand. 
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SA/44/167 
 
 
Hostess: Fine. This way. 
Phil: Wow. I just wasted half my life. 
 
 
   Stating dislike  
Phil and the Hostess head back to the tables. Claire 
casually approaches the reservation screen. She has 
to hold her face an inch away to read anything. 
SA/45/169 
Phil: Okay, We got a phone number. How do we use it to 
find their address? 
Claire: I think I know someone who can help. 
 Questioning    
EXT. CLAW – NIGHT  
They walk off, he hands her his glasses back. 
SA/46/170 
Phil: Wait, how do you know this guy, again? 
Claire: I showed him a bunch of houses upstate. I mean, it 
was a few years ago, but I remember. He was some kind of 
security expert. 
 Questioning    
EXT. WEST VILLAGE STREET – NIGHT 
As Phil and Claire hurry along. 
They cross the street to a small realtor’s office on a 
quiet street. Walk up to the door. 
Claire borrows Phil’s coat. Phil takes of his coat. He 
gives it to her, then turns and closely examines the 
door. 
Behind Phil, Claire wraps her coat around her fist. 
Phil doesn’t notice. 
Claire looks around, steps in front of Phil, does a 
quick punch to the glass. The entire six foot pane 
shatters and drops and their feet. Phil jumps back, 
shocked. 
Claire hands Phil back his coat. Phil stares at her, 
agog. 
Claire starts to head inside. 
SA/46/171 
Claire: Anyway, He ended up buying a place down here from 
an agent in this office. I forgot the address, but maybe we can 
find it in the files. 
Phil: Do you have a key?  
 Questioning    
SA/46/172 
Claire: No. I don’t. Can I have your coat? 
Phil: Yeah, you cold. 
Agreeing     
SA/46/173 
Phil: Listen, I think I can pick the lock. If I just had a 
bobby pin or a... Be able to get this lock open if I...(a)  
Oh, my God! Who are you?(b) 
Claire: Here. Come on. Come on. 
(a)Stating   (b)Stating Surprise  
SA/47/174 
Phil: No, no, no! (a) 
Hon! Hon!(b) 
We gotta get out. We gotta get out.(c) 
Claire: No, no! I’ll only takes a minute. 
 
(a)Warning 
(b)Summoning 
(c)Commanding 
   
INT. DAWSON REALTY – NIGHT 
Phil and Claire step through the plate glass door. 
Instantly, alarms blare! 
They race into the dark offices in panicked heist 
mode. Phil starts to rifle through the file cabinets. In 
contrast, Claire hits one button on the computer. 
Phil crashes around the office; whipping opens more 
cabinets and desk, searching desperately through the 
office’s files. 
SA/47/175 
Claire: No, no! I’ll only takes a minute.  
Phil: Oh god! 
   Stating Dislike  
SA/47/176 
Claire: His name is Holbrooke Grant. You check the file 
cabinets. I’ll find the computer.  
Phil: Okay. 
Agreeing     
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SA/47/177 
Claire: Come on! No, no. Come on, come on, come on, come 
on! Rainbow Wheel? 
Phil: I feel like I am exerting way more energy than you 
are. 
   Stating Panic  
Claire finally starts to type. 
Desperate hitting of keys. Sirens getting louder. 
Claire turns and heads to the door, and BAM! She 
hits her arm on one of the file cabinets that Phil left 
open. 
She SLAM and DRAWER shut. Takes a breath. 
Rubs her arm. Decides not to say anything. They 
rush out into the night as the approaching sirens get 
louder and louder… 
SA/47/178 
Claire: Come on, come on, come on, come on ...I got it! 
Phil: Okay, go. Let’s go! come on. Here we go. Let’s go! 
 Commanding    
SA/50/179 
Phil: I cann’t believe, out of hundreds of clients, you 
remember this one guy. 
Claire: Well, I’ve always been good with names and faces. 
   Stating Surprise  
INT. HOLBROOKE’S BUILDING – INTERIOR 
HALLWAY – CONTINOUS 
Phil and Claire approach the loft door. 
HOLBROOKE GRANT opens the door, wearing 
nothing but drawstring pajama bottoms. Super 
handsome. Ripped like the cover of Men’s fitness. 
He nods and smiles. 
SA/50/180 
Phil: It's amazing you have recall like that, honey. All the 
people you see,  to be able to remember one ... 
   Stating Surprise  
SA/50/181 
Holbrooke: Hey, What’s up, man?  
Phil: Hey, hey, hey, man. 
   Stating Surprise  
SA/51/182 
Holbrooke: Well, it’s the least I can do. I mean, you were so 
patient with me. All those long drives up and down the 
turnpike. Anyway, you were awesome. Claire, don’t leave me 
hanging. That’s what I’m talking about. I mean, I really did 
appreciate all the time you gave me. 
Phil:Yeah, sounds like you guys had a lot of time together, 
alone, together, without me even knowing about it. 
Holbrooke: Tons. I mean, she went way above and beyond 
the call. 
   Stating dislike  
 
INT. HOLBROOKE’S LOFT – LATER 
His loft is on the river, stupendous, with great views. 
They drink water. Claire has filled him in. 
Just then they’re interrupted by a gorgeous, long-
limbed SUPERMODEL who walks out, wearing one 
of HOLBROOKE’s shirts. 
 
SA/51/183 
Holbrooke: I... I do all right. 
Claire: I bet you do all kinds of right. 
Phil: Tell you  what we should do. We don’t have a lot of 
time so why don’t you shirt it up, and then we will get 
what we need, and then we’ll be out of your hair. 
   Stating dislike  
SA/51/185 
Holbrooke: I met her  in Tel Aviv doing some consulting for 
the Mossad. She is a sweet girl.  
Phil: She seems really sweet. That was very nice of her to  
ask us to have sex. 
   Complimenting  
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SA/55/186 
Phil: Wow!(a) 
Where’d you get all this stuff?(b) 
Holbrooke: Radio Shack. 
 (b)Questioning  (a)Stating surprise  
INT. HOLBROOKE’S OFFICE – NIGHT 
A room with several computer stations, next-
generation technology. Lots of MONITORS. Claire 
looks around. 
Phil joins her. And even he, despite himself, is 
impressed. 
Holbrooke begin with his stuff to find the address. 
On the screen, a map SNAP-ZOOMS into a location, 
a satellite-image pinpointing the roof of a low 
building. 
SA/55/187 
Phil: Seriously? 
Holbrooke: No, Phil, not seriously. What’s wrong with him? 
Convincing     
SA/55/188 
Holbrooke: It’s a cell phone registered to Thomas Felton.   
Triplehorn is maybe an alias. 
Phil: Or maybe he’s a big Jeanne Tripplehorn fan. 
State of opinion     
SA/55/189 
Holbrooke: There we go. Mr. Felton’s phone is currently 
residing at 135 Avenue D. 
Phil: Great.(a) Who likes shirts?(b) 
 (b)Questioning  (a)Stating pleasure  
SA/57/190 
Claire: Can we get out this way? 
Phil: Yeah, I think so. 
Convincing     
INT. GARAGE – GROUND FLOOR – NIGHT 
We follow Claire and Phil through the garage which 
is filled with super-high-end sedans and sports-cars. 
They’re about to open the door when they see 
another MONITOR – showing Collins and 
Armstrong on the stoop looking around. 
Phil looks around, sees a RACK OF KEYS on the 
wall. He grabs one, and hits the button. 
A car beeps: a sleek, impossibly sexy AUDI R8. 
They get in. he grins: this is gonna be a sweet ride. 
SA/57/191 
Claire: (run, silent) 
Phil: Whoa, whoa!(a) 
Okay, they’re still there.(b) 
We’re not gonna be able to get past them.(c) 
 
 
(b)Informing 
(c)Stating 
  
 
(a)Stating Surprise 
 
SA/57/192 
Claire: What’re you doing? No, wait. 
Phil: There we go. 
 Commanding    
SA/57/193 
Claire: You can’t do that, Phil. This is Holbrooke’s car. 
Phil: We have to get out of here fast.(a) 
You have a better idea?(b) 
(a)Explaining 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/59/194 
Claire: (sit beside Phil, silent) 
Phil: Not really built for city driving. More of a sportster. 
Stating     
EXT/INT. AUDI ON NEW YORK CITY STREETS 
– NIGHT 
Phil chokes through traffic – herking and jerking, 
grinding the gears. She looks at him. 
Claire praise Holbrooke’s kindness. Phil does not 
like that. They argue each other. He cranks the car 
around a corner. He hits the brakes, pulls over. They 
sit there a moment. 
SA/59/195 
Claire: Well, thank God for Holbrooke, right? 
Phil: Yeah. Thank God.(a) 
No, actually, screw Holbrooke.(b) 
   
(a)Praising 
(b)Stating dislike 
 
SA/59/196 
Claire: Excuse me? 
Phil: Screw Holbrooke! What was that? Who were you, 
upstairs? Who was that person? Giggly, flirty, charming 
person. Who was that? 
   Stating dislike  
SA/59/197 
Claire: What are you talking about? 
Phil: What am I talking about?(a) When you took one 
look at him, you lit up like a sparkly sparkle.(b) 
(a)Explaining 
(b)Describing 
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SA/59/198 
Claire: No, okay, that is not true. 
Phil: It is true.(a) 
And I get it, because I lit up, too.(b) 
He is super hot!(c) 
And why... Why do you need muscles on your shoulders 
like that?(d) 
And I am just the husband. I am just the dork who 
doesn’t know how to load the dishwasher. (e) 
(a)Arguing 
(b)Informing 
(c)Describing 
 
 
(e)Arguing 
 
 
(d)Questioning 
   
EXT/INT. AUDI ON NEW YORK CITY STREETS 
– NIGHT 
Phil chokes through traffic – herking and jerking, 
grinding the gears. She looks at him. 
Claire praise Holbrooke’s kindness. Phil does not 
like that. They argue each other. He cranks the car 
around a corner. He hits the brakes, pulls over. They 
sit there a moment. 
SA/59/199 
Claire: Oh boy. Yeah, let’s have a pity party for you.  
Phil: I am the guy who needs to work out more.(a) 
        Who lights up for the husband?(b) 
 
(a)Describing (b)Questioning  
 
 
 
 
SA/59/200 
Claire: You think I don’t hear myself? You think I like 
sounding like a total bitch? 
Phil: Brad and Haley are splitting up. 
Reporting     
SA/59/201 
Phil: Do you ever think about leaving me? 
Claire: No. 
 Questioning    
SA/59/202 
Phil: Really? You never fantasize about leaving me for 
another man? 
Claire: No. Never. No. Never. No, God, if anything, I 
fantasize sometimes about being alone. 
 Questioning    
EXT/INT. AUDI ON NEW YORK CITY STREETS 
– NIGHT 
Phil chokes through traffic – herking and jerking, 
grinding the gears. She looks at him. 
Claire praise Holbrooke’s kindness. Phil does not 
like that. They argue each other. He cranks the car 
around a corner. He hits the brakes, pulls over. They 
sit there a moment. 
SA/59/203 
Claire: I don’t know. Just, there are times when I’ve just 
thought about, on my worst day, just, you know, leaving our 
house and just going someplace. Like checking into a hotel 
and just being in a quiet room by myself. Just sitting in a 
quiet air-conditioned room, sitting down, eating my lunch 
with no one touching me, drinking a Diet Sprite, by myself. 
Phil: That sounds awful. 
Stating    
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Code 
(SA/SC/No) 
Utterance 
Illocutionay Acts 
Context of Situation 
Rep Dir Com Exp Dec 
SA/59/204 
Claire: Look, I just wanna have one day that doesn’t depend 
on how everybody else’s day goes. It’s not like I have some 
gross sex fantasy or something. 
Phil: That I would understand. That makes sense to 
me.(a) 
I mean, everybody has gross sex fantasies.(b) 
I mean, obviously yours is with Holbrooke. With his 18-
story shoulder muscles.(c) 
 
 
(a)Informing 
(b)Stating 
(c)Stating 
    
EXT/INT. AUDI ON NEW YORK CITY STREETS 
– NIGHT 
Phil chokes through traffic – herking and jerking, 
grinding the gears. She looks at him. 
Claire praise Holbrooke’s kindness. Phil does not 
like that. They argue each other. He cranks the car 
around a corner. He hits the brakes, pulls over. They 
sit there a moment. 
SA/59/205 
Claire: He doesn’t... 
Phil: Mine is with Cyndi Lauper. 
Informing     
SA/59/206 
Claire: Wait, are you serious about Cyndi Lauper? 
Phil: Yeah.(a) 
She’s hot.(b) 
 
(a)Informing 
(b)Describing 
    
SA/59/207 
Claire: Really? Like, present-day or... 
Phil: Present day. 
Informing     
SA/59/208 
Claire: Well, it’s an interesting choice. 
Phil: Brad said to me that he and Haley were fine, and 
that they were just really excellent roommates.(a) 
That’s not what we are, is it?(b) 
 
(a)Informing 
 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/59/209 Phil: We should get going.  Suggesting    
SA/61/210 
Claire: 1 35 Avenue D. This is it. 
Phil: All right. I’ll park here. 
  Promising    
INT. AUDI – SAME 
Claire looks at the addresses. Dilapidated row 
houses. 
SA/62/211 
Claire: What are we gonna say to them? 
Phil: We say, “Hello, people are trying to kill us because 
they think we’re you. Fix it.”. 
Informing     
INT. /EXT. CAR – STREET – SAME 
And we are now treated to the excruciating spectacle 
of Phil trying to back a car with 500 horsepower and 
an overactive transmission into a tiny parking space. 
 
SA/62/212 
Claire: Oh, rats. They’re not home. They’re not home. 
Phil: We’ll, wait. 
 Commanding    
SA/62/213 
Claire: For how long, Phil? The cops that were at 
Holbrooke’s could be headed over here right now. 
Phil: Okay. Fourth floor. Fourth floor. 
Stating    
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(SA/SC/No) 
Utterance 
Illocutionay Acts 
Context of Situation 
Rep Dir Com Exp Dec 
SA/62/214 
Claire: What are you doing? 
Phil: If we can’t find the Tripplehorns, maybe we can 
find their flash drive.(a) 
Come here.(b) 
(a)Explaining 
 
 
 
(b)Inviting 
   
INT. /EXT. CAR – STREET – SAME 
And we are now treated to the excruciating spectacle 
of Phil trying to back a car with 500 horsepower and 
an overactive transmission into a tiny parking space. 
They get out of the car. We hear the CHIRP of a car 
alarm being deactivated. 
Neither says a word as they now walk over to the 
trash strewn stoop. They find the buzzer for 
FELTON. 4TH FLOOR. 
Phil pushes the BUZZER. They wait. Nothing. He 
pushes it again. They look at each other, wait. 
Nothing. 
He looks at the buzzer. 2B. he then looks up at a 
dark second story window off the FIRE ESCAPE. 
They walk to the base of the fire escape, peer up at 
it. He puts his hands out, fingers interlaced, to give 
her a boost. She steps on his interlaced fingers. 
SA/62/215 
Claire: What? 
Phil: We can do this. 
Stating     
SA/62/216 
Phil: Here we go. Okay, ready?(a) 
One, two, three, go!(b) 
There you go. There you go. Reach for it.(c) 
Claire: Okay. Okay. 
 
(a)Questioning 
(b)Commanding 
(c)Commanding 
   
SA/62/217 
Phil: Okay, I got you. I got you.(a) 
         God, what was on your shoe?(b) 
Claire: I think it’s your dried barf, lover. Everything you’re 
doing, I’m doing in heels. I just want you to think about that. 
 
(a)Informing 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/63/218 
Phil: You realize, of course, that this is our second 
breaking and entering of the evening. We go through that 
window, we’re officially repeat offenders. 
Claire: Better than rommates. 
Stating     
They arrive at the window. Phil quietly raises it, 
stares into the dark apartment a moment, and then 
turns to her… 
SA/64/219 
Phil: Okay, you look over there.(a) 
I’ll look here.(b) 
 
 
(a)Commanding (b)Promising   
INT. APPARTMENT – LOWER EAST SIDE – 4TH 
FLOOR – NIGHT 
Discarded fast food and junk food wrappers, empty 
booze bottles, tabloids. They start their search, 
picking through garbage… 
Claire checks piles while Phil checks drawers. Claire 
starts to move to another PILE, but accidentally B 
ANGS INTO an OPEN DRAWER. 
She SLAMS IT CLOSED – which unleashes a 
cascade of papers and other crap, which pours onto 
the floor with an endless, loud, sustained cacophony. 
Beat. 
 
SA/64/220 
Claire: Damn it, Phil! 
Phil: Shh.(a) 
What?(b) 
 
 
(a)Commanding 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/64/221 
Claire: Why don’t you ever close any drawers? 
Phil: I’m sorry. 
   Apologizing  
SA/64/222 
Claire: You never, ever, ever, close any drawer you ever 
open. Ever! Ever! 
Phil: Oh, God! God! God! Ssshh! Don’t move. 
 Commanding    
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(SA/SC/No) 
Utterance 
Illocutionay Acts 
Context of Situation 
Rep Dir Com Exp Dec 
SA/64/223 
Taste: Who’s there? 
Phil: Okay, move now. Move now. 
 Commanding    
They start to head towards the door but before they 
get there, the lights are switched on and Phil and 
Claire are face with the Tripplehorns – or, actually, 
the FELTONS. 
RAYMOND ―TASTE‖ FELTON is a giant. He is 
covered in tattoos, including one on his BALD 
HEAD that reads: TASTE ME. 
LISA ―WHIPPIT‖ FELTON stumbles in behind 
him. She also has various tattoos and piercings. 
Inexplicably, she sports a T-shirt with a ―Spin City‖ 
logo on it. 
Taste grabs Phil and punches him hard … in the 
neck. 
Taste picks Phil up by the back of his shirt with one 
hand, his other hand clenched into a fist. 
Taste is about to throw another punch at Phil’s face 
but he stops, mid-punch, when he realizes he’s face 
to face with a GUN. 
Phil is pointing HOLBROOKE’S 1860 Colt 
Revolver at Taste and Whippit. 
Taste and Whippit sit in mismatched kitchen chairs 
as Phil paces, waving the Colt. 
 
SA/64/224 
Phil: Oh, hi.(a) 
        This is not what it looks like – (b) 
Taste: Yeah? Look at this, bitch! Boom! 
(b)Explaining   (a)Greeting  
SA/64/225 
Phil: Ah! My neck!(a) 
         He punched my neck!(b) 
 
(b)Informing 
  (a)Stating Pain  
SA/64/226 
Taste: Whoa! Whoa! 
Phil: Sit down. Move. You, too. Move. 
 Commanding    
SA/64/227 
Taste: Becareful 
Phil: All right. All right.(a) 
So, you must be Thomas Felton.(b) 
(a)Agreeing 
(b)Convincing 
    
SA/64/228 
Taste: People call me Taste. 
Phil: I bet people also call you Tripplehorn. 
Convincing      
SA/64/229 
Taste: I’m a big Jeanne Tripplehorn fan. 
Phil: Yes, she is a fine actress.(a) 
         Who’s this?(b) 
(a)Agreeing 
 
 
(b)Questioning 
   
SA/64/230 
Taste: That’s a nice piece. What are we gonna have a duel at 
ten paces? 
Phil: Hey, zip your face. 
 Commanding    
SA/64/231 
Taste: That’s your best line? That’s your best tough-guy line? 
Phil: You heard me.(a) 
        Zip your face.(b) 
(a)Convincing 
 
 
(b)Commanding 
   
SA/64/232 
Taste: Why don’t you zip your vagina, Raymond Burr? 
Phil: I have no idea how to respond to that. F you! 
   Stating anger  
SA/64/233 
Taste: F me? F you! 
Phil: F you! 
   Stating dislike  
SA/64/234 
Taste: Okay. Okay! What do you want? 
Phil: You’ve no idea what you’ve done to us. 
 Questioning    
SA/64/235 
Taste: What? 
Phil: When you missed your reservation at Claw, you 
ruined our lives. 
   Blaming  
SA/64/236 
(Taste, Whippit and Claire argue each other) 
Phil: Okay, okay, that’s enough! 
 Commanding    
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(SA/SC/No) 
Utterance 
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SA/64/237 
Phil: Stop arguing. Stop arguing. Stop it. Shut it. Shut! 
Everybody, shut the holes. Just shut the hole. 
Claire: Quiet. Just be quite. 
 Commanding    
In a flurry of motion, they begin packing up. She 
pulls suitcases from a closet… 
Taste flings the suitcases out the window onto the 
fire escape. 
He reaches into his pocket, pulls out the flash drive 
and tosses it to Phil and they go out. SA/64/238 
Phil: Listen, listen!(a) 
These goons are after us because they think that we have 
a flash drive that you stole from them.(b) 
So you’re gonna go to them and you’re gonna tell them 
that you are the Tripplehorns.(c) 
 
(b)Informing 
(a)Commanding 
 
(c)Commanding 
   
SA/64/239 
Taste: Wait a second, bitch! 
Phil: Don’t call me a bitch, whore! 
   Stating dislike  
SA/64/240 
Taste: Are you telling me that these goons are tracking you 
right now? 
Phil: Have you not heard a word I said, whore?(a) 
Look, that is why we are here. You need to help us out of 
this.(b) 
 
 
 
(b)Explaining  
  (a)Stating anger  
SA/64/241 
Taste: Forget the latex. Only the essentials. 
Phil: Stop what you’re doing. Stop packing. Nobody is 
going anywhere. 
 Commanding    
SA/64/242 
Claire: Phil! Do something with the gun. 
Phil: I have a gun! And that means... 
  Threatening   
SA/64/243 
Taste: Two suitcases? Come on. Always with the over 
packing. What’s the deal? Nothing you can’t walk away from 
in 30 seconds. Bobby DeNiro. Heat. Classic! 
Phil: Okay. Okay. No way! No. No. No. No. No. All right. 
No, no, no. Nobody’s going anywhere. Hold on. Stop. 
Stop! Nobody’s going anywhere! Pay attention! Pay 
attention to me! 
 Commanding    
SA/64/244 
Phil: Hey, hey, hey. How are we supposed to get this to 
Milleto? 
 Questioning    
SA/64/245 
Taste: Milleto? 
Phil: Joe Milleto. The guy that you’re blackmailing. 
Explaining      
SA/64/246 
Taste: You two are far from home, aren’t you? 
Phil: What’s that supposed to mean? 
 Questioning   
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SA/64/247 
Phil: That did not go down at all as I had expected.(a) 
Let’s go.(b) 
Claire: Yeah, I did. 
(a)Stating 
 
 
(b)Commanding 
   
 
SA/66/248 
Phil: What do you think Taste meant when he said we’re 
a long way from  home? 
 Questioning    
EXT. STREET – LOWER EAST SIDE – NIGHT 
Phil and Claire walk towards the Audi. 
SA/67/249 Phil: Let’s dance. Stating     
INT. AUDI – CONTINOUS 
Phil starts the car. 
BOOM! The REAR WINDOW of the Audi 
SHATTERS as a bullet flies through the car. They 
spin around to see – 
DETECTIVES ARMSTRONG and COLLINS 
incoming, guns up, firing. 
Armstrong and Collins are on foot, incoming, bullets 
slashing through the windows. Phil LEANS OUT 
HIS WINDOW and aims the 1860 COLT 
HANDGUN. WINCING, he FIRES -- 
SA/68/250 Phil: This gun sucks! Informing     
BLAM! 
The entire gun BLOWS UP IN HIS HAND - - he’s 
holding just the handle. But the SOUND was enough 
to make Collins and Armstrong DUCK FOR 
COVER. 
He PULLS HIS HEAD back in, holding the handle. 
SA/70/251 
Claire: Oh my God! Go! 
Phil: I’m going. I’m going. I’m going. I’m going. I’m 
going. 
Informing     
Phil and Claire duck low in their seats. Phil can just 
barely 80 see over the wheel. 
SA/70/252 
Claire: Oh, my God! Oh, my God! Be careful! 
Phil: Stop yelling at me!(a) 
I know what I’m doing, all right?(b) 
 
 
(b)Convincing 
(a)Commanding    
SA/71/253 
Cabbie: Come on! One way! One freaking way! 
Phil: I’m sorry. 
   Apologizing   
HE SMASHES HEAD-ON INTO A CAB 
Phil and Claire look over the dash to see— 
A CABBIE, 20’s. he looks at them. 
SA/71/254 
Cabbie: One freaking way! It’s always been one way! 
Phil: Just hold on! 
 Commanding    
HE SMASHES HEAD-ON INTO A CAB 
Phil and Claire look over the dash to see— 
A CABBIE, 20’s. He looks at them. 
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SA/71/255 
Cabbie: No! Stop! Whoa, don’t! Whoa! What are you doing? 
Phil: Okay, we need to get you off of us. 
Explaining      
BAM BAM BAM! BULLETS shatter the Audi 
windshield. A second later, another bullet shatters 
the Cab windshield and rear window! The cops are 
bearing down from the back, firing full breach. 
Phil tries to back up, but … the cab backs up with 
him. 
SA/71/256 
Claire: We’ve got to go, Phil. We’ve gotta go right now! 
Phil: Okay. It’s not working! 
Stating     
SA/71/257 
Cabbie: Put yourjunk in reverse, asshole! 
Phil: You put your junk in reverse! 
 Commanding    
SA/72/258 
Phil: Oh, God.(a) 
Well, looks like you’re coming with us. Okay! 
(b)Stating   (a)Stating dislike  
THE TWO CARS ARE ATTACHED. FRONT 
FENDER-TO-FENDER 
Phil slams his car into drive, then stomps on the 
brakes, trying desperately to get free from the cab. 
No dice. 
They both put their cars in reverse and try to back 
up. Nothing but burning rubber. 
Collins and Armstrong are closing, fast. Phil realizes 
he has no choice- - 
Phil RAMS INTO DRIVE and takes off down the 
street, plowing the cab backwards along with them. 
SA/74/259 
Cabbie: Why am I going backwards? 
Phil: Hey, take your foot off the brake! 
 Commanding    
EXT. DOWNTOWN STREET (#1) – CONTINOUS 
The conjoined cars screen wildly down the street, 
swerving and clipping parked cars as they go. 
Phil looks across the hoods to the Cabbie. 
Cabbie is no help. From far in the distance, a siren 
slashes through the air. Here come Collins and 
Armstrong. 
SA/74/260 
Phil: Take the wheel. 
Claire: What? 
 Commanding    
SA/74/261 
Claire: What? 
Phil: Just take it!(a) 
This guy won’t lay off the brakes.(b) 
 
 
(b)Explaining 
(a)Commanding    
SA/75/262 
Cabbie: No, no, no, no. You are tripping! Who do you think 
you are, huh? 
Claire: Honey, move your ass! 
Phil: Move over. 
 Commanding    
While they continue to drive forward, Phil climbs 
out the front window, and slides across the hood 
to— 
The cab. He drives into the driver’s seat— 
SA/76/263 
Phil: Oh, God! Why do these guys wanna kill us so 
badly?(a) 
Hey. Hey! Do you have a computer or a BlackBerry? 
Something I could read a document on? 
 (b)Questioning  (a)Stating Fear  
Phil takes the wheel of the cab, looks over the dash 
to Claire who now drives the Audi. 
 
SA/76/264 
Cabbie: I got a Kindle. 
Phil: Give it to me. Give it. give it. 
 Commanding    
Cabbie hands him a KINDLE. Phil takes it. 
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SA/76/265 
Phil: Seriously? 
Cabbie: It made me cry. 
   Stating Surprise  
ANGLE ON KINDLE: it’s the digital version of 
―And in the Morning We Walk with the Birds of 
Change.‖ 
Phil JAMS the FLASH DRIVE into the USB PORT. 
 
MORE LIGHTS. SIRENS. THREE COP CARS 
PARKED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE HIGHWAY, 
FORMING A ROAD-BLOCK. 
SA/76/266 
Cabbie: It made me cry 
Phil: Okay...(a) 
         Oh, my God, that’s Crenshaw. That’s te DA.(b) 
         Claire, we have to get off the street!(c) 
(a)Agreeing 
 
(c)Informing 
  
 
(b)Stating Surprise 
 
SA/76/267 
Claire: Why? 
Phil: At the light you’re gonna take a hard righ!(a) 
        I have a plan.(b) 
 
(b)Stating 
(a)Commanding    
SA/76/268 
Claire: Wait ... 
Phil: Now! 
 Commanding    
SA/76/269 
Cop: This is the NYPD. The roadway has been sealed. Stop 
your vehicles immediately. 
Claire: Great, Phil! 
Phil: I had to try something. I thought I had a plan. 
Stating     
SA/84/270 
Phil: No brakes. 
Cabbie: No brakes? 
Informing     
Claire slams on her brakes and stops. Phil hits his 
brakes, but doesn’t stop— 
SA/84/271 Phil: Damn it. Brakes are gone.    Stating panic  
SA/85/272 
Cabbie: That is some bullshit! I’m out. Be cool. Peace! 
Phil: All right. See you later.(a) 
Blow me!(b) 
   
(a)Stating Farewell 
(b)Stating 
Surrender 
 
Cabbie looks up, sees the water coming fast. Cabbie 
throws open his door and bails out of the car. Phil 
looks ahead, sees that it’s too late, his car now 
airborne flying off the pier… and into the East 
River. 
SA/86/273 
Claire: Phil! Phil! 
Phil: I’m okay. 
Informing     
Claire comes running up to the end of the pier as 
Phil scrambles out of the sinking cab and swims 
away… 
She helps him out of the water… 
Phil looks back at the sinking car. Realizes 
something. 
SA/86/274 
Claire: Oh, God. Come! Come on! Oh, my God. Good, 
honey. Good. Come on. You’re okay. Are you okay? 
Phil: I’m cold. Wow. Wow. I’m really, really cold.(a) 
Oh, no. The flash drive is gone. Tripplehorns are gone. 
We’ve got nothing.(b) 
   
(a)Stating pain 
(b)Stating sorrow 
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SA/89/275 
Claire: So what was on that computer sticky thing, anyway? 
Phil: Just some ledgers and pictures. 
Informing     
EXT. SUBWAY TRAIN – NIGHT 
Claire and Phil – who is now dressed in a Lululemon 
yoga outfit (three quarter length Lycra pants, skin-
tight tank top) and a knee-length raincoat – ride a 
mostly deserted car. 
 
SA/89/276 
Claire: Pictures of what? 
Phil: Of services rendered at one of Joe Milletto’s clubs. 
A place called The Pappermint Hippo. 
Informing     
SA/89/277 
Claire: Ew, Pappermint Hippo. That’s ... Neither of these two 
words is dirty, but somehow together, that is the fifthlest 
thing I’ve ever heard. 
Phil: Thing is, this ledger had only pictures and 
information about one client, District Attorney Crenshaw. 
Informing     
SA/89/278 
Claire: The guy with the broom? 
Phil: The Tripplehorns may have stolen the flash drive 
from Miletto, but they were blackmailing the DA. 
State of opinion     
SA/89/279 
Claire: That’s ambitious for those two dirtbags. 
Phil: Doesn’t even matter now, though, because the 
computer sticky thing is at the bottom of the East River, 
which is where we’ll be if these cops catch up with us. 
Stating     
SA/89/280 
Claire: Honey, if I’m gonna get whacked off, I at least 
deserve to understand why it’s happening. What’re you 
smiling about? 
Phil: No. You’re very sweet. We’re not going ... Hon, 
we’re not going to get whacked off. 
Arguing     
EXT. SUBWAY TRAIN – NIGHT 
Claire and Phil – who is now dressed in a Lululemon 
yoga outfit (three quarter length Lycra pants, skin-
tight tank top) and a knee-length raincoat – ride a 
mostly deserted car. 
 
SA/89/281 
Claire: So, those two cops don’t work for Miletto. They work 
for Crenshaw. And that’s why Taste was acting so weird 
when you mentioned Miletto’s name. Right. Oh, my God, 
Phil, I totally got this. It has something to do with Crenshaw? 
Phil: It has ... Yes, honey, it has everything to do with 
Crenshaw.(a) That’s the key. We have to find a way to get 
to Crenshaw.(b) 
(a)Agreeing 
(b)Informing 
    
SA/89/282 
Claire: Well, the Tripplehorns gotta him at The Peppermint 
Hippo. 
Phil: And we’re the Tripplehorns. 
Stating     
SA/89/283 
Claire: Hells yes, we are. 
Phil: We’re gonna need some help. 
Informing     
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SA/90/284 
Holbrooke : Is that my tracksuit? 
Phil: Yes, it was in the trunk of your Audi, which is now 
parked over by the East River, and probably in need of 
significant repair, for which I’m sure I’ll be able to pay 
you back over the next several decades. Also, on my tab, I 
would like to add that super old gun that i stole from your 
hallway which is useless-- but that’s not our reason here. 
Informing     
INT. HOLBROOKE’S BUILDING – LATE NIGHT 
Holbrooke opens the inner loft door, takes in Claire 
and Phil standing there. 
Holbrooke moves to close the door, Phil stops him. 
Claire looks at Phil, impressed by his show of 
strength, then notices Natanya leaning against the 
wall, tears in her eyes. 
Claire leans close to Phil… 
Holbrooke steps inside…motioning… 
SA/90/285 
Holbrook: I’ve had an interesting myself. And i really tired. 
So it’s nice  to see you again, Claire but you have to knock 
on somebody elses door, okay. 
Claire: No. 
Phil: No, no, no. Here’s the thing. I just wanna take my 
wife dinner to night. I was just hopping that we were have 
one night where we could, you know, feel like new.(a) 
And now all i wanna do is getting home. And i’ve got a 
plan. I’ve a way to do that. And i’m not good in plan 
generally but i got one. And i need help.(b) 
And even you know your packs make me wanna kill my 
self and your girlfriend is so hot and she’s like looking 
two shimmering jet engine, i know and i believe that there 
is real person that understand exactly what i’m going to 
do right now.(c) 
So please, Holbrooke, will let us come in? Will let us 
explain to you what we want? And will you, oh God, wear 
fucking short?(d) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)Informing 
 
 
(b)Informing 
 
 
 
(c)Describing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d)Begging 
   
SA/90/286 
Holbrooke: Come on in. 
Phil: Thank you. 
   Thanking  
SA/91/287 
Phil: Here it is.(a) 
Remember the plan?(b) 
Claire: Not really. 
(a)Informing (b)Questioning    
EXT. NEW YORK CITY STREET – NIGHT 
An anonymous building. Claire and Phil, still in the 
raincoat and yoga outfit, watch from a few feet 
away. 
SA/91/288 
Phil: Let in us, ass.(a) 
She is new girl. She is working to night.(b) 
Doorman: I don’t know what you’re talking about. 
(b)Informing (a)Commanding    
SA/91/289 Doorman: And who’re you? Informing     
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Phil: I’m her pimp-daddy. 
SA/92/290 
Claire: Wait here. 
Phil: Where are you going? 
 Questioning    
INT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO – LOCKER ROOM – 
NIGHT 
Claire walks to the locker room. 
SA/93/291 
Claire: Hey, man. I’m at the bottom. You want to that? 
Phil: Sorry... Oh, my God! 
   Stating Surprise  
INT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO – ENTRYWAY – 
NIGHT 
Phil stands there, trying to keep his eyes to himself. 
But his eyes are drawn across the room to… 
Claire emerging from the locker-room, shyly pulling 
the dress down, trying to make it cover everything. 
Phil is blown away by how Claire looks. 
SA/93/292 
Claire: I know. I know. Shut up! 
Phil: You look ausome. 
   Complimenting  
SA/93/293 
Claire: Why so bright on here? It must be dark and seedy. It’s 
40 old stripper which also a mama. I did it pull in back and 
then turn around it. I think I lost one my nipple. 
Phil: No, you look great! 
   Complimenting  
SA/93/294 
Claire: For reals? 
Phil: Yeah. For reals! 
Convincing     
SA/93/295 
Claire: Just it that long enough to cover my caesarean. Come 
on. 
Phil: Okay, lets go.(a) 
         I want you to buy that.(b) 
 
 
(a)Agreeing 
 
 
 
(b)Requesting 
   
SA/94/296 
Claire: This is like the End of Days film. Oh my… Honey, I 
don’t think I can do that. 
Phil: Yes, you can.(a) 
Honey, listen to me.(b) 
You’re beautiful strong woman. You’re the mother of my 
children.(c)  
Now, I want you to go in there.(e) 
 
 
(a)Convincing 
 
(c)Convincing 
 
 
 
(b)Commanding 
 
 
(d)Commanding 
   
INT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO – MAIN AREA – 
NIGHT 
Phil and Claire enter. Strobelights flickering. The 
club has dark chambers and side rooms, full of 
clients and call girls engaged in various criminal 
acts. 
Phil and Claire start walking uncomfortably through 
the space, looking for the D.A. They pass the first 
tangle of people. 
They keep moving. Claire sees a nondescript DOOR 
marked ―PRIVATE‖ at the far end of the room, that 
just so happens to be guarded by a LARGE THUG. 
They approach him…Confused, they GLANCE UP 
and see a CAMERA. After a beat, the Thug presses 
against his EARPIERCE.The Thug opens the door, 
and they walk into… 
SA/94/297 
Thug: No. The both you. He likes you too. 
Claire: Well, well, well, somebody got the good view. 
Phil: No, no, no, I can’t do this. 
Arguing     
SA/94/298 
Claire: Yes you can. You are beautiful and amazing man. 
And you are the father of my children. You gonna getting in. 
Phil: I don’t.. Oh, my God. 
   Stating Dislike  
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Code 
(SA/SC/No) 
Utterance 
Illocutionay Acts 
Context of Situation 
Rep Dir Com Exp Dec 
SA/95/299 
(Claire walks beside Phil) 
Phil: Here he is. Over there, with sun glasses. 
Informing     
INT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO – VIP ROOM – 
NIGHT 
The room is dark, shadowy, curls of smoke, the 
music softer. Phil and Claire look around. 8-10 
PEOPLE of varying ages and sexes lounge around, 
some of them DANCING, some MAKING OUT… 
In the corner, attended to by several LADIES, sits a 
man in his 40’s, fit, sunglasses. D.A. CRENSHAW. 
Phil elbows Claire. 
Phil grabs Claire’s elbow, leads her toward 
Crenshaw. Before they get close, a GIANT 
BODYGUARD steps in front of them. 
Crenshaw calls off from the corner. 
The bodyguard steps aside. Crenshaw looks Phil and 
Claire up and down.  
A reluctant Phil and Claire move onto the dance 
floor. 
Claire starts to bop awkwardly. Phil, not really 
knowing what to do, takes one of Claire’s hands and 
puts one arm around her hip. Now they just look like 
they’re at a bar mitzvah. 
He grabs Claire and starts to ―dirty-dances‖ her. 
Claire is taken aback for a minute, then starts to go 
with it. 
Crenshaw takes off his sunglasses. He’s paying 
attention. Phil turns around and starts to bounce up 
and down, his hands on his knees and his butt up in 
the ais towards Claire. 
Then they start to dance like a robot. Crenshaw 
watches them for a few seconds, totally turned on. 
Claire and Phil stop dancing and head over to 
Crenshaw. 
They’re in. Crenshaw smiles at their approach. 
Claire bends down, whispers in his ear. 
SA/95/300 
Claire: He has his broom with him! Oh, that’s gross! Why he 
needs that? 
Phil: Honey, maybe there is a lot of mess to clean up here. 
Stating     
SA/95/301 
Bodyguard : Can I help you? 
Phil: Yeah, we’re here to see Crenshaw. 
Informing     
SA/95/302 
Claire: My name is Syphilis. 
Crenshaw:You have brave mouth,honey.I like that. And you 
brought your androgynous friend.Oh,it’s a man or woman?I 
don’t know.  
Phil: I’m gonna keep you guessing. Whoo... 
  Promising   
SA/95/303 
Crenshaw: Come on, if want spent the time with me, you 
have to earn it. So get out from there. Ladies, please, please, 
move, move to side. 
Phil: You know what, actually we... Hey, okay. We’re not 
like dancing so much.  We want just talk to you. 
Informing     
SA/95/304 
Crenshaw: I don’t come here to talk. You’re to leave or start 
the dancing. 
Phil: Oh, my God. 
   Stating dislike  
SA/95/305 
Crenshaw: What? I do not feel it. What, what they  do. 
Carlton, please get escorted them both. 
Phil: No, no, no. Okay, all right. We just get warm up. 
Informing     
SA/95/306 
Phil: Now, we really will make it happen. Here we go. 
Claire: Now, it is on. 
  Promising   
SA/95/307 
Claire: We have something that you want. 
Crenshaw: I know what you do. How much for a night? 
Phil: A hundred-thousand dollars. 
Stating     
SA/95/308 
Crenshaw: Huh, It’s little expensive. I don’t even know that 
there’s a women who deserve so much. 
Claire: How about one with the flash drive? 
Phil: We’re the Tripplehorn. 
Informing     
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Code 
(SA/SC/No) 
Utterance 
Illocutionay Acts 
Context of Situation 
Rep Dir Com Exp Dec 
SA/96/309 
Crenshaw: Okay. Lets make this simple, okay. You give me 
the flash drive, or Collins is gonna broke both your wife’s 
arms. 
Phil: I put the flash drive in some place. (a) 
No one can find it.(b) 
But if my friend, Mr. Holbrook Grant doesn’t hear our 
for every hour until we are save, he will realese that 
content of flash drive.(c) 
 
 
(a)Informing 
(b)Stating 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c)Threatening 
  
EXT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO ROOF – NIGHT 
The lights of the city glitter in the distance. The 
rooftop door slams open. Claire and Phil are pushed 
out the door by Crenshaw, Armstrong and Collins. 
They walk a few paces ahead of them. 
 
SA/96/310 
Joe: Do you see the flash drive? 
Phil: Oh, don’t worry. We will not say a word about the 
pictures. 
  Promising   
SA/96/311 
Crenshaw: What pictures? 
Joe: Nothing. 
Phil: He doesn’t know? 
 Questioning    
EXT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO ROOF – NIGHT 
The lights of the city glitter in the distance. The 
rooftop door slams open. Claire and Phil are pushed 
out the door by Crenshaw, Armstrong and Collins. 
They walk a few paces ahead of them. 
Joe Miletto comes and makes the situation 
uncontrol. 
SA/96/312 
Crenshaw: Know what? 
Phil: Oh, waw! I got alot here. Sorry, but I get.(a) 
I totally know why you have the pornographic pictures of 
DA.(b) 
(b)Stating   (a)Stating Surprise  
SA/96/313 
Joe: Zip it, skippy! 
Phil: You zip your vagina! 
 Commanding    
SA/96/314 
Crenshaw: You’ve said what on the flash drive is city 
contracts. I have been cleaned, so far I continue to alienate 
the police from you, and you save the dirty picture of me? 
Phil: Very dirty pictures. 
Informing     
SA/96/315 
Joe: You could be in jail if not for I was. So watch your tone, 
Mr. District Attorney. 
Phil: So, you two guys need a time to talk here. So, I and 
my wife will move from here. 
Informing     
SA/96/316 
Joe: No, no, no. No one move from here! 
Claire: No. Oh, my God, Phil, the kill shot! 
Phil: It’ll be ok. 
Convincing    
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(SA/SC/No) 
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Rep Dir Com Exp Dec 
SA/96/317 
Claire: This is not good plan. This is a bad plan, Phil! It’s a 
bad plan! 
Phil: Claire, look at me! Look at me! Look at me!(a) 
I got this. I have got this!(b) Count to three.(c) 
 
 
(b)Informing 
 
(a)Commanding 
 
(c)Commanding 
   
Crenshaw and Joe fight each other and Claire hates 
the condition. Phil calms Claire down. 
SA/96/318 
Claire: What? 
Phil: Just count it now. 
 Commanding    
SA/96/319 
Claire: No, it doesn’t gonna work. It’s people with the gun. 
Phil: Trust me! 
Convincing     
SA/97/321 
Arroyo: Fosters.  
Phil: Glad to see you again, Detective. 
   Stating pleasure  
TWENTY COPS swarm in from various rooftop 
doors wearing NYPD flak jacket, led by the familiar 
faces of DETECTIVE ARROYO and WALSH. 
Claire and Phil drop to the ground, watch as the cops 
take control of the situation. 
SA/98/322 
Arroyo: He had told Holbrooke to call me to come here at 
5.30. You have something for me? 
Phil: Yes, I do. I think it’s enough evidence to imprison 
them. 
Stating     
HE REACHES INTO HIS SHIRT, suavely, and 
starts to pull out a WIRE (which he borrowed from 
Holbrooke). The wire gets CAUGHT around his 
neck. He spins around … chokes himself… 
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APPENDIX B 
KINDS OF CONVERSATIONAL IMPLICATURES 
 
NOTE: 
CI : Conversational Implicature  GCI : Generalized Conversational Implicature   
SC : Scene     PCI : Particularized Conversational Implicature 
NO : Number of Data   
 
Code 
(CI/SC/NO) 
Utterance 
Conversational 
Implicature Context of Situation Implied Meaning 
GCI PCI 
CI/01/001 
Oliver: Dad? Mom? Can I have breakfast? 
Phill: Honey, don't move. 
 √ 
INT. FOSTER BEDROOM – NEW JERSEY – 
EARLY MORNING 
CLAIRE FOSTER, 30’s, asleep next to her 
husband PHIL FOSTER, 40’s. Their 7 year-old 
son, OLIVER, comes padding in. 
Phil does not want to make a breakfast since he is still 
feel asleep. 
CI/05/002 
Ollie: Dad, come play Legos with me. 
Phil: Yes, yes, I will. But I'm going to lapse into a mini 
coma for just a second and then we’re gonna have the best 
Lego battle ever. 
√  
INT. FOSTER FAMILY ROOM – NIGHT 
Oliver and Charlotte are playing Lego. Phil 
enters, weary. Oliver wants to play Lego with 
Phil but he postpones that. And take a rest; lay 
his body in the sofa. 
Phil does not want to play Lego now because he is 
tired. What he wants is to get rest. 
CI/17/003 
Claire: Honey, do you wanna change? 
Phil: I think I’m good. I...Wow! I...Wow ... What...You look 
nice. 
 √ 
INT. FOSTER FAMILY ROOM 
The kids play with Katy at the coffee table. 
Phil joins the game. He does not notice Claire 
who has dressed up. 
Phil does not want to change. He forgets that tonight 
is date night so he thinks that he does not need to 
change. 
CI/22/004 
Hostess : Great. This way. 
Claire : What are you doing, Phil?  
Phil : Trust me. It’s fine. 
 √ 
 
 
 
INT. CLAW (RESTAURANT) – NIGHT 
A hostess walks through the bar to find the 
Tripplehorns who has a reservation in that 
restaurant. Phil uses this opportunity to get a 
table. He whirls around, raises his arm, and said 
that they are the Tripplehorns. 
 
 
 
Phil asks Claire to follow his idea. Phil believes it will 
fine since the hostess frequently calls to find one of 
the restaurant’s customers and Phil assumes that the 
customer does not come. 
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Code 
(CI/SC/NO) 
Utterance 
Conversational 
Implicature Context of Situation Implied Meaning 
GCI PCI 
CI/25/005 
Amstrong : Did you really think you could steal from Joe 
Miletto and get away with it? 
Claire : Okay, someone somewhere is making a huge 
mistake. This is a mistake. 
Phil : This is just  a big, big, goofy misunderstanding. 
We are Phil and Claire Foster. We don’t know anything 
about a ransom note. We don’t have a flash drive, I assure you. 
 √ 
EXT. CLAW – DARK ALLEY – NIGHT 
The men think that Phil and Claire are really the 
Tripplehorns and they want to get the flash drive 
which stole from their boss. Phil and Claire 
really do not understand of what they talking 
about and try to explain who they are. 
Phil explains to Armstrong that there is a 
misunderstanding. They are not the Tripplehorns, 
person that they look for, but they are the Fosters. 
CI/25/006 
Amstrong: So you just took somebody else’s reservation? 
Claire : For the record, I was against it. But my husband 
gets these plans in his head, and it becomes, like, a thing.  
Phil : I'm an idiot sometimes. 
 √ 
EXT. CLAW – DARK ALLEY – NIGHT 
The men think that Phil and Claire are really the 
Tripplehorns and they want to get the flash drive 
which stole from their boss. Phil and Claire 
explain that they just took somebody reservation. 
Phil tells that sometimes he do a thing without 
thinking it first as an idiot. 
CI/28/007 
Claire : We gotta get someplace populated. 
Phil : Well, maybe there’ll be people there. Some 
closeted gay men, or ...No, no. No. Night boating. 
 √ 
INT. SEDAN – NIGHT 
The car stops. Wiry Man and Beefy Guy get out. 
Phil and Claire have a second together. Fierce 
whispers to discuss what should they do to get a 
help. 
Phil assumes that closeted men or Night Boating must 
be a lot of people. 
CI/28/008 
Claire : Night boating? 
Phil : Night boating. It’s very popular here. I read an 
article about it. We’ll be fine. 
 √ 
Phil thinks Night Boating in the Central Park is the 
famous place and he assumes there will be many 
people there so they can ask for help to them. 
CI/39/009 
Claire   : We gotta get out of here. We gotta go home. 
Phil     : We can’t  go home. 
√  
EXT. NEW YORK POLICE STATION – 
NIGHT 
They burst out of the station and into the teeming 
streets of mid-town north. It’s a busy Friday 
night in Manhattan. Lots of chaos. They power 
walk down the street. 
Phil explains that the bad guys have their IDs so they 
cannot go home because the bad guys can find their 
address and know where they live. CI/39/010 
Claire : What are you talking about, Phil? I'm going home! 
I'm going home! 
Phil : Claire, they have our IDs. They know where we 
live. They know where we live. 
 √ 
CI/42/011 
Claire : Now what?  
Phil : They're safe. They’re safe. We need to find 
someplace with a lot of people. A lot of people. 
√  
INTERCUTTING HOUSE & THE PAYPHONE 
Phil calls Katy to stay longer to keep the 
children. Claire grabs Phil’s arm. They duck 
down, hiding under the phone booth. Both of 
them can hear Katy through the phone. They 
hang up. Stand there a moment. 
Phil thinks they need to hide in someplace with a lot 
of people so the bad guys will hard to catch them and 
also they can ask for help there. 
CI/43/012 
Claire : And look where it got us. We should call 911. 
Phil : Honey, this is Joe Miletto we're talking about. 
 √ 
EXT. TIMES SQUARE – NIGHT 
Friday night in the square. A lot of people. Claire 
and Phil hide in the crowded street between lots 
of people who walks in the street. 
Phil thinks that they cannot call 911 since the bad 
guys who try to catch them also cops who under 
Milletto’s order. 
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(CI/SC/NO) 
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GCI PCI 
CI/43/013 
Claire : What are we gonna do? We can’t go home, we 
can’t  go to the police. 
Phil : Okay, okay, okay. Miletto, he wants the 
Tripplehorns, why? Because they have the flash drive. All 
right, what if they gave him the flash drive back? 
 
√  
EXT. TIMES SQUARE – NIGHT 
Friday night in the square. A lot of people. Claire 
and Phil hide in the crowded street between lots 
of people who walks in the street. 
Phil thinks that they need to find the true Tripplehorns 
and ask them to give the flash drive back so Phil and 
Claire can free.  
CI/43/014 
Claire : How? We don’t know  anything about the 
Tripplehorns. 
Phil : That’s not entirely true. We know where they 
were going to have dinner tonight. 
√  
EXT. TIMES SQUARE – NIGHT 
Friday night in the square. A lot of people. Claire 
and Phil hide in the crowded street between a lot 
of people who walks in the street. 
Phil implied meaning is that they can find the 
information of the Tripplehorns in the restaurant 
where they stole the Tripplehorns’ reservation. 
CI/57/015 
Claire: What’re you doing? No, wait. 
Phil: There we go. 
 √ 
INT. GARAGE – GROUND FLOOR – NIGHT 
Claire and Phil go out through the garage. 
They’re about to open the door when they see 
another monitor showing Collins and Armstrong 
on the stoop looking around. Phil looks around, 
sees a rack of keys on the wall. He grabs one, 
and hits the button. A car beeps. 
Phil wants to use Holbrooke car to get out and past 
the bad cops so they will not catch by them. 
CI/59/016 
Claire: Well, thank God for Holbrooke, right? 
Phil: Yeah. Thank God. No, actually, screw Holbrooke. 
√  
EXT/INT. AUDI ON NEW YORK CITY 
STREETS – NIGHT 
Claire praise Holbrooke’s kindness. Phil does 
not like that. They argue each other. He cranks 
the car around a corner. He hits the brakes, pulls 
over. They sit there a moment. 
Phil is thanked to God but not for Holbrook’s 
kindness because Phil is jealous with him.  
CI/59/017 
Claire: No, okay, that is not true. 
Phil: It is true. And I get it, because I lit up, too. He is super 
hot! And why... Why do you need muscles on your shoulders 
like that? And I am just the husband. I am just the dork 
who doesn’t know how to load the dishwasher. 
 √ 
Phil knows that as just a husband who cannot do 
anything, there is no one who will light up to him. 
CI/59/018 
Claire: He doesn’t... 
Phil: Mine is with Cyndi Lauper. 
 √ Phil has gross sex fantasy with Cyndi Lauper. 
CI/62/019 
Claire: What are you doing? 
Phil: If we can’t find the Tripplehorns, maybe we can find 
their flash drive. Come here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
√ 
INT. /EXT. CAR – STREET 
Phil pushes the buzzer of Mr. Felton’s house. 
They wait. Nothing. He pushes it again. They 
look at each other, wait. Nothing. He looks at the 
buzzer. 2B. He then looks up at a dark second 
story window off the fire escape. 
Phil aims to steal the flash drive from the 
Tripplehorns’ house. 
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GCI PCI 
CI/64/020 
Claire: Damn it, Phil! 
Phil: Shh. What? 
 
 √ 
INT. APPARTMENT – LOWER EAST SIDE – 
4TH FLOOR – NIGHT 
Claire checks piles while Phil checks drawers. 
Claire starts to move to another pile, but 
accidentally bangs into an open drawer. 
She slams it closed – which unleashes a cascade 
of papers and other crap, which pours onto the 
floor with an endless, loud, sustained cacophony. 
Beat. 
They start to head towards the door but before 
they get there, the lights are switched on and Phil 
and Claire are face with the Tripplehorns – or, 
actually, the FELTONS. 
Phil asks Claire to be quiet. 
CI/64/021 
Claire: You never, ever, ever, close any drawer you ever open. 
Ever! Ever! 
Phil: Oh, God! God! God! Ssshh! Don’t move. 
 √ 
Phil wants Claire to shut her mouth up and be quiet 
since there is someone enters the room. 
CI/64/022 
Taste: That’s a nice piece. What are we gonna have a duel at 
ten paces? 
Phil: Hey, zip your face. 
 √ 
Phil does not want to joke with Taste. He wants Taste 
to shut his mouth up. 
CI/64/023 
Taste: Why don’t you zip your vagina, Raymond Burr? 
Phil: I have no idea how to respond to that. F you! 
 √ 
Phil really does not know how to respond Taste since 
the word is too rough. 
CI/64/024 
Taste: Okay. Okay! What do you want? 
Phil: You’ve no idea what you’ve done to us. 
 √ 
Phil regrets that the Tripplehorns do not know of what 
already happen to them. 
CI/64/025 
Taste: Are you telling me that these goons are tracking you 
right now? 
Phil: Have you not heard a word I said, whore? Look, that is 
why we are here. You need to help us out of this. 
 √ 
Phil implied meaning is that they have a track with 
the goons since the goons assume that they are 
Tripplehorns. 
CI/64/026 
Claire: Phil! Do something with the gun. 
Phil: I have a gun! And that means... 
 √ 
Phil wants to make the Tripplehorns fear and stop 
packing by telling them he has a gun. 
CI/74/027 
Phil: Take the wheel. 
Claire: What? 
 √ 
EXT. DOWNTOWN STREET 
The conjoined cars screen wildly down the 
street, swerving and clipping parked cars as they 
go. Phil looks across the hoods to the Cabbie. 
Cabbie is no help. Phil takes the wheel of the 
cab, looks over the dash to Claire who now 
drives the Audi. 
Phil implied meaning is that Claire takes the wheel 
and Phil goes to cabbie to control it so they can run 
fast.  
CI/76/028 
Cop: This is the NYPD. The roadway has been sealed. Stop 
your vehicles immediately. 
Claire: Great, Phil! 
Phil: I had to try something. I thought I had a plan. 
√  
MORE LIGHTS. SIRENS. THREE COP CARS 
PARKED IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 
HIGHWAY, FORMING A ROAD-BLOCK. 
Phil does not know that the police block the road. He 
just wants to try his plan. 
CI/89/029 
Claire: Well, the Tripplehorns gotta him at The Peppermint 
Hippo. 
Phil: And we’re the Tripplehorns. 
√  
EXT. SUBWAY TRAIN – NIGHT 
Claire and Phil – who is now dressed in a 
Lululemon yoga outfit and a knee-length 
raincoat. 
Phil implied meaning is that they can find D.A in The 
Peppermint Hippo since they are assumed as the 
Tripplehorns. 
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GCI PCI 
CI/90/030 
Holbrooke: Is that my tracksuit? 
Phil: Yes, it was in the trunk of your Audi, which is now 
parked over by the East River, and probably in need of 
significant repair, for which I’m sure I’ll be able to pay you 
back over the next several decades. Also, on my tab, I would 
like to add that super old gun that i stole from your hallway 
which is useless—but that’s not our reason here. 
√  
INT. HOLBROOKE’S BUILDING – LATE 
NIGHT 
Holbrooke opens the inner loft door, takes in 
Claire and Phil standing there. 
Holbrooke moves to close the door, Phil stops 
him. 
Phil comes to ask some help from Holbrooke. But 
before it, Phil feels sorry to use Holbrooke’s tracksuit. 
He also feels sorry to broke his Audi and also feel 
sorry he has been stole Holbrooke’s gun. 
CI/90/031 
Holbrook: I’ve had an interesting myself. And i really tired. So 
it’s nice  to see you again, Claire but you have to knock on 
somebody elses door, okay. 
Claire: No. 
Phil: No, no, no. Here’s the thing. I just wanna take my wife 
dinner to night. I was just hopping that we were have one night 
where we could, you know, feel like new. And now all i wanna 
do is getting home. And i’ve got a plan. I’ve a way to do 
that. And i’m not good in plan generally but i got one. And 
i need help. And even you know your packs make me wanna 
kill my self and your girlfriend is so hot and she’s like looking 
two shimmering jet engine, i know and i believe that there is 
real person that understand exactly what i’m going to do right 
now. So please, Holbrooke, will let us come in? Will let us 
explain to you what we want? And will you, oh God, wear 
fucking short? 
 √ 
Phil really needs Holbrooke’s help since who they 
face is the D.A and the gangster.  Phil got a plan and 
he really needs someone’s help to do this plan. And 
he thinks just Holbrooke who can help them. 
CI/94/032 
Claire: This is like the End of Days film. Oh my… Honey, I 
don’t think I can do that. 
Phil: Yes, you can. Honey, listen to me. You’re beautiful 
strong woman. You’re the mother of my children. Now, i 
want you to go in there. And pop that Gucci. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
√ 
INT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO – MAIN AREA – 
NIGHT 
Phil and Claire enter. They start walking 
uncomfortably through the space, looking for the 
D.A. They pass the first tangle of people. Claire 
sees a nondescript door marked ―PRIVATE‖ at 
the far end of the room, that just so happens to be 
guarded by a LARGE THUG.  
Phil implied meaning is that Claire is a beautiful 
woman and strong who can make a man exciting to 
her. Phil assures Claire that she can do the mission. 
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GCI PCI 
CI/95/033 
Crenshaw: Come on, if want spent the time with me, you have 
to earn it. So get out from there. Ladies, please, please, move, 
move to side. 
Phil: You know what, actually we... Hey, okay. We’re not 
like dancing so much.  We want just talk to you. 
√  
INT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO – VIP ROOM – 
NIGHT 
The room is dark, shadowy, curls of smoke, the 
music softer. Phil and Claire look around. In the 
corner, attended to by several ladies, sits a man 
in his 40’s, fit, sunglasses. D.A. CRENSHAW.  
Phil does not want to dance. He just wants to talk to 
the Crenshaw about the flash drive. 
CI/96/034 
Crenshaw: Okay. Lets make this simple, okay. You give me 
the flash drive, or Collins is gonna broke both your wife’s 
arms. 
Phil: I put the flash drive in some place. No one can find it. 
But if my friend, Mr. Holbrook Grant doesn’t hear our for 
every hour until we are save, he will realese that content of 
flash drive. 
 √ 
EXT. PEPPERMINT HIPPO ROOF – NIGHT 
The lights of the city glitter in the distance. The 
rooftop door slams open. Claire and Phil are 
pushed out the door by Crenshaw, Armstrong 
and Collins. They walk a few paces ahead of 
them. 
After a while Miletto comes. He is disturbed 
with the chaos in his roof top and wants the 
explanation of what is happened. 
D.A explains what is happened and the problem 
come up that Milletto is the one who betrayed 
the D.A. D.A and Milletto argue by each other. 
Phil uses the situation to go away but Milletto 
does not let them go.  
Phil will not give the flash drive to Crenshaw. It is 
because the flash drive is gone in the East River when 
he fallen down in that river. 
CI/96/035 
Joe: Do you see the flash drive? 
Phil: Oh, don’t worry. We will not say a word about the 
pictures. 
√  
Phil implied meaning is that he knows the content of 
the flash drive which is the dirty pictures of D.A. 
Crenshaw. 
CI/96/036 
Joe: You could be in jail if not for I was. So watch your tone, 
Mr. District Attorney. 
Phil: So, you two guys need a time to talk here. So, I and 
my wife will move from here. 
√  
Phil tries to use the situation to run away with Claire 
to safe their life.  
CI/96/037 
Joe: No, no, no. No one move from here! 
Claire: No. Oh, my God, Phil, the kill shot! 
Phil: It’ll be ok. 
 √ 
Phil knows that it will be okay since his plan will safe 
them. 
CI/96/038 
Claire: This is not good plan. This is a bad plan, Phil! It’s a 
bad plan! 
Phil: Claire, look at me! Look at me! Look at me! I got this. I 
have got this! Count to three. 
√  
Phil asks Claire to calm down and count to three 
because there will be a help. 
CI/96/039 
Claire: No, it doesn’t gonna work. It’s people with the gun. 
Phil: Trust me! 
√  
Phil believes that his plan is success and the help will 
come immediately. 
CI/98/040 
Arroyo: Fosters.  
Phil: Glad to see you again, Detective. 
 √ 
TWENTY COPS swarm in from various rooftop 
doors wearing NYPD flak jacket, led by the 
familiar faces of DETECTIVE ARROYO and 
WALSH. Claire and Phil drop to the ground, 
watch as the cops take control of the situation. 
Phil glad that they finally can catch the bad guys and 
the gangsters. 


